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IA-
The thrust of the research carried out under this grant has been the development and

study of wide, specially shaped graded quantum wells for electrons in semiconductors, as
synthesized by high-precision epitaxial growth. In basic characterization of the wide wells,
fundamental measurements of charge density, energy levels, and electron motions in the
wells were pursued. The achievement of high-Q solid state electron resonators at Terahertz
frequencies in the wide wells was stressed. Highly resonant cavities with electron
scattering times nearly two orders of magnitude larger than for electrons in high-purity

uniformly doped wells of comparable electron concentration have been grown. Structures
were also achieved in which the resonant frequency of the electrons could be changed by
application of a potential to a control electrode. Modification of the parabolic potential by
superposition of periodic potentials and the extension of the parabolic well concept to
remotely doped hole wells were also emphasized.
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The basic thrust of our research was the development and study of wide, specially

shaped wells for electrons in semiconductors, as synthesized by high-precision epitaxial

growth. In general, our work has attempted to exploit the flexibility in well design and

the advantages of modulation doping in order to achieve new electrical and optical

phenomena, especially in the Terahertz frequency regime, where these materials can form

highly resonant and controllable solid state electron resonators. Our growth effort is

aimed to be closely coupled with the UC Santa Barbara Quantum Institute, which has

developed a strong capability in the Terahertz frequency region. It is also closely coupled

with the Joint Services Electronic Program laboratories at Harvard University for

specialized low temperature and high magnetic field electrical and optical measurements

and for theoretical consultation. Collaboration with researchers at Wright-Patterson

Laboratories has also been initiated under this contract to study cyclotron resonance in

graded quantum wells as well as the application of dielectric mirrors based on digital-

alloy growth. As indicated in the publication list, this has been a productive effort during

the past three years, with the publication of over thirty papers and additional manuscripts

in press or in preparation.I
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I
GROWTH OF WIDE PARABOLIC WE•LI

I
The concept of achieving a nearly three-dimensional electron gas while reducing

electron-impurity interactions was introduced by Gossard and Halperin I who proposed
the growth of remotely doped wide parabolic quantum well structures as a means of
achieving the nearly ideal electron gas. In such wells, the conduction band edge potential
V(z) = Az 2 of the undoped well mimics the potential of a uniform positive slab of
material of positive charge density no = Ae/2pe 2, where e is the dielectric constant of the

material and e is the electron charge. The band profiles in the doped and undoped

parabolic well are illustrated in Figure 1. In the AIGaAs system, the conduction band

edge potential is nearly proportional to the aluminum content in the alloy. This allows

the creation of a parabolic potential by quadratic variation of aluminum content in the

growth direction in an A1GaAs heterostructure. Electrons are introduced into the system

by remotely doping the wide parabolic well structure with donor atoms in the barrier

layer regions outside the well. The electrons from the donors fall into the well, where
they screen the parabolic potential of the well and distribute themselves in a nearly

uniform layer of density equal to the positive charge density that would produce the

original unscreened parabolic potential. Electron mobilities in this system are roughly

two orders of magnitude higher than bulk GaAs due to separation of free carriers from the

ionized impurities. In addition, densities below the metal-insulator transition can be

achieved with this method since carrier freezeout is not a concern. 2 Mobilities in excess
of 100,000 cm 2/Vs (and as high as 350,000 cm 2/Vs for a 3DEG with density = 1016 cm-3)

have been obtaired in a variety of 3DEGs with densities ranging from as low as 4 x 1015

CM- 3 up to 1017 cm-3 .3 ,4
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Zero-Charge Banid Diagram of Parabolic Well:

Matched True Doping Added Outside Parabolic Well:

I-

N e2 
A A

U Figure 1. Band profile in undoped. and doped parabolic well where doping is added
outside the well.
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i ~ Growth Tchniome

Wide parabolic quantum wells have now been grown both by a high precision

grading technique that involves computer-controlled chopping of the aluminum

molecular beam in a short period (-20 A) graded superlattice2 and by a temperature-

controiled aluminum oven deposition technique that varies the aluminum oven

temperature during growth 5 .

3 The digital alloy technique is shown schematically in Figure 2. A superlattice

with a constant period of 20 A is grown. The duty cycle of the Al in each period is varied

in the desired fashion, for instance, parabolic, by computer control of the Al oven shutter

in the MBE machine. The carrier 'sees' an average Al mole fraction, in effect an analog

alloy. Using the fact that the bandgap of AlxGal-xAs is directly proportional to the Al

mole fraction over a large range of x values (0 to 0.45), the result is a graded bandgap

directly proportional to the graded alloy composition. To synthesize a uniformly quasi-

doped semiconductor with a carrier density of- 2x10 16 cm-3 would require a 2000 A
wide parabolic well in which the Al mole fraction went quadratically from zero at the

3 center to 0.2 at the edges.

In comparison, the analog alloy technique involves the changing of the

temperature of the aluminum molecular beam furnace to create a variation of the beam

flux over time. Although this method produces a potential without the sharp variation in3 local potential created in the digital alloy, several problems exist. Due to thermal time

constants, thermal gradients, and heat capacities of the furnaces, there will be time delays

3 between the set point of the furnaces and the actual desired flux rate from the effusion

cells, although these delays can be partially compensated for by using iteratively learned

control loops for the furnaces.6 Additionally, this method requires precise calibration of

the aluminum flux over a wide range of temperatures in comparison to the relatively

3 simple RHEED oscillation growth rate measurement used in the digital alloy technique.
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3 Figure 2. Digital alloy and analog alloy parabolic well compositional profiles.



CoMosition Detenination by Flux Profiling

In ,uer to determine epitaxial growth rates and composition profiles for wide
parabolic wells and other graded heterostructures, we developed a sensitive and fast

method for pre-growth calibration of our graded structures 7 . The profiles are measured
in calibration runs by using a fast picoammeter to track the ion-collector current of the
beam flux monitor ion-gauge (facing the ovens) and by integrating the ion current with
time to calibrate the profile of Al mole fraction vs. depth deposited in growth of graded

AlxGa I_xAs alloys. A computer is used to either ramp the Al oven temperature (analog
alloy), or pulse the Al beam (digital alloy), with a fractional monolayer depth resolution

that permits a wide range of averaged alloy profiles to be obtained. Parabolic quantum
wells have been grown by both techniques and the corresponding measured profiles
compared to each other and to the design profile. The ability of the digital-alloy
technique to generate arbitrary graded-alloy profiles is illustrated in Figures 3 and 4.
Figure 3 shows the measured flux profiles in comparison with a target sinusoidal flux
profile for beam flux control by oven temperature variation (analog alloy) and for beam
flux control by periodic molecular beam shuttering (digital alloy) control. It is our
contention that the degree of attainable accuracy in composition profile is greater with the
digital alloy control especially for structures with rapidly varying potentials. It is also
evident that the degree of measurement accuracy for the flux profile is greater by our ion
gauge measurement than it is by post-growth profiling by, for example, sputter Auger or
sputter SIMS profilings. For electron gases in wide parabolic potential wells the design
parameter of interest is the well curvature, inasmuch as the carrier density profile is
controlled by it. Curvature vs. depth profiles calculated from digital and analog alloy

profiles are shown in Fig. 4 and compared to the constant design curvature. The
development of this technique has been extremely useful for pregrowth calibrations. The
curvature of the composition is still more sensitive to the accuracy of the graded alloy
compositional profile than the composition itself. Our experimental results on
measurements of the electron density profile confirm that the uniformity of the three
dimensional gas is very sensitive to the uniformity of the curvature of the wells. Again,
the precision of the digital shuttering technique and the accuracy of the fast ionization
gauge profile measurement are evident in comparison with analog alloy and sputter
profiling techniques.
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Figure 3. a) Measured aluminum molecular beam flux composition profiles x(z) in
comparison with a target sinusoidal flux profile (solid curve) for beam flux control by
oven temperature variation (analog alloy, dashed curve)) and for beam flux control by
computer-controlled molecular beam shuttering (digital alloy, dotted curve) control. b)
Deviations Dx in average aluminum concentration x(z) between measured molecular
beam flux profiles and the target sinusoidal flux profile.
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line) and analog alloy (dashed line) beam flux composition profiles for parabolic wells
compared to the constant design curvature (solid curve).
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I
ELECTRICAL PROPERI

N Capacitance-Voltage Profiling

in conjunction with the Harvard group, measurement of the capacitance between a

front gate and the electron gas in a wide parabolic well was used to study the subband
structure and the uniformity of the electron gas layer in the wells 9 . Performing these

I measurements in an in-plane magnetic field allows features that arise as a result of

subband depopulation to be differentiated from those due to charge density fluctuations

as a result of po~ential perturbations. Features in the C-V profiles that do not shift with

magnetic field are attributable to non-uniform features in the electron distribution,

whereas observed features in the C-V profiles that shift with magnetic field (as illustrated

in Figure 6 for fields between zero and 8 tesla) are attributable to the filling and emptying

of quantum-confined subbands in the wide quantum wells. Figure 7 shows both the

capacitance and resistance of the same sample as a function of in-plane magnetic field.

The resistance features caused by depopulation of the subbands coincide with the

occurrence of capacitance features.

Capacitance-voltage profiling is now a standard tool to measure the width,

density, and modulation of the electron gas in wide graded structures (see sections on

hole gas and wide electron gas with periodic density modulation). A thorough theoretical

and experimental study of C-V profiling on several types of graded heterostructures has
been done in which carrier profiles extracted from capacitance data are compared to

theoretical carrier distributions 10. This method has also been used to measure the

conduction band offsets in the AlxGa I-xAs system for different values of aluminum mole
fraction, x. It was found that DEc(meV) = 720 xAI, in good agreement with existing

measurements.
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Figure 5. Contacting and gate bias configuration for measurements of capacitance
between gate electrode and electron gas in a graded well.
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I Figure 6. Derivative of capacitance (dC/dV) between gate electrode and electron well as

a function of gate voltage for a parabolic potential well in magnetic fields between 0 tesla.
i (bottom trace) and 8 teala (top trace). Features that move with applied magnetic field are

due to subband filling, while features in high field that do not move are due to non-
parabolicities in the potential profile.
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3 Figure 7. Curve at top shows capacitance between gate and electrons in wide parabolic
well as a function of magnetic field at zero gate voltage. Peaks at 0.6 tesla and 1.8 tesla
are caused by depopulation of new subbands and occur at nearly the same magnetic fields
as the corresponding peaks in the electrical resistance as a function of magnetic fleld that
are shown in the lower half of the figure.
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I
Electron mobhiily

I Wide parabolic wells offer new insights into the electron scattering that
determines the electrical conductivity of semiconductors. The principal sources of
electron scattering are potential fluctuations due to impurities, alloy fluctuations, an,

lattice vibrations.

Another source of scattering has been proposed and calculated by Wladislaw
*Walukiewicz at Lawrence Berkeley Laboratories'I , in response to experimental data

from our wide parabolic wells. This new source of scattering is size effect scattering of

high-mobility electrons at the edges of the electron gas. It occurs when the potentials at

the edges of the gas are not uniform, allowing the edge of the electron gas to expand in
regions of potential fluctuations (Figure 8). This allows non-specular electron scattering

from the soft walls of the parabolic potential. With this mechanism, Walukiewicz has
been able to explain, for the first time, the magnitude and temperature dependence of the

electron mobility in the three-dimensional electron gas in wide parabolic wells (Figure 9).

A similar effect had been proposed for thin semiconductor films12 , and for silicon

inversion layers13 , but had not been identified experimentally because of the relatively

hard edges and steeply sloping potentials for the two-dimensional electron gas in

MOSFET's. The effect could be important in graded heterostructures, though, where the

edges of the electron gas are softer. It had not been observed in uniformly-doped
semiconductors because of the short mean free paths of carriers. In the uniformly doped
case, the path lengths are generally much shorter than sample dimensions.
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* 3DEG

3 Figure 8. Schematic illustration of scattering of electrons at fluctuations in edges of
an electron gas.
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Figur 9. Calculated inverse mobility versus temperature for wide parabolic GaAsIquantum well with ionized impurity concentration n° = 2.3 x 10 14 cm-3  d no S eff

scattering (bottom curve), nti = 1.0 x 10 15 cm-3 and no size effect scattering (middle
curve), and n11 = 2.3 x 10 14 cm-3 -wt size effect scattering. Points show experimental
data (for sample PBW 3 1).
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ujanmm Hall eff

I At high magnetic fields, the integral quantum Hall effect was observed in
parabolic wells (Fig 10) 14. The data show how the integral quantum Hall effect makes a

I transition from two-dimensional toward three-dimensional behavior as electrons are

added to the well via the persistent photoconductivity effect. As the thickness of the
electron layer increases on filling of the well, the magnetic field position of the v = 1

filling factor Hall step remains fixed, indicating a nearly constant Fermi energy; positions
of Hall steps at higher filling factors change due to the decreasing subband energy
spacings as the electron layer gets wider.

30 __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

20
2 :

10 Z4• •/• ,,_

20

32

10 3
6 (b)

20

0 1 2 3 4 5
Magnetic Field (Tesla)

I Figure 10. Quantum Hall effect and magnetoresistance versus magnetic field in a 4000A
wide parabolic well: (a) before illumination, (b) and (c) after increasing periods of
illumination, which raise the number of electrons from 0.78x10 11 Icm-2 to 1. l2xlO11 cm-
2.
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I
Electron transport in parabolic wells has also been studied under the influence of a

gate bias applied to a semitransparent (Ti/Au) front gate' 5 . For certain orientations of the
magnetic field with respect to the sample, even integer quantum Hall states were

observed to be suppressed and recovered as a function of gate bias. Figure II shows Hall
resistance for several gate biases showing clearly the suppression and recovery of the v =

4 plateau. This effect can be explained quantitatively by a self-consistent calculation that
considers the interplay of occupied Landau levels belonging to different subbands. In
addition, a double minimum structure for the v = 3 has been observed, reflecting the3 different exchange enhancement of the spin splitting of the two lowest subbands.

Parabolic well samples have also been studied in the fractional quantum hall regime3 where very different signatures have been seen compared to a standard high mobility
2DEG 3 .
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I
OQPTICAL PROPERM]

Photoluminescence and Photoluminescen¢¢ Excitation

To verify the parabolicity of the conduction and valence bands in the parabolic
wells grown by digital alloy, PL and PLE experiments were performed on a sample

consisting of ten undoped 520A wide parabolic wells with Al content going from 0 at the

center to 0.3 at the edges as shown in Fig. 1216. The peaks in the excitation spectrum

reflect the harmonic oscillator like transitions between electron and hole states and
confirm the electron and hole energy level spacing for parabolic wells.3 Our collaborators at Harvard have measured PL and PLE on undoped parabolic
wells as well as p-type and n-type modulation doped wells 17 . The modulation doped3 parabolic wells no longer show a simple harmonic oscillator ladder spacing. As electrons

(holes) fill the well, a uniform quasi-3D gas is created which screens the parabolic
potential leaving a flat conduction (valence) band profile. The valence (conduction) band

in this case is still parabolic, but with an increased curvature. Although this becomes a

very complicated problem with exchange and correlation effects making significant
contributions to the absolute energies, data show that energy levels are qualitatively
consistent with the picture of a uniform density slab of carriers screening a parabolic
potential.

Also in collaboration with the Harvard group, the hydrostatic pressure3 dependences of the harmonic oscillator spacings of an AIGaAs parabolic well were

measured by photoluminescence excitation spectroscopy 18. The pressure dependence of

the conduction band offset for GaAs/AIGaAs heterojunctions could be determined from

these results, and it was shown that the band gap difference in the conduction band may

increase with pressure by as much as 10% at pressures of 25 kbar. Thus previous

determinatioas of conduction band offsets by use of pressure data are shown to be subject

to an overestimation by up to ten percent.
Resonant inelastic light scattering, performed by the Harvard group' 9 , was used

to probe the excitations of wide parabolic quantum wells. In each sample, a series of3 spectra for excitations near the spin-orbit split-off band gap showed two strongly resonant

light scattering peaks. The resonance curves for the peaks were separated by an energy3 equal to the scattering peak separation, and are consistent with a model in which the

electron gas in the well is distributed as a uniform density slab, giving rise to a square

I
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I well effective potential, in confrmation of the theoretical behavior of an ideal modulation

doped parabolic well.
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I ~Fig=z 12. Energy levels and optical interband transitions in an undoped 520 Ak parabolic

quantum well arn shown at top. Observed photoluminescence excitation spectrum andIemion peak are shown at bottom.
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I
INonlinear pr rts

Second harmonic generation at infrared frequencies requires an asymmetric
crystal structure and offers another application for the parabolic well family that has been
explored. The second harmonic generation should be greatly enhanced in asymmetric
parabolic potential wells, especially the half parabolic well, as compared to certain bulk
materials which themselves are highly non-linear (Fig. 13). This structure was proposed
by our collaborator, Professor Mark Sherwin, in the UCSB Physics Department. The first
non-linear susceptibility coefficient, X(2) for half parabolic wells has been calculated and
it was found to be more than four orders of magnitude greater that lithium tantalate and
more than six orders of magnitude greater than for gallium arsenide.

These structures have been grown and examined in the intense pulsed far-infrared
beam of the UCSB free electron laser 2°. Strong second harmonic response was seen
from the half parabolic wells as well as from single heterojunctions and measured as a
function of incident beam intensity for incident photon energies in the 30 to 50 cm-1

range (Fig. 14). In addition, ionization of carriers from the wells by the intense FEL
beam was achieved. From the persistence of the carrier decrease after irradiation, it was
deduced that the electrons that are removed from the wells are bound at DX centers in the

AIGaAs barriers.
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I
Figure 13. Design of the structure containing ten half-parabolic electron wells for study
of harmonic generation. Aluminum content versus distance is plotted, and location of
doping layers is shown.
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Figure 14. Second order susceptibility X(2) as a function of transverse component of
I electromagnetic electric field for half parabolic wells at T = 7 K at a fundamental

frequency of 29.5 cm-1 .
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I
Surface Plasmons

Coupled surface plasmons in high mobility three dimensional electron gases in

parabolic wells were observed for the first time in collaboration with Professor Beth

Gwinn in the UCSB Physics Department and her graduate students Paul Pinsukanjana,

Esther Yuh, and Naggi Asmar 21 . The parabolic well electron gas gives a unique

opportunity to observe such modes because 1) the electrons are spaced further apart than

in a metal, 2) the electron scattering is small in the modulation doped parabolic well, and
3) the width of the electron gas in the parabolic well can be varied by means of a gate

electrode. This has allowed Professor Gwinn and her group to study and gain access to

the parts of the dispersion relation between the zone boundaries and the zone centers that

could not be reached in previously available materials. Using this technique, coupled

plasmon modes having the configurations shown in Figure 15a were observed. The3 predicted frequencies of the modes with increasing width w of the electron gas are shown

in Fig. 15b; the studied well is shown in Fig. 15c. and the grating coupler/gate and

configuration of the parabolic well are shown in Fig. 15d. Transmission spectra at two

different gate biases are shown in Figure 16. The two lowest frequency resonances are

coupled surface plasmons with the stronger one corresponding to a plasmon with
wavevector parallel to the surface and equal to the grating wavevector. The weaker mode

corresponds to a surface plasmon with wavevector equal to twice the wave vector of the

grating. The high frequency resonance occurs near the plasma frequency (op of the

sloshon mode and is assumed to arise from the positively coupled surface modes of
frequency (o+. These surface plasmon modes shift with changing width of the occupied

region as gate bias is changed. This occurs because the surface modes on opposite sides3 of the electron slab are coupled with each other and the coupling changes as the slab
width changes. The system is particularly tractable to analyze because the parabolic

3 potential continues beyond the edges of the occupied slab.

Coupled surface plasmons have also been studied in more complicated

heterostructures such as a bi-metallic well 22 . This structure consists of two parabolic

regions of different curvature which meet smoothly creating an electron distribution

with a step in the electron density. Additional structure in the absorption spectra was

seen due to the additional interface between regions of different electron density.
These studies have provided information as to how excitations of a thin metal with3 internal density gradients evolve into surface plasmons of a three dimensional layer.

I
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I Figure 15. a) Charge and electric fields of coupled plasmon modes of electrons in wide
parabolic potential wells. b) Predicted frequencies of the modes as a function of the
width w of the electron gas slab. c) Dimensions and composition and potential profile
(for empty well) of the modulation doped well in which the coupled plasmon modes were
observed. d) The grating coupler and well configuration, the grating wavelength XG, the
incident photon direction (sine wave arrow) and the internal electric field distributions
(curved arrows) for measurement of the coupled plasmon modes.
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Figure 16. Relative transmission -AT/T of modulation doped parabolic well as a function
of frequency. Dashed and solid lines show transmission spectra before illumination for
gate voltages -0.2V and +0.2V respectively. The baseline for the solid curve has been
offset. Inset shows illumination-induced splitting of the low and high frequency modes
for gate voltage -0.5V.
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Far-infrared Spectroscoy of Wide Parabolic Wells

i Sharply resonant behavior of electrons in wide graded wells has now been
seen using several different coupling techniques 23 . Working with Professor

Elizabeth Gwinn in the UCSB Physics Department and with Dr. Achim Wixforth, we
have made structures in which resonant electron behavior has been seen in a)
cyclotron resonance, b) hybrid cyclotron-plasma resonances and c) in pure plasma

resonances 24 . Observation of sharp resonances in the wide graded structures is made
possible by the enhanced carrier scattering times (r) due to the high mobilities in the

structures. To observe clear resonant behavior requires that O= * 1. This condition
implies that a mobility near 1000 cm 2/Vs is required at submillimeter wavelength

frequencies. Low temperature mobilities typically two orders of magnitude greater
than this limit in our structures enable the first enhanced-Q electron resonators in this
frequency range to be built for electrons in semiconductors.

A plot of the observed plasma frequencies as a function of gate voltage for a
2000 A wide well in a magnetic field tilted with respect to the sample surface is
shown in Figure 17. When the gate on the sample is biased, the total number of

electrons in the well is changed, but the observed plasma frequency, as shown in

Figure 17, is found to be independent of the total charge density, in confirmation of
the so-called Kohn theorem for the parabolic well25. The Kohn theorem26 states that
electrons in a perfect parabolic well with a magnetic field in an arbitrary direction will
absorb long wavelength light only at the two frequencies (plasma and cyclotron or
admixtures thereof) corresponding to the motion of the center of mass of the electron
system. The striking feature is that the intersubband resonance remains constant in
frequency as the well is filled with electrons even though the single particle levels are
changing dramatically from evenly spaced harmonic oscillator energy levels to square

well like quadratically spaced levels. The Kohn theorem is applicable to all systems
with parabolic confinement, the most notable being electrons in electrostatically
defined potentials (i.e quantum dots)27 .

* In addition to observation of the hybrid plasma/cyclotron resonance for magnetic
fields tilted and parallel with respect to the surface, the plasma resonance has also been
observed directly with normally incident radiation without the use of a magnetic field

(Wixforth et al., 1991) by using a grating coupler to couple to the plasma resonances.
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Parabolic wefts with widths 75 nm and 200 rnm in which the number of electrons in the
well was controlled and varied by a semitransparent front gate electrode have been

studied. The resonance positions for the fundamental absorption mode are also
independent of gate voltage and carrier densities within the precision of the measurement.

Thus, the determined value of the plasma frequency was in agreement for the different
measurement techniques, as shown in Figure 18.
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i Figure 17. Observed resonance frequencies as a function of gate voltage (upper plot)

for a 2000 A wide well in a magnetic field tilted with respect to the sample surface.
I ~ ~The total charge density per unit area in the well and the charge density profile inthe

well are shown for the same range of gate voltages in the bottom half of the figure.|
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U Figure 18. Resonance frequencies as a function of gate voltage for a modulation doped
parabolic well measured by three different techniques. Filled circles represent
frequencies measured in tilted magnetic field, stars represent resonant frequencies
determined from measurements with magnetic field parallel to the surface, and open
circles show resonant frequencies measured by direct absorption measurement with a
grating coupler.

3 We have also grown a number of structures in which the potential profile differs

from a pure parabola, either due to intentional nonparabolicities or due to the effect of the
edges of the potential. Because of the simplicity of the Kohn theorem result (that theII
fundamental absorption frequency in parabolic wells is independent of the total number

of electrons in the well), the absorption spectrum of the conduction electrons in a wide

well becomes a sensitive test of the shape of potential wells with small deviations from
parabolicity. For wells that are not purely parabolic, the plasma and cyclotron

frequencies are shifted and transitions between other states of the electron system are
allowed. In our experiments on wells of 750 A width with sharp external barriers, the

energies of the fundamental plasmon excitations were shifted only slightly from those of
the perfect wells, but satellite resonant absorption lines were observed (Figure 19). There

are many modes close to the cyclotron frequency, and this accumulation of modes shows

up as a heavy line at the cyclotron frequency in the 23 degree orientation of Fig. 20. The

I
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observability of modes with frequencies (square points) different from the center of mass
modes occurs because the parabolic symmetry is broken by the edges of the well and the

influence of the gate electrode that controls the carrier concentration in the well. The
theory calculation of the frequencies and intensities of these modes has been carried out
by our Harvard theory collaborators2. The agreement between the theory and the
experimental points suggests that the experimentally observed modes are closely related3 to the calculated magnetoplasmon modes. The small satellite resonances observed at zero

magnetic field demonstrate the coupling of the far infrared radiation to the internal3 oscillations of the electron system.
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Figure 19. Relative transmission spectra of -AT/T versus frequency for electron
resonances measured experimentally at different gate voltages in parabolic wells of 750 A
width with sharp external barriers. Traces A and B were taken after illumination of thesample, which further increased the carrier density in the well. In both the limits of high
and low electron concentration, deviations from the harmonic oscillator behavior are
observed as satellite absorption lines are observed.
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i Figure 20. Electron resonance frequencies as a function of magnetic field in the sample
of Figure 19. Open points are experimentally observed resonance positions and closed
circles are theoretically calculated resonance energies. The diameters of the closed
circles represent the theoretically calculated relative intensities of the resonances. The
observability of modes with frequencies (square points) different from the center of mass
imodes occurs because the parabolic symmetry is broken by the edges of the well and the
influence of the gate electrode that controls the carrier concentration in the well.
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ýADDITONAL GRADED MUI'ROSTRUL•nI

Three Dimensional Hole Gas

The concept of creating a wide, uniform density layer of electrons by modulation

doping of a parabolic well with Si donors can be extended to create a three dimensional,
high mobility hole gas 29. A schematic diagram of the valence band and conduction band
edges and the energy levels in the p-type modulation doped parabolic wells is shown in

Figure 21. The materials used for making the three dimensional hole gases were digital
alloy AlGaAs wells with beryllium doping in the barriers. The hole concentrations in the3 Iwide parabolic wells, unlike hole concentrations in uniformly doped materials, do not

freeze out at the lowest temperatures, and hole mobilities that are strongly enhanced with
I Irespect to uniformly doped p-type layers have been observed (Fig. 23). Thus, they offer

the first opportunity to observe quantum effects in the electrical resistance of three-

dimensional holes and to produce hole resonators. Clear oscillations of the

magnetoresistance with multiple periods have been observed as well as plateaus in the
Hall resistance (Fig. 24).

These AlxGa I-xAs parabolic wells were formed by the digital alloy technique, and3 it was not fully understood whether the holes with their substantially heavier effective
mass would be able to effectively screen the fine period superlattice. Analysis of the
charge distribution and energy levels in the digital alloy parabolic well were carried out

by a simple perturbation theory treatment. The result of this treatment is that a sinusoidal
superlattice potential superimposed on a uniform electron gas changes the electron
effective mass from mo* for a uniform potential to me*{ I + 0.5[U(G)/Eo(G/2)] 2} for a
potential to which a sinusoidal potential of magnitude 2U(G)cos(Gz) has been added.3E(Gt2) is the energy for carriers with the bulk effective mass at wavevector G/2 =x/d,

where d is the period of the perturbation. The change in mass of the carriers for motion

perpendicular to the digital alloy superlattice is thus proportional to the fourth power of
the superlattice period. At a superlattice period of 20 A, a hole of mass 0.50 me is
increased to electron mass 0.513 me, while the energy of the band is shifted by an amount

4.6 meV. Although the hole charge density has ripples of size about +/- 23% for this
structure, the electron motion is not significantly perturbed at this period of digital alloy

superlattice.
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I Figure 23. Hole mobility from Hall effect measurements as a function of
temperature in parabolic well hole gas before (closed circles) and after (open circles)
illumination.
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Figure 24. In-plane electrical resistance and Hall resistance as a function of transverse
magnetic field for holes in wide parabolic well.
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Superlattice in a Parabolic Well

3 The growth of parabolic wells containing superlattices has been shown to

produce a wide, high-electron mobility, periodically modulated electron gas30, 31

3 This technique allows the realization of layered electron gases with far higher

mobility than ever before for layers that are close enough to each other for significant

coupling between the electrons. The principle of the structure is illustrated in Figures

25 and 26. Figure 25 comn ,es structures for producing coupled sheets of electron

gases. The top figure illustrates band edges before transfer of electrons form donors

to the wells and the bottom figure shows band edges and carrier distributions after

electrons transfer to the wells for a) the modulation doped superlattice and b) a

I superlattice in a parabolic well with only the exterior barriers doped. Reduced

ionized impurity scattering at low temperatures due to the removal of donors from

superlattice barriers gives mobilities almost an order of magnitude higher for the
superlattice in the parabolic well. Figure 26 shows the electron densities and effective5[ potential profiles calculated quantum mechanically by a self-consistent Poisson-

Schrodinger equation solver for a superlattice in a parabolic well having the

dimensions and compositions of a sample that we have grown, as well as the

corresponding electron densities and effective potential calculated for a parabolic well
without a superlattice.

Two samples, similar to the ones for which calculations were presented in Fig.

26, were grown. Mobilities as high as l.8x10 5 cm2Ns at a sheet density of 2.5x10II
cm-2 for the bare parabolic well, and 1.1x10 5 cm 2 Ns at a carrier density of 2.0x10 11

n2 for th.; parabolic well with superimposed superlattice were observed 32. The

low-temperature mobility measured in the plane of the layers for the density-

modulated 3DEG is an order of magnitude higher than is available in a standard

I modulation-doped superlattices of the type shown in Fig. 25.

3 Capacitance versus voltage (CV) measured between the surface gate and the

electron gas in the graded well for both samples are shown in the inset in Fig. 27.

Whereas the capacitance falls off smoothly with voltage for the bare parabolic well

S(PB3 1), the CV trace for the parabolic well with a superlattice (PB32) displays ripples

superimposed on the decrease. These ripples are associated with the sweeping of the3 leading edge of the electron gas through successive periods of the superlattice with more

I
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!
negative bias. From the CV measurement one can extract an apparent electron3 distribution versus depth shown in Fig. 9 for both samples. A modulation of the apparent
electron density is readily seen for the electron gas in the parabolic well with

superimposed SL; no such modulation is seen for the 3DEG in the bare parabolic well.

We believe this to be the most direct evidence to date of the density-modulation produced

in such structures. Theoretical studies of this system 33 predict novel electrical and

optical properties which are currently being investigated.

I
3 a b

I- -'40P
I

I •. I< 10,000 cm2 N/s p> 100,000 cm2Ns

I
Figure 25. Comparison of structures for producing coupled sheets of electron gases.
The top sketches of band edge profiles and location of dopant atoms shows band edges
before transfer of electrons form donors to the wells. The bottom sketches show band
edges and carrier distributions after electrons transfer to the wells for a) the modulation
doped superlattice and b) a superlattice in a parabolic well with only the exterior barriers
doped. The larger spacing between the dopants and the electron gases gives far higher
mobility (more than ten times larger) in case b) (superlattice in a parabolic well).
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Figure 26. Electron densities (solid lines) and effective potential profiles (dashed lines)
for a superlattice in a parabolic well having the dimensions and compositions of a sample
that we have grown (top curve), as well as the corresponding electron densities and
effective potential calculated for a parabolic well without a superlattice (bottom curve).Energies En of the edges of subbands are also shown.
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i Figure 27. Electron density profile as a function of distance measured by capacitance

profiling between a surface gate electrode and the electron gas in a graded well for
samples containing a superlattice in a parabolic well (solid curve) and a parabolic well
with no superlattice (dashed curve). Inset shows capacitance versus voltage measured for
the same samples.I!
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U
Tunable Electron Resonator

I Another example of a graded heterostructure based on the parabolic well is a
widely tunable high-Q Terahertz-frequency electron resonator34. These modulation-

doped asymmetric wide wells have been shown to give electric field-induced shifts of
the electron resonances of more than 200% (from resonant absorption frequencies of
1.1 Thz to 3.7 Thz, i. e. from 35 cm- to 125 cm-1 ) for modest gate voltages 35 . By
contrast, purely parabolic wells have resonant absorption frequencies that are
remarkably independent of electron occupation of the wells and independent of
applied electric fields. Thus the new resonators operate in an interesting regime
between a purely parabolic well (in which an applied electric field or a depletion of

the well causes no shift whatsoever in resonance frequency) and in square wells (in
which only much smaller shifts can be produced). The resonances are strong and do
not require magnetic field or exotic low temperatures.

The devices are based on a wide graded "logarithmic" well structure with the
shape illustrated in Figure 28. Using a surface gate, an epitaxially grown back gate,
and a contact to the electron gas, we produce the shift in the far infrared collective

electronic resonant response by moving the electron gas through the asymmetric well.
By controlling the electron density in the well, we can separately tune the absorption
strength. In comparison, previous work on narrower (-100 A) asymmetric step wells
has yielded much weaker shifts in the frequency of the intersubband optical
absorption. Narrow band detectors and emitters based on cyclotron resonance have
comparable tunability, but require strong magnetic fields.

I We synthesized a bare well potential V(z) in which the harmonic oscillator
frequency oo at the potential minimum varies linearly with applied electric field E(z)

I = E across the well:

* 0o(Zin) = {2krdvrmn)]} =7 1; 7 (aeE + b) 1)

I where a and b a a constants, e is the electronic charge, Vr(z) = V(z) + eEz is the total

potential in the absence of electrons in the well, and the second derivative is evaluated
at the minimum point of VT(z). We studied the solution of Eq. (1), V(z) = -a-

I
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I
2 in(abz+ 1) + zb/a, in which we give the empty well a tunability --- i = 2.0 cm-I 2;rc dE
1/(kV/cm) by setting a = 0.0751 (meV)-1/ 2 and b = 0.0263 (meV/A 2 ) V2. The well

3 edges are z = -450 •and z = 1005 A.

GaAs/AlxGa I.xAs samples were grown by molecular beam epitaxy to

simulate the potential V(z) shown above. Far-infrared transmission measurements

were made using a stripline geometry (inset of Fig. 29) with radiation coupled into the
edge of the sample. The large tunable absorption in the logarithmic well is

demonstrated in Fig. 29, which shows the observed absorption spectra for a series of
Vfg at fixed Vbg. Compiled in Fig. 30 are the frequencies of the dominant absorption

peaks versus Vbg for equally spaced Vfg. The filled data points have approximately

the same ns(VfgVbg) - 5 ± 2 x 1010 cm-2 , and demonstrate that it is possible to Stark

shift the single sharp absorption peak from 35 cm-1 to 125 cm-1 by moving the
electron gas through the logarithmic well, while maintaining approximately constant
ns and integrated absorption strength. These collective electronic resonances make

this structure a B = 0 voltage-tunable modulator. Similar graded well structures could3 form the basis for tunable, narrow band, Terahertz solid state oscillators and harmonic

generators.

0.3 - 5 A--..I -,,,

C, -

36 5 1 0 40 -3.5 I'm

z(A)
I Figure 28. Compositional structure xMl of AlxGa 1-xAs graded tunable potential well

with quantum well back gate (QW), low temperature GaAs insulating barrier (LiT), |

3 and modulation doping (shaded layers) on either side of the tunable well.
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Figure 29. Experimentally observed transmission spectra for far-infrared Terahertz
radiation passing through tunable well in a parallel direction at a series of front gate
applied potentials from -1.2 Volts to +0.2 Volts. Back gate potential is 0.0 Volts.
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I Figure 30. Frequencies of peak absorption for tunable well as a function of back gate
voltage Vbg for a series of front gate voltages from -1.4 to +0.2 Volts. Filled circles
correspond to conditions at which the electron occupation of the tunable well are all
approximately equal.
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Parabolically Graded Mirror Stacks in VCSEL's

I In collaboration with Professor Larry Coldren at UCSB, we have successfully

applied the design and synthesis techniques that we developed for wide graded wells

to the design and synthesis of improved interfaces between the layers of doped multi-

layer Bragg mirrors for vertical cavity surface emitting lasers (VCSEL's)36. The

techniques of high precision compositional grading, modulation doping, and digital-

alloy growth developed so far under this AFOSR program have opened a path to3 improvement in growth and performance of VCSEL's. Such lasers rely heavily on

high reflectivity Bragg mirror stacks through which it is necessary to inject laser
current with low loss and low voltage drop. We have recently shown that

modulation-doped precision-graded structures based on the techniques developed

under this AFOSR program can accomplish this current injection through the mirrors

far more efficiently than the former brute-force approaches that simply used massive
doping and uncontrolled grading profiles to try to beat down the mirror series

electrical resistance. The concept is shown in Figure 3 1, which illustrates the

flattening of the valence band profile in a parabolically graded interface achieved by3 excess acceptor ions and holes introduced by modulated doping. The new approach

achieves a substantially higher mirror conductivity with a substantially lower carrier
concentration and thus gives the important added advantage of reduced optical losses

due to light absorption by the free carriers in the mirror. This in turn has the further
important advantage that laser mirrors can be made with materials components such

as higher aluminum-content alloys that were previously considered to be
insufficiently dopable for good electrical performance. This in turn will let structures3 with higher optical performance be used, leading to yet greater laser operating
efficiency and speed. The mirror improvement has already been demonstrated
experimentally. The improved interfaces are producing substantially reduced series

electrical resistance and improved optical properties in test structures as well as in3 surface emitting lasers, where record high efficiencies and low operating voltages are

being obtained.
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In addition to the work performed on graded heterostructures, a large amount

3 of research has been carried out on a number of high quality 2-dimensional electron

gas (2EDG) systems. Much of this work was carried out in collaboration with

researchers from the Center for Free Electron Laser Studies (CFELS) here at UCSB

(Dr. Beth Gwinn, Dr. Mark Sherwin, and Dr. Jim Allen). Here we briefly mention

several such projects.

Measurements have been performed of the in-plane dc conductivity of a

2DEG subject to electric fields in the 0.25 to 3.5 THz range provided by radiation

from a free electron laser (FEL)37 . This experiment allows a measurement of the

energy relaxation time of hot carriers in a 2DEG as well as providing information as

to the mechanisms for carrier relaxation (phonon emission) at different frequencies of

the applied electric field.

Another research thrust involves resonant harmonic generation in asymmetric
double quantum well structures=8. This system approximates a quantum

mechanically simple two level system with level spacing near 10 meV. A resonance

in the second (third) harmonic generation was measured when the depolarization-
shifted absorption peak is tuned by the application of a front gate bias (Stark effect) to

2 (3) times the pump frequency of the FEL. This shows the importance of many body

effects due to the fact that the resonance is associated with the depolarization-shifted,
instead of the bare, intersubband energy.

I Work on superlattice transport in intense terahertz fields has also been carried

out Using the free electron laser39. The I-V characteristics of a GaAs/AIGaAs

superlattice were measured while the strong electric fields generated by the FEL were

concentrated on the sample. The low voltage superlattice conductance was found to

have an oscillatory dependence on the terahertz field strength as predicted4 and the

I-V characteristic showed steps indicative of photon mediated sequential tunneling

occurring when neighboring levels differ in energy by an integer number of photon

energy quanta (±nho).I
I
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In collaboration with the Westervelt group at Harvard, experiments on high

quality near surface 2DEG samples have been performed. In particular, micron scale
heterostructures have been fabricated using electron-beam lithography for the study of

chaotic scattering in ballistic microstructures 4 . In these devices, the mean free path
of electrons is larger than the device size so that motion of electrons is ballistic. This
means that essentially all large-angle scattering takes place as specular reflection from
the electrostatically defined potential walls. Low-temperature magnetoconductance
measurements (20mK) on a circle of sub-micron diameter (0.88 pm) and a "chaotic"
stadium show large, aperiodic, conductance fluctuations as a function of
perpendicular magnetic field and a zero-field resistance peak indicating geometry-
dependent enhanced backscattering.
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CONSULTATIVE AND ADVISORY FUNCTIONS WITH OTHER

LABORATORIES

IHarvar University:
We have continued close interactions with researchers at Harvard University

U• throughout the period of this contract. Professor Westervelt spent the Fall, 1992 semester

with us at Santa Barbara. He and his students worked on transport in our wide graded

wells, with special emphasis on capacitance studies of the subband filling and on the

transport and capacitance in the presence of a superlattice potential. Professor William

Paul's graduate student John Burnett also worked on the optical properties of the wide

parabolic wells at Harvard.

IUCSB Quantum Institute:
We also continued to collaborate with several researchers in the UCSB Quantum

Institute and Center for Free Electron Laser Studies. The arrival of Professor Jim Allen as

director of the Quantum Institute increases its strength in the submillimeter wave field and

adds a special interest in the behavior of electronic devices in intense Terahertz fields.

Work with Professor Mark Sherwin in studies of non-linear and chaotic infrared properties

of our materials also continued. Professor Beth Gwinn extended her research in the studies

of the infrared plasmon properties of the new materials. Mani Sundaram, who was the first

graduate student supported under this AFOSR program, worked as a postdoctoral fellow ia

the Quantum Institute making extensive infrared measurements in our materials.

IWrigh-atterson Laboratories:

During the period of this contract, we have initiated collaboration with several

researchrs at Wright-Patterson Labs. Cyclotron resonance and electronic properties of

wide graded structures grown at UCSB are being studied by Omar Manasreh. Ron Caspi

and KIR. Evans are looking at structures grown by the digital alloy technique at UCSB to

compare that growth technique to the mass desorption spectrometry technique developed at

Wright-Patterson. In addition, Lorene Samoska, a student of Professor Gossard and

Professor Herbert Kroemer from the UCSB MBE laboratories is cooperating with Gadl

Brown on the growth and properties of arsenide/antimonide short period strained

superlattices for infrared detection.
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IUniversity of Munich,.emay

Professor Jorg Kotthaus from the University of Munich continued to interact3 extensively with us. We grew several new structures with Professor Kotthaus that involve

multiple layers in three-dimensional systems and that are currently under investigation in
his laboratories. Former UCSB postdoctoral fellow Klaus Ensslin is now a faculty

member at Munich and is making further magnetotransport investigations, particularly on
coupled wells, with our materials. We are also extending our work on far infrared
cproperties of our materials in collaborvion with our former postdoctoral researcher Dr.
Achim Wixforth who is also now a faculty member in Professor Kotthaus' laboratory in

Germany.

Other Interactions:

Our results on sub-millimeter wave second harmonic generation from wide,
specially shaped quantum wells have formed the basis for a fledgling company that two

former students of Professor Mark Sherwin have formed. The goal of the company is to
develop submillimeter wave parametric oscillators and mixers based on wide, asymmetric

wells.
We continued a collaboration with Professor Gottfiied Dohler of the University of

Nurnberg and Erlangen in Germany. We have grown two n-i-p-i doped graded well
structures and work is now underway at Erlangen to investigate the properties of these

alternately doped structures.
We also initiated a collaboration with Dr. Don Heiman at the MIT Francis Bitter

Magnet Laboratory in which Dr. Heiman is investigating the optical properties of relatively

narrow, n-type modulation doped parabolic wells in the high magnetic fields at the Bitter
Magnet Laboratory.

In other advisory and organizational contributions not directly involved with the

work of this contract, but benefiting it indirectly, Professor Gossard was active in national
and international professional activities. He completed his term on the editorial board of
the Journal of Applie." ,:, rsics and Applied Physics Letters. He has also completed a
review chapter on wiwm 6raded wells and digital alloys that will appear in a volume on
Epitaxial Microstructures that he is editing for the Willardson and Beer Academic Press
series, "Semiconductors and Semimetals", edited by R.Willardson, A. Beer. He served on

the review board for the University of Utah Materials Science and Engineering Department.
He was a member of the selection committee for the American Physical Society
International Prize for New Materials, and was named chairman of the committee for this
year. He was one of the most highly cited authors of the 1980's, with over 9900 citations

U



i in the 1980's to papers of his that were published in the 1980's. This placed him as the

second most highly cired author in the physical sciences for this period.
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Professor Arthur C. Gossard (Principal Investigator)

3 Dr. Gossard received his PhD degree in Physics from University of California, Berkeley
in 1960. His PhD thesis title was "Nuclear Magnetic Resonance in Ferromagnetic
Materials". He was at AT&T Bell Laboratories from 1960 to 1987, with the exception of
a year of research at the Centre dEtudes Nucleaires, Saclay France from 1962 to 1963.
He has been Professor of Materials and of Electrical and Computer Engineering in the
University of California, Santa Barbara from July, 1987 to the present. His special
interests are in the field of growth and properties of new artificially structured materials.
He has 12 patents in this area and over 490 publications. He is a member of the National
Academy of Engineering, a Fellow of the American Physical Society, and a former

* IDistinguished Member of Technical Staff in Bell Laboratories.

Dr. Mani Sundaram, Graduate Student, Research Assistant

Dr. Sundaram received his Bachelors Degree in Electrical Engineering from the Indian
I1 Institute of Technology, Madras, in 1985. He came to UCSB in 1985 and did research

with Professor Steve Long on high speed GaAs field effect transistor devices before
starting his research on the fabrication and properties of high quality three-dimensional
electron gases. He earned his Ph.D. in September of 1991 and continued to work at
UCSB as a postdoctoral researcher in the Physics department with Dr. Jim Allen.
Currently he is a member of the technical staff at Jet Propulsion Laboratory.

Dr. Peter F. Hopkins, Postdoctoral Research Engineer.

Postdoctoral researcher, Dr. Peter F. Hopkins, joined the UCSB research program in
June, 1990 immediately after receiving his Ph.D. degree in Physics from Harvard
University, where he worked under Professor Robert Westervelt on electrical and optical
measurements of wide parabolic well materials generated at UCSB under this program.
In his work at Harvard, he observed the quantum Hall effect and associated
magnetotransport phenomena in the parabolic well structures and participated in the
discovery of the new features in the optical spectra of the doped wells. He previously
received his B.S. degree in Engineering Physics from University of California, Berkeley
with highest honors. His appointment at UCSB ended in September of 1993.

3 Mr. Kenneth L. Campman, Graduate Student, Research Assistant.

Kenneth Campman is a graduate student research assistant who has been working under
this contract since June, 1991. He received the B.S. degree from Caltech in May, 1991 in
Engineering Physics. He had an outstanding scholastic record at Caltech and holds an
Office of Naval Research Graduate Fellowship. He has been involved in the growth of a
number of graded well structures for observation of electron resonances in single and
coupled wells and with setting up the new enhanced-performance molecular beam
epitaxy system. He has also been working on the quantum mechanical simulation of
charge distributions and energy levels in graded superlattices.

I Mr. Kevin Maranowski, Graduate Student, Research Assistant.

Mr. Maranowski received his Bachelors Degree in Electrical Engineering from Carnegie
Mellon University, Pittsburgh, in June, 1993. He joined Professor Gossard's current
AFOSR program on the growth and electrical and far-infrared properties of wide electron
wells in semiconductors in July, 1993. Kevin is an outstanding student and graduated
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I ~from Carnegie Mellon in oniy three years, while achieving an overall 3.97 grade point
ave.rage and holding technical industrial positions during sumrs. He was highlyI recuited for graduate school, and we feel fortunate to have him in this program.
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I No further patent applications were filed during the period of this report.
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The work supported under this grant has high visibility and is attracting interest

from leading researchers from a number of institutions around the world. It has led to an
unusually large number of publications, key ones of which are attached to this report.

Technically, the research is pushing our control of electrons in semiconductors
from the optical frequency range toward the millimeter wave.frequency range and is
compsg the range of difficulty between the two frequency regimes. The work has
my highest interest and priority, and has been my only single-investigator grant.
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Band-gap engineered digital alloy interfaces for lower resistance
vertical-cavity surface-emitting lasers

M. G. Petuu, B. J. Thbea 0. B. Young, J. W. Scott, F. H. Peters, A. C. Gossar,_
,d L A. Cokmin

Depwvniue of EkkaIw end Conmpow E~nmgtaEg Unbmmap Of Caftfeima. Sowr Barb.,.
Calpbrne 93)106

(Received 2 August 1993; accepted for pubfication 18 October 193)

We report on a technki of grading the hterobarrier interfaces of a p-type distributed Bragg
reflector mirror to reduce the operating voltages of vertmal-cavity sufa-emittig lasers
(VCSELs). We report VCSELs with lowa operating voltages (2-3 V) and record
continuous-wave room-temperatumre power-conversion eciecies (17.3%). We experimentally
demonstrate that by using a parabolic grading and modulating the doping correctly, a flat
valence band is generated that provides low voltage hole transporL The low resistance mirors
are achieved using low Be doping, digital-aoy grading and 600 C growth temperatures.

Vertical-cavity surface-emitting lasers (VCSELs) are the average doping level is kept low in our design. To
promising candidates for computer interconections and reduce the total potential barriers, instead of an AIAs/
optical communication because of their ability to be inte- GaAs stack, Al•rGaoAs/GaAs mirrors are used. Also,
grated as arrays on a single chip, high efficiency coupling to since the p-type doping source is beryllium, which is
fibers, and single longitudinal mode operation. The VCSEL known to redistribute in AlAs,' by using AlGaAs/Ga•s
structure shown in Fig. 1 has the advantage of uniform continuous alloy layers, better Be doping control is
current injection and simple processing that requires no cieved. The other consideration is the speed and control
regrowths, critical alignments, or implants. This type of of changing material flux through the cell temperature.
structure has yielded record results for VCSELs in many This requires feedback to control the group MI (Ref 6) or
areas. - The dominant limitation of this structur's per- group v (Ref. 9) cells. However, using digital alloys, ac-
formance is the interface potential barriers of the p-type curate grading profiles over a few hundred angstroms can
distributed Bragg reflector (DBR) mirror which the cur- be generated without the need for cell temperature feed-
rent must be driven through. The high resistance causes back controL Since the Be doping rate also depends on the
power loss and joule heating of the device, and operating cel temperature variation, a series of constant steps is cho-
voltages are typically higher than logic level drive specifi- sea for the doping profile.
cation ( >S V). From Poisson's law, constant space charge creates par-

Several solutions to lower the resistance of the p-type abolic band bending, so by compensating a parabolic grade
minror have been developed. The early attempts used dig- w-charge regions, a fiat valae band can
ital alay linea grading and heavy which lowered be theoretically generated. Figure 2 is a graphical explana-

VCSEL threshold voltage to leas than 3 V.' Growing DBR non of the grading pole usd On t le-had s of
stacks with lower barrier combinations, such as Fi. 2 is a GaAs abruptp-n homounction. At the interface,

Al, 36 7Ga.As/GaAs instead of AlAs/GaAs, also with within the depletion region, the bands bend parabolically

heavy doping (-6x 1018 cm-') produced threshold volt- following Poisson's law. The energy dis.ontinuity (AE)

ages less than 2 V with differential resistances of 3.6x 10-4 and the width of the depletion layer (W) are determined

a cm 2 for a 45 IAm square device.5 Recently, total resis-
tances as low as 1.9 X 10-'if cm2 have been reported for
AlG .aAs/AJa9GakIAs mirrors grown with heavy dop- d a (
ing (3 X 10" cm-') and piecewise continuous grading
formed by group Il cell temperature variation.6 A more meM
elegant approach of valence band engineering was reported
by Shubert er aL' The method uses parabolic grading and
modulation doping in the interfatces to create a flat valence
band. Thei implmenaion relies on the precision control Iw

of alloy composition by Group IM cell flux variation to
-v& between GaAs and AAs,

Theoretically, with an absolute control of doping and COM

compostion, there are an infinite variety of DBR mirror - Cl

interface designs tha would flatten the valence band, but
VCSEL performance and technical limitations must be FIG. I. Schdnwaw oVCSEL mm urewhch is a crcur pilaw. Cmmissy ch aoratm the DBR minot =d i~ise b ed o vestd* nue.considered. For beter VCSE, lower doping is require i d ri a The the DR miu of lim 8 h L Iamup As qshae wh

to reduce free-cae los and improve VCSEL efficiency, so U" at no vm.
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__ P5.3.heradval -a~ salmias ofthe valence bftdE, baldig for four
FIG. 2. fzpleanston of parabolic grading coscapi- the parabolic bon dIhreut DIR 'Inira. Suulatiina; (a) and Mb ane linueary traded
banding of as abrupt p-n Junctio is 'by using and p*4 inter~ A6*GaM.~Az/G&M DIR, with IX xO a0nd =4 x loll ca- doping at the
The parabolic bend belding compoosaa for the porbofiG poad* lo create innelfloom Sloouladoel (d) is a parabolically graded AIM/GaAs DIR
a newrly RuM valence bend. Pert (a) is the' i irnl bead diagramn. (b) is andopu as the CaM Wes of the intuefac Wse ReE 7). Siinualdoom (c) is
the intended doping proillk and (c) isterout thei laet op /O~aWaAz DIR, with parabolic grading and

an abrupt stop of doping at the itatafame which danemonmae both a low

by the doping concentrations and can be derived from Eq. =a berrier hor boles and low free-carrer IOe&
(I) for the abrupt diodet0o

W_ N (A+ 9(1 then the GaAs side of the interficie will be nonintentionally
() doped (NID) and the AlG&As side will be doped with

q NAD2X lol cm-' acceptors, eliminating all donor atoms.
where ND and NA are the x and p doping levels q is the Equation (1), using GaAs material parameters, provides a
electron charge, and e, is the dielectric permittivity. The first estimation for the heterojunction grading required for
"p- homojunction equation as reprinted here because it is the given doping. For an AlM6?anW3As/CGaAs DDR inir-
used as a Ama approximation to design the p-type hetero- ror, AE is - 146 meV," and for N.4=ND-N- I X 101"
junction interfaces. cm-, 4q (1) yield a depletion width of 224 A. There-

The A1~Ga1 ..AsGa&s heteojunction shown on the &m~ 224 A is the thickness of the graded region which
right-hand side in Fig 2, has a valence-band discontinuity bends parabolically between GaMs and Al0A7 GajlAs.
which is well known" and is graded puaraolically between To self-cousistently solve for the band bending across

compsitins.If this is doped wizix a p-m lie abrupt junc- the interface a computer program which solves the Pois-
Mio. the parabolic band bending and the parabolic grading son equation iteativel a used. The digital alloy as grown
will cancel. yielding an approuimately goa valence band. with a 10 A period, so in the programi it is modeled as a
The asustimao of the grading and doping required goes as sawis of 10 A steps of varying composition. The program
fallows. Amis for eficient hole transport the average car- output, shown in Fig. 3, as the calculated valence band
ntie concentration, afte band bendin and cmeato, energy using different inteface designs. In cases (a), (b),

mus be p ryps. In addition for a fiat valance-band 11 -E, and (c), the dotn sl 10" cm- in the pure GaAs and
mums be kept onstant at all points, theireforie the hole con- llX 10" cin in the A66Ga0.3A3 region so Ef-E, 'a
centatson must be constat in every semton of the mirror, equal in both regions. Curves (a) and (b) are interfaces
ignring small material differeces. Second, to reuefree- linearly graded over 30 A with IlX 10" and 5 X 10" cm-'
carrie loss, the average number of holes should be kept doping respectively. Curve Md is the interface design pro-
low, so we choose -I X 10" cm 3 . Third, to obtain the posed by Shubert et at' between GaAs and AlAs. In case
proper band bending within the parabolic region there (d) the GaAs side of the interface is a NID regon, but the
most be an exic;of holes on the AIGaAsuside of the AW suide does not have twice as much doping as the av-
graded region and a dedici of holes (or excess of electrons) eamp, so the bands do not Blatten out optimally. Curve (c)
on the GaMs side. To have an average Of I X 10"8 CM- is our parabolically graded interface as described previ-
holes in the grading region after redistribution requires ously without any chianges to the first approximation de-
N+ Ilx 10"l cm - acceptors on the AI~aAs side and N-1 sign except to rais the Al&67GaoM33As doping due to the
X 10"8 CM-3 donors on the GaOs side, The value of N different material parmeters. Our parabolic interface de-
affects the width of the grading region; a larger N equals a sig hasl the smallest voltage barrier and approaches the

azower grading width from Eq. (1). Other consider- ideal flat valence ban&
adorn mu that high values of N (,L.g. 5X 10" cun') re- DDR mirror stacks were grown to test the prediction
quires clsongizag the Be cell tempeastur dramatically at the and Fig 4 shows the experimental current density versus
interfae and high doping in the grading region will cause voltage (J- V) characteristics. Since high mirror reflecti~vity
optical loss from ionized impurity scattering. If N as chosen is a requirfenest for VCSEL operation, the number of al-
to be equjal to the average concentratMIon, lx l 10" -m3, ternating layers in each growth was chosen to yield equal
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We repoel tbmgrowth and Iharaceization ofa highi-quality wide (-2000,k)tredrn ioa
electro. gas (3DEG) with periodic density modulation (period -200 A.) i

moduatin-dpedwide parabolic potential well with a superimposed superlanice.
Computer-controlled molecular bearn ephtaxy is used to synthesize the potential well as a graded
AJOa, .. As digital alloy. The density-modulated 3DEG is compared to a uniform 3DEO of the
same average density and wadth in a parabolic well without the superlattice. The Al mole
fracton profiles for the two sample. are measured in calibration rune immediately prior to actual
growthL. The density-miodulated 3DEG has a low-temperature in-plmn mobility in excess of 10'
cm2/V s, comapared to - 2 X 10 cm2/V s for the uniform 3DEG. Capacitance-voltage
measurements directly reveal the modulation of the density of the electron gas in the parabolic
well with superimposed superlattict, and the absence of any density modulation for the gas in
the bare parabolic well.

L INTRODUCTION uniform period and larg amplitude Recently, cleaved
edge overgrowth (CEO) has been used to realiz a periodic

Applying a periodic potential to an electron gas gives potential (with small and uniform perid) on a 2DEG,
rise to novel electrical properties arising fr-om the creation grown on the cleaved edge of an in-plaus SL, and grown by
of a superlattice (SL) band structure in the SL 'directio.L conventional molecular beam epitaxy (MBE).' Witha
Periodic modulation of the density of an electron gas offiers low-temperature mobility of -4 x 10' cm2/V s, this, like
a system for the systematic study of collective excitations other CEO structures, offers exciting possibilities for the
and interactions between electrons in different periods as study of novel electronic properties arising; froim additional
the strength of the modulaition is turned up fromn zero to a confinement and/or applied periodic potentials with lemgh
value high enough to break the continuous gas into uncon- scales determined by MBE to atomic precision, but pro-
nocted layers of two-dimensional electron gases (2DEGs). ceasing on 150 pam cleaved edges is nontrivial at this time.
hnarerctions between two 2DE(3s in neighboring quantum Direct immersion Of a periodic potential in an electron gas
wells separated by a thin barrie have recently been inves- has also been attempvted in a SL with barriers that ane
tgated.2 J An externially tunable periodic potenitial is usu- selectively doped and thin enough that the electron states
ally applied in the plane of a 2DEG by lithographically or are extended in the growth direction [Fig. 1 (a)).' But the

holgrahicllypaterning a periodic one-imensional or scattering of electros by the ionized, donors in the barriers
two-dimensional array of connected metal gates on the reduces the low-temperature in-plane mobility drastically.
sample surface. 4 Feature sie n M -beam lihograpy and Immersing the SL in a thick electron gas of high mo-
holography are currently limited to dimensions of several bility produced by some other means than doping the SL
hundred AI with the level of uncertainty and nonunifor- barriers themselves suggests itself as a means of getting a
mity being of the same order of magnitude. Also, inasmuch high-mobility electro pas with a strong periodic potentiaL
as the patterned surfaice gate is spatially removed from the Such thick (_2000 A) three-dimiensional electron gase
2DEb by at least a few hundred A, the induced lateral (3DEGs) have been produced in modulation-doped wide
periodic potential is smoothed on the same length scale as parabolic potential wells, in which the the 3D density is
this Spatial UFsepraMo4 The amplitude of this potential IS controlled by the curvature of the parabola. 9 30 A SL added
therefore smaller than when the periodic potential is di- to the parabolic well, as schematically illustrated in Fig.
recdly immersed in the electron pas itself. Smaller periods I1(b), is expected to modulate the density of the uniform
(_100 A) can be obtained by incorporating a lateral su- 3DEG produced by the slowly varying parabolic potentiaL
perlattice (LSL) in or near a 2DEG at a OsAs,/Al~aAs A self-consistent solution of the Poisson-Shrýiner
single interface grown on a vicinal GaAs stuface.5 The equation for this structure confirms this scenario [Fig
resulting periodi potential has manifested itself in aniso- 2(a)]. The solution for a 2000-A-wide parabolic well is
tropic electron transport of the 2DEb parallel and perpe- shown for comparison (Fig. 2(b)), and is seen to produce
Soclar to the LSL,' but terrace-width nonuniformity and a wide electron pas in the well fairly uniform at the curva-

inumaing between the GaAs and AIGaAs components of ture density Ng-2.6x 10"6 cm-'. Witth the addition of a
the WSL remain serious blocks to appying potentials of SL, the deleton density is modulated by as much as S0M.

____________However, the energy spectrum for a single electron in the

V0Madurm Uinvwsk Mlwmb. simm p,.s omhw.-scmau- bare parabolic well is only slightly perturbed, for the SL
Plea 1. D4=O Misehm 2L. kommy. period shown.
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IL EXPERIMNTI AND DISCUSSON

Two samples, similar to the ones for which caicula-
don were presented in Fig. 2 were grown by soliW-source
MyrEM PB31, a modulation-doped 2000-A-wide parabolic

"4W "vwell, and PB32. a modulation-doped 2000-A-wide pam-

* h4 2  boric well with a SL of 200 A period superimposed. The
two samples were identical in every repect. save for the
desity-modulatng SL in PB32, and were grown one after
the other to minimize system variations. The potential

FIG. 1. (a) Modu peratm (SL) with Eu doped barn- wells were realized as graded AI1Ga,_.As digital alloys.4
us usid W PCduoe an extmnded eletros wh perafic poteinL (b) i.e., by controlled pulsing of the Al beam in the presence of
SL sprimuposed on a modulasion-doped *Wel parabolic wedl to pcoduew
the san desity modulatica a in (a) o a wide d1,-to. 5 of uauiform COlnstanmt Ga and As beams incident on a semi-nsulating
dmsy dmmined by the ceuru othepaabols. GaAs substrate, which was held at 580 C. The digital al-

loy is therefore itself composed of a fine SL, whose period
was selected to be 20 A, a value small enough for an elec-
tron to see a local average Al mole fraction x. The corn-

Such structures have been grown and their low- plete layer sequence for both samples is: 5000 A GaAs
temperature transport properties measren"'n2 and some bufter/2000 A Al0.jGao.7As buffer/40 A AlJ3GaQTiAs Si
of their electrical and optical properties calculated.' 3 These doped at 1.l1x10' cm-1/200 A Alo.jGsalAs spacer/
transport measurements yield the energy spectrum, but af- graded potential well/200 A, Al0 .3Gao.?As spacer/40 A
ford only an indirect measure of the electron-density Mod- AIoJGaO.7AS Si doped at 1.1 X10" cm-'/170 A

ati•OI. A more direct signature of this effect is needed. 3G As Si doped at 5X 10"7 cm-3/2000 A
Such a measurement is presented below, along with other AJoGao.7As cap/100 A GaAs cap. The AlxGa_ ,s in the
cons of the sample that highlight features of 2000-A-wide parabolic wells of PB31 and PB32 was varied
this design technique. quadratically from GaAs at the well center to Al62GaoMAs

at the well edges, jumping abruptly to the barrier
Al03GakTAs there. The bigger SL in the parabolic well of
PB32 has a period of 200 A. composed of a 160-A-wide

ý..E, Myv well and a 40-A-wide barrier, with A xA between the well
6- .. a&d barrier being 0.1. ADl widths of the big SL are integer200 5 3-.-.1.8 a multiples of the finer digital-alloy SL period of 20 ;.

150 4o -3 2 The variation of Al mole fraction versus depth in the
N,.Sx0101"az2 - graded potential wells was measured in a calibration run

100 NI-..3" 2 immediate2y prior to actual sample growth. The variation
of the collector current of an ion gauge used in place of the

50 -, , , ,. :' substrate was monitored as a function of time as the Al
beam was pulsed with the same controlled sequence as tor

0 the subsequent actual growth.'5 The Al mole fraction pro-
files for both samples (Fig. 3) show fairly small deviations

-50 0 from the design profiles and testify to the level of control
200 E..I,, sv 3 achievable in digital alloys to obtain these comple poten-

SP831 5 -- 1.31 tials.
tU 150 rOK 4-- 2.50 Cloverleaf pattern Van der Pauw mesas were etched on

N=-6xl01 CM-2 c 3 - -3.44
2-- 4.2 2 both samples, and indium was alloyed to the ohmic-

100- 1 - -4.S9 contact pads. Hall measurements were performed in a

cold-finger cryostat from 300 to 10 K, and in liquid He
' 1 (4.2 K). The variation of the in-plane mobility (ju) and

0 IV electron sheet density (N,) with temperature is shown for
both samples in Fig. 4. The reduced ionized-impurity scat-

-50 __.. __. ____ ,____. 0 tering at low tem peratures resulting from the spatial sepa-
ration of the electrons in the well from the donors in the

100 00 130 10 2barriers surrounding the parabolic well results in/*(4.2 K)
Olstea (A) as high as l.SX105 cm2/V-i at N,(4.2 K)=2.Sx10"

F10.2. Sdfecomnsagt potenuul sad s dituio faria" odt per- ncm_- for the bare parabolic well, and is(4.2 K) =- 1.1 x IW
abei: wel with SL (top) and withona (bawni), sowing dt u density cm2/V s at N,(4.2 K) =2.0X 10" cm-I for the parabolic
eduWaish dhect of the SL N, 2.61 x 106 cm-1 is the curntuts of the well with superimposed SL The low-temperature mobility

pmaoI While the unifam deetm N - i " - (bang.) is stroney for the density-modulated 3DEG is an order of magnitude
modified (top) by the SI. the aanay egeinvahme ae not substantilly
dhagpd ro the SL period shown. The Fermi eaeru 4 is the zero ef- higher than was obtained in a modulation-doped SL of the

.em ft a ot potetial tnergy w type shown in Fig. l(a).8 Since the samples were grown
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0.4 anm ght after the othe, and the densitin N,(4.2 K) an.---.- re8ud comnparable, the differenot in p(4.2 K) must be amullnIS

Weal atl ionpartly to the greater Al content in P932 with its
attemdant enhanced alloy-disorder scattering. r

0.2 beng invenely proportional to fx( 1--x)e,6 the hgh
x, of 0.037 for PB32 over the extent of the electron s,

0.1 when compared to 0.017 for P331 over the sun lWet,
implies a reduction in mobility by a factor of -1.7 on

0 addition of the SL to the bare parabolic well jus from this
_ __.__0_ dect. The roughness of the walls of the 160-A-wide vei

500 1000 1500 2000 in the SL is an important issue." For a single quantuIm vmilof this width and infinte potential deth tie interfiao
GrowtM Di-on -T- 7

0o4wt1 ' ' o ronesscattering limited mobility is in excess of 106--- Measured =1/'V s.'17 The coupling between the SL wells thm°o the

Z 0.3 Ideal 40-;,-wide bariers should increase this estimate even, fr-

0.2 ness is not a critical issue. The mobility for both saopin
decrases with increasing electron sheet density (inset in

0.1 Fig 4) at a fixed temperature T- 10 K, probably a result
of the spread of the electron distribution from the center

0 into regions of more Al mole fraction at the well edges with
the attendant enhanced alloy-disorder scattering there.

-0.1 Ti/Au (200 An2000 A) was then evaporated on the
0 500 1000 1500 2000 mess and the small-signal capacitance versus voltage (C-

Distance (A) v) measured between the surface gate and the electron s
in the graded well, for both sampls, using standard lock-in
techniques. The results were found to be independent of

FIG. 3. Ion-gap Al I fm P m wide P ac-voltage frequency, dc-voltage-bias sweep rate, andw* with SL (top) .. d without (bamoa). for a ME-grmwn di*ital
Aa May compoed o a finm SL of 0 Aperiod. 11l•th A hit we ti, s dr ection. C- V profiles (T=4.2 K) for both samples
walb of the SL (top) idmo to the 20 A rowhitiau ao the msuremenu are shown i. te inset in Fig. 5. Two features are apparet
•ndact a n,*-, fi,, mk in these proi••s. First, the capacitance falls olt, with more

negative gate bia, from zero bias to threshold (wher all
the electrons are depleted from the well), for both samples.
Thi decrease is mainly attributed to the increased spac
between the two plates of the parallel-plate capacitor

2 formed by the surface metal gate and the electron gas in
T.1OK the well, respectively, as the leading edge of the gas is

z 1.5 \ P831 pushed deeper toward the substrate with more negative
voltage bias at the gate.'$ Furthermore, whereas the capac-

"itan- falls off smootly with voltage for the bare parabolic
wl (PB3 1), the C- V profile for the parabolic well with SL

_(PB32) displays ripples superimposed on the decrease.
0.51 3 5 These ripples are associated with the sweeping of the lead-

N (101 c.rn) ing edge of the electron gas through successive periods of
the SL with more negative bias. In both cases, there is

40 4 concurrent depopulation of the subbands occupied by the10 P, 3j - ---- - elcto gos, but the ripples expe~cted in the C-V tae
from this effect are calculated to be small,9 a fact that is

PW2 3experimentally underscored by the relative absence of rip-
i ------ plesin theC-V tracefor the parabolic well. From the C-V

2 c measurement, one can extract an apparent electron disti-
bution versus depth using N(z) = 21qe[d( 1C2 )/dFj -' as

ic the apparent electron density at the apparent depth z--./

1 10 100 W C where Cis the capacitance: per unit area between surface
Temperatre T (K) uate and electron gas at voltale bias V, and e. is the uni-form permittivity assumed. Using e, - 12.2 (of the

M1O. 4. M•BII. v I1wature for .1 .s ing the I A d of Al.SG%,As cap), we arrive at the apparent electron pro-
Ia* .i sm i d rl, seuffumt Ing ebv, m bot les shown in Fig. 5 for both samples. A modulation of the
mospla d S wih inmshng dIa,-a -sha densty at 7= 10 K. apparent electron density is readily seen for the electron
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odic postentals to high-mobility passro ~ of difermi
pow / shape. The average-density prole is defind by the cur-

- vature of a wide potential wall; dmmity modulation is
achieved with a SL of narrowir period inserted in this wide
welL More complex electron density distributions ca. of
Pous, be achieved with the appropriate Al mole hrction

prflsin digital Al.GajAs alloys.
/3
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Using the digital alloy technique, a series of high-mobility remotely doped GaAs/AIGaAs
coupled multiple quantum well structures have been produced by the superposition of a wide
parabolic quantum well and a square superlattice potential. Structures containing up to
twenty superlattice periods with low temperature Hall mobilities from 23 000 to 100 000 cm:/
V s have been produced. Fourier analysis of low field Shubnikov-de Haas oscillations.
capacitance-voltage and Hall measurements of a 200 A period superlattice in a 1600 A wide
parabolic well indicate the occupation of four superlattice periods with subband spacings in good
agreement with theory.

Semiconductor superlattices have been studied for centration versus position in the well was measured with
many years for their interesting physical properties and an ion gauge substituted for a wafer in the MBE chamber.
applications.'" The electron mobility in these structures at This information was used to correct for the shutter re-
low temperatures is typically limited by ionized impurity sponse time, improving control of barrier width and
scattering. 3 A large improvement in mobility was achieved height, and minimizing deviations from parabolicity.
by modulation doping in which the donors are placed in In this letter we discuss one sample SL6, with 83 meV
the superlattice barriers.4 Considerably larger mobilities high, 80 A wide superlattice barriers inside a parabolic well
have recently been achieved by removing the dopant atoms of width w= 1600 A and height A=210 meV. These pa-
from the superlatuce altogether using a wide parabolic well rameters were chosen so that the Fermi level lies in the gap
(WPBW) superimposed with a superlattice, as shown in between the first and second minibands of the superlattice
Fig. I (a). The finite width of the parabolic potential re- potential. Carriers were supplied by Si dopants set back
stricts the number of superlattice periods forming the cou- 105 A from the well edges, in delta-doped sheets on either
pled multiple quantum well structure. Parabolic structures side of the well in a fine AlAs/GaAs superlattice with a
with both sinusoidals and square' superlattices were re- period 21 A and average Al concentration x=0.35. From
cently reported. In this letter we present a quantitative the depth of the donors below the conduction band edgel°
comparison of Shubnikov-de Haas oscillation data with the well was expected to be only partially full at liquid He
theory and capacitance-voltage profiles. which demon- temperatures. This well was one of a series of superlattice
strate high quality remotely doped square superlartices. structures also investigated. Samples containing 8-20 peri-

In WPBWs, the parabolically varying band edge, by ods with a range of characteristics were grown and tested.
Poisson's equation, mimics a uniform positive charge dis- For all, the bandwidth of the lowest miniband was main-
tribution of three dimensional density n3D = 8EJe2wZ, tained at 2 meV and the superlattice period was fixed at
where w and A are the width and height of the parabolic d=200 A. Barrier widths b ranged from 40 to 80 A and
potential. e is the dielectric constant, and e is the electronic barrier heights h from 83 to 175 meV. The parabolic wellI charge. The electrons from dopants placed outside the pa- width wv ranged from 1600 to 4000 A and height 4 from
rabola move to screen this fictitious charge forming a uni- 87.5 to 210 meV (see Fig. 1), corresponding to a range of
form electron gas of width we = n/n 3o and sheet density n, electron density from n3o=4.0x l015 to 4.6x 101" cm-3
inside the parabolic well. When a superlattice of suffi- The sample was cooled in the dark inside a top-loading
ciently short period is superimposed on the parabolic back-
ground, the electrons can screen the parabolic potential but
not that of the superlattice. 9 producing a self-consistent L
potential as shown in Fig. I(b): the electron density is
spatially modulated by the superlattice potential, but the A_
average electron density is approximately n3o.

The samples were grown via molecular beam epitaxy 121 m:. Ibi parwll ull
(MBE) using the digital alloy technique." The average Al

concentration along the growth direction was varied by FIG. I. Schemati diagram of (3l an empty and (b 3 partially full wide
f computer-controlled shuttering of the Al furnace, allowing parabolic well with iupertattice. The Fermi level for the pariai1 full well
control of the band edge profile during growth of the is indicated to lie between the two iowest energy bands represented by the
WPBW with superlattice. Before well growth. the Al con- hatched regions.
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FIG. 2. Magnetoresisrance and Halal effect data for sample SL6. t0.1.

0 2 4 0 3 10 12 14Oxford Model 200 dilution refrigerator. Using standard Energy I niV)
low frequency lock-in techniques, magnetotransport mea-
surements were made at T"=50 inK. Low currents (lessthan s nA) and slow magnetic field sweeps (less than 0.04 FIG. 3. (a) Multiply periodic low field SdH oscillations for sample SL6

indicating the occupation of several subbands and (b) the power spec-
T/min) were used to avoid sample heating. The magne- trum of the SdH oscillations over the field range H=0.03-0.35 T.
toresistance and Hall effect data are shown in Fig. 2 from
which a Hall sheet density of na=4.3 x 101" cm- 2 and mo-
bility u = 23 000 cm2/V s were obtained. This mobility is resolved at the low magnetic fields used for this measure-
several times greater than that achieved in standard mod- ment. Using this expression, the separations (E,-E,) be-
ulation doped superlattices which typically have mobilities tween the Fermi level and the subband bottoms can be
less than 10 000 cm2/V s.2 The integer quantum Hall effiect calculated by Fourier analysis of the SdH oscillations, and
is observed with the location of the magnetoresistance ze- the total sheet density n, can be determined by summing
ros consistent with the low field Hall sheet density. Hall the contributions from each subband n=Im.(E/-E,)/
steps up to v=20 can be identified in the data. In strong r. Magnetoresistance data for magnetic fields less than
magnetic fields above 3 T, a simple estimate predicts that 0.4 T at Ta-50 mK are shown in Fig. 3(a) together with
only the lowest Landau level of the lowest miniband states the corresponding SdH power spectrum in Fig. 3(b) corn-
is occupied. In weaker magnetic fields below 3 T, higher puted from interpolated magnetoresistance data spaced
Landau levels are also occupied and a complex series of equally in 1/H. For convenience, the horizontal axis of the
level crossings occurs, resulting in missing or weak Hall power spectrum in Fig. 3(b) has been given in electron
plateaus as shown in Fig. 2. Characteristic missing quan- energy (Ef-E,) using the expression for the SdH penod
tum Hall steps also occur in wide parabolic wells without given above. Four peaks are clearly visible in the power
superlatices in which several subbands are occupied." spectrum, indicating that four subbands of the superlattice

Multiply periodic Shubnikov--de Haas (SdH) oscilla- are occupied, each with two spin states. The total sheet
tions in the magnetoresistance data were used to measure density obtained by summing subbands is n, =4.4X 10"1
the Fermi level and subband energies of the superlatice cm-2, in excellent agreement with the Hall sheet density
sample. The magnetoresistance oscillation associated with n,=4.3X 10" cmm-1. Table I lists the measured Fermi level
a given occupied subband is periodic in inverse magnetic Ef and the energies E, of the occupied subbands, all given
field 1/H with period fie/m,(Ef-E,), where m,=0.067 mo relative to the lowest subband El.
is the electron effective mass. E, is the bottom of the ith To compare these experimental results with theory, a
subband. and Ef is the Fermi energy, both in zero field. We self-consistent solution of Schr6dinger's and Poisson's
assume that the two spi states of each subband are not equation, including the exchange-correlation potential in

TABLE I. Comparison of Shubnikov-.de Haas measurements of the Fermi energy and subband energies with theory: all energies are in meV.

Theory-Suplaizice Theory- Parabola

Experiment (1370oA) (l370A) (1600 A)

5.93*0.06 5.89 7.95 6.56
1.22*0.I0 1.23 2.34 1.36
2.79 *,0.14 2.78 5.71 3.43
4.03*0.14 4.17 ... 6.10
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I spaced at 175 10 A consistent with the spwr.; z etamned
from SdM data above.

Combining the number of occupied superiamzz per-
ods from C-V data with the number of occupie= su'_bands

Ifron. SdH data, we find that one subband wi.it t o pin
Z0 states is occupied for each of four superlattice pee. Cis. It is"• 3|0• /interesting to interpret these results in terms ifat Ample)101 tight-binding model. In the absence of electrons. thie indi-

A) ¢ vidual square wells of the superlattice are not aii":ted inI ergy as they are superimposed on a parabolic potential.
an a full well the parabolic potential is approximately can-

celled by the electrostatic potential of the electron layer,
.2.5 .2.0 .1.5 .1.0 -0.5 00 bringing all superlattice wells into energy alignment. For

Gat Voltage (V) the sample studied here the WPBW is half full so Onjy four
superlattice periods are occupied and in approximate en-

I FIG. .4. Capacitance vs gate voltage at T",,.,t.3 K. Each uep corrsponds ergy alignment. The lowest miniband of a tight binding
to an occupied period of the superilattice system. As the electron layer in e r t h e is wful, withfour ofeag tightl bind itw

the period nearest the gate is depleted the capacitance shifts to the value model for this case is full, with four energy levels and two
associated with the occupied period next nearest the Sate. spin states per level. This configuration is consistent with

* the design of the structure, for which the Fermi energy lies
in the gap above the lowest miniband (see Fig. I).

the local density functional approximation,2 was calcu- In summary we have produced and characterized re-
lated using the experimentally determined sheet density as motely doped high-mobility multiple quantum well struc-
input, assuming symmetric filling about the well center. tures with a range of three-dimensional electron densities
The parabolic well width is position dependent because the from ft3Dt 4 .OX1015 to 4.6x 1016cm-. Magnetotrans-
source guns are angled with respect to the wafer, and the port and C-V measurements for one structure show a spa-
wafer is not rotated during growth to avoid aliasing effects, tially modulated electron density profile occupying four
resulting in a uniform gradation in well width across the periods of a square superlattice potential. demonstrating
sample. A 20% gradient in the growth rate of GaM across control of both the electron density profile and energy sub-
unrotated test wafers was measured via pjEED osdft- band structure of a wide electron gas.
tions. Using the parabolic well width as the only adjustable We thank Jed Dempsey for valuable comments. One of
parameter we found excellent agreement, shown in Table I, the authors (J.H.B.) acknowledges support from the Nat-
between experiment and theory for a wel! vhich is 1370 A ural Science and Engineering Research Council of Canada.
wide, well within the range of growth parameters. Table I Work at Harvard was supported in part by the Nanonal
also shows theoretical energy level spacings for WPBWs Science Foundation and by the Harvard Materials Re-
identical to SL6 with widths 1370 and 1600 A but no search Laboratory under Grants DMR-91-19386 and
superlattice. It is clear the measured energy levels are not DMR-89-20490; work at Santa Barbara was supported by
those of a plain WPBW; the level of agreement cannot be the Air Force Office of Scientific Research under Grant
significantly improved by altering the well width. The AFOSR-91-021.
spacing of the observed subband energies is relatively uni-
form, and the Fermi energy is reduced relative to a simple
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iGrowth and characterization of Be modulation doped wide parabolic

GaAs/Al.Galx As wells

fl P.F. Hopkins, K.L Campman and A.C. Gossard
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Cafornia 9310, USA

Remotely-doped. P-type wide (- 1000 A) parabolic GaAs/AJGaj-,As quantum walk iown oa (100) substates were used to
create high mobility, low density, wide layers of hole 8s. Low tempero capauirae -veag and m'tnmtonport measure-

ments were used to characterize these structures. Hole gas widths - 700 sheet densities > 3X 10" anc-, and mobilities
>23,000 CM2/V.s at T -0.1 K have been achieved in wells with a curvature correspondig to a three-dimensional density
- 4X 10"6 cm -. These mobilities are more than three orders of mapgitude higher at low temperature than bulk p-type GaAs with
similar three-dimensional density.

By parabolically tailoring the conduction band tronic and optical phenomena (1,3,61. In this pa-
edge of an undoped GaAs/AIGa,-,As het- per, we extend this work to p-type structures and
erostructure along the growth direction z, the report on the growth and characterization of Be
conduction band potential OW(z) is, by Poisson's doped WPBWs; we have obtained wide (~ 700
equation, equivalent to a uniform density n, of A), high mobility (> 23,000 cm2/V-s at T-0.1
background positive charge: d"O/dz2-m+/e, K) hole gas layers in wells with curvature cose-
where e is the electronic charge and e is the sponding to a 3D density p(z)-- 4 x 10" cm6 -.
dielectric constant (1]. When remotely n-doped, This 3D density is below the critical metal-insu-
the electrons from the dopant fall into the lator transition density for p-type doped bulk
parabolic well, and are expected to form a thick GaAs, providinlg ecedened access for inves-
slab of nearly uniform density n(z) - n +. Quan. tiglations of the electronic and optical properties

tum mechanical calculations of the electron don of low density wide hole gas layers at low temper-
sityprofile in these wide (a 1000 A) structures atures.
confirm this classical idea (2. Using these con- There have been two techniques used to grow
cepts, high quality structures with a variety of wide parabolic GaAs/AIGa._,As wells by
electron density profiles have been constructed molecular beam epitaxy. (1) controlling the tern-
by appropriate tailoring of the band edge poten- perature (41 of the Al furnace so that the Al flux
tial (3,41. is varied with time (analog alloy technique) and

Because the dopant atoms are spatially re- (2) dividing the wide well into a fine periodmoved from the well, high electron mobilities and superlattice (of period d, typically - 20 A) of
low carrier densities that do not freeze out at low GaAs and Al,Ga, -,As and controlling the shut-
temperatures have been achieved (51. n-Type teing of the Al furnace so that the average Al

" modulation doped wide parabolic wells (WPBWs) composition x per period varies parabolically
have been used previously to create high mobility (digital alloy technique) [7,8. The first technique
(to > 200,000 cm2/V • s), wide electron layers (to has the advantage that a more uniform alloy isI 2000 A) of low, nearly uniform density (down obtained, but has the disadvantage that precise
to <10"6 Cm" 3) providing access to new elec- calibration of thermal time lap of the Al flux and
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precise control of the flux vets= furnace temper- 0 10pth (A) I i
ature are needed. The second technique has the 0100 535640 174513010O

be kept constant throughout the growth, but has XUo.2 but

the disadvantage that the periodic potential mod- , t000A
ulation caused by the fine superiattice may affect PaabolacWCell
the relevant properties of the well that we wish to Be doped regiona 3
study [9). The superlattice must be fine enough to FW 1. Aluunum mol fractm o ,j (Waso val band edge
allow sufficient tunneling of the carriers between nerVy) verms depth of WPBW structure. The 1000 A wide

layers. However, as the period of the superlattice diga alloy WU was corstcted from a 20 k period *
is made finer, shuttering times of the Al source GaAs/AJMeGao*As superiatfce.

(at typical growth rates) can become small ( < 100
ims), requiring precise calibration of the Al shut- wavevector perturbation; the correction in eq. (1)
ter opening and closing times and/or designing due to the nth harmonic is smaller by more than
wells with nonzero Al composition at the center a factor of n-'. To model the actual structure
of the parabolic well. This suggests that there is presented in this paper, we use d - 20 A, U(G)
an optimal range of superlattice periods to use - dE/ir - 41.6 meV and m - 0.500 m., and i
which depends on the well structure, carrier ef- obtain an estimate m* - 0.513 mV. The energy
fective mass, height of the AI,Ga, I_,As barriers, spectrum of the valence band E(k) is shifted up
growth rates, etc. We believe that with careful into the bandgap by 4.6 meV, although the lowest
choice of these parameters, the digital alloy tech- energy level spacings change only by - 2.5%.
nique allows more exact control of the average The first order chanie in the ground state wave-
composition profiles than the analog alloy tech- function creates 20 A period (-d) ripples in the
nique, especially for profiles too rapidly changing charge density p(z) of size (p.. -p..)/p. -

in time during the growth for the Al furnace to 23% due to localization of the carriers in the
track precisely (81 GaAs wells. The approximation given by eq. (1)

To determine the optimal range of superlattice breaks down sharply for superlattice periods d U
periods to use, we use simple second order above - 40 A (see also ref. (9D.
Rayleigh-Schr6dinger perturbation theory to es- The design of one of a series of samples made
timate the change in the effective mass, energy is shown in fig. 1 and was grown by MBE on a U
levels, and charge distribution for free carriers in senr-imnulating GaAs (100) substrate. The 1000 A
a sinusoidal potential perturbation 2U(G)cos(Gz). wide parabolic well was constructed from a 20 A
The perturbed effective mass m* in the growth period digital alloy superlattice of GaAs and
direction and at the zone center (E(k - 0)) is: Al..xGa wAs. The average Al concentration x i

in the well is x - 0.2 at the edges and x - 0.01 in -
m mm(1 +0.5[U(G)/EO(GI2)12}, (1) the center, the shortest time that the DC oper-

ated Al shutter is open is > 100 ms, much larger •
where Eo - A2(G/2)2/2m is the energy for carri- than the uncertainty (- 10 ms) in the shutter
ers with bulk effective mass m at wavevector opening and dosing times. Using the conduction
G/2 - w'/d, where d the period of the perturba- band/valence band offset ratio for AlIGa*_,As
tion; note that the correction term is proportional of 0.7/0.3 gives AE, - 131 meV and the equiva-
to d'. The Fourier transform power spectra for lent background charge density for the parabolic
our digital alloy potential show a peak at the well P3D -,4 x 10"6 cm-n . Holes were introduced
frequency f- 1/d corresponding to the superlat- ',the well from Be 8-doped regions (2 X 10" 3
tice period, and smaller amplitude peaks at the 2. per 8-doped sheet, 18 A spacing) set back
higher harmonics f-n/d, where n - 2, 3, 4.... j5 A on either side. The RHEED measured
Because of the strong dependence on d, we ap- growth rates for GaAs and ALAs were 1.0 and
prximate our superlattice potential as a single 0.54 jam/h, respectvely. The substrate was kept
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04 bulk Zn-doped (p-type) GaAs sample f 101 with
,o" 8 P31) ' x 107 cm-' are also shown. The sheet• "" "density p, for the parabolic well and the hetero-

S-- """;• 1junction are nearly constant for T < 80 &, in
I .. .IiII .. * •

S-"contrast to the strongly decreasing 3D carrier
density for the bulk doped sample for T < 150.~' Z',i •caused by carrier freeze-out. Similarly, the mea-

10 ,, 40. sured Hall mobility A for the parabolic well and
1! ,..the heterojunction both monotonically increase

•with decreasing temperature, while the mobility
"for the bulk doped sample increases slightly with

-- ._ dereasing temperature and then strongly de-
t3 wooreaseT for T < 70 K. Ile low temperature (T o

oKis20 K) mobility for the parabolic well with curva-
doe Q f f bture corresponding to a threeip imensional den-

t°• ~ ~_ ... . ... Siry P31) 4 X 1016 CM-3 is over 3 orders of mag-

to l nimude greater hay the mobility of the bulk dopedi "MPWAM M sample with similar" dens'ity P3D - 1 X 1017 C1113.

Fig. 2. Hag density and the Hat mo•bility for the rnge Ile low temperature mobility of the bulk sample
T - 4.2-300 K for the P-type modulafm doped WPBW and a is limited by ionized impurity scatterin& whileBe-dope.d heterojunction, and T -25-300 K for bulk 7.n-

doped p-type GaAs from ref. 1101 scattering from acoustic phonons and background
impurities play a more important role for the

at a pyrometer-measured temperature of 58(rC, remotely-doped heterojunction [111 and the

except for the Be 8-doped regions which were WPBW. Additionally, scattering of holes in the
grown at 520'C to reduce dopant migration. To WPBWs due to alloy disorder and size effect [121
avoid effects due to the incommensurability of is expected.
the rotation period and the varying Al shutter Capacitance-voltage measurements of the
tming the substrate was no, ,_.-ued during the same sample cooled in the dark were made at
growth of the digital alloy -eP resulting in a T - 0.1K in a dilution refrigerator and are shown
calculated change in the well desity p3D of <3% in fig. 3. A DC gate bias and small (10 mV
for a typical sample taken < 1 cm from the wafer peak-peak) 647 Hz AC signal were applied be-
cener. Hail bar (2.5 mm x 0.26 mm) samples tween the Ti/Au front gate and the ohmic con-
were photolithographically defined and ohmic
contacts were made by annealing In/Zn at 4106C
for 60s . For the capacitance measurements, a 50
A/1500 A Ti/Au front gate was e-beam evapo-
rated onto the sample. c1.4•

Fig. 2 shows the temperature dependence of
the Hall sheet density ps and the Hall mobility ;L M
for the range T-4.4-300 K after the Hall bar ! 0.7:

was illuminated with a red LED. The density was
measured from, the Hall voltage for the magnetic
field B range of - 0.5< B <0.5 T and the Hall 0.0'
mobility was obtained with the Hall density and 0 0.! 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6
the B - 0 resistance values. The Hall factor 1 was Sa m ve rm V tf
used. In comparison, data from a Be modulation- t.3 WPBW tand b- petre taken at 10 mV.
doped normal interface GaAs/Alo.3Gao.0 As het- 647 Hz e mcia. The fit (----) to the WPBW data is3 erojunction (700 A from the surface) and from a desmcied a the t m.

I
I



*PJ. ' 1 v aL I GAs.wA and charecawsmim. of BeA1 WP8G.s/1AhGa_,,A wef Sol

t~a to the bole gas. The induced current is - I
measuid y acurrnt preamplifier and fed it

a phase-sensitive lock-iz amplifier. The data show 2000~
a smooth monotenic decrase in the capacitance ISMI0
with inceasing DC gate bias as the depletion I-
edge is moved through the structure. In contrast, 1000.~~/t
the 4.2 K measured capacitance for the p-type r ,
heterounction is essentially flat and then de-So
crease sharply near +0.5 V, as the depth of the 0 t. 0
hole gas is essentially fixed at the AI5GaI-, 0 2nt 4. 6m. a
As/GaAs interface. For both structures, the mao fand Hwallraaun.)fteWS

impedance measured was purely capacitive, ex- at T - 0. 1 K for the magetic fiebd ange 0-9 T.
cept at the pinchoff voltage near + 0.5 V, and no
significant changes in the data were found over ity of the wide hole gas in these structures should I
the frequency range 200-2000 Hz. provide unprecedented access to low temperature

The capacitance data for the parabolic well electronic and optical properties of 3D hole gas
were fit to a simple geometric formula used to systems; for example, the parameter r,, which is I
describe the depletion edge moving through a the interparticle spacing in wnits of the Bohr
uniformly doped semiconductor. radius and which is also the ratio of the un-

C(V -[2V- 0)ee 30 + C- 2 ( V0) screened Coulomb repulsion energy to the 3D
C(V -[2V- O)C0D 01-/1Fermi energy for the holem is much larger in the -

(2) p-type than in the n-type WPBWs, because of the
heavier hole mass. This suggests that collective

where C is capacitance per unit area, V0 is the phenomena (e~g. spin density wave or Witgner I
voltage at which the well suart to deplete, and crys~tal fomnation) may be more accessible in the
,pm is the 3D hole density in the sample. The p-type WPBWs (141.
values P31D -5.Xl 101cm 3 , Ga~s dielectric
constant e -13, and V. - 0.05 V were used to We thank J. English, FL Kroeiner and M.
obtain the fit. Deviations of the capacitance from Sundarum, for valuable discussions, I. Baskey and
this fit are believed to be primarily due to A. Rimberg for advice on the capacitance mea-
nonruniformities in the hole density profile p(z) sm nts, and E. Gwinn and her group for use I
caused by nonparabolicites in the well potential, of the dilution refrigerator. This work was sup-
with small effects due to subband depopulations ported by the Air Force Office of Scientific Re-
[131~ From the capacitance values of C(VO) and search under grant AFOSR-91-0214.I
C(-O0.47 V) and assuming e -13, we estimate
the width of the hole gas to be - 700 A,or an
order of magnitude wider than the eqxpetd width Rehrmenes
of a ZD hole gas, at the GaAs/AlGa I -,As het-
erojunction. (I] Bi. Halpenn. Japan. J. APPL Pbys. SuIppi 26-3 (1967

Hall and magnetorcsistance measuremients at 1913.

T -0.1 K and zero gate bias are shown in fig. 4 [2Al imaanRXWeti.Ph.Rv.B4
for the sample cooled in the dark. Shubtlikov-De [31 K4 Sundarmn A.A Gassard. JAH English and R.M.
Haas oscillations are observed in the magnetore- Wuswrvel Superlanaces Microsruct 4 (1968) 683.

sistance and quantized Hall plateaus are fonniung [4)3. Jo, M. SantWs M. Shayegmn, Y.W. Sumn LW. EngelI
at the filling factors v - 2, 3, and 4. . -nd A.KLawtlIott. Appi. flaW. LCUtter 57 (1990)

In conclusion, we have euiended the con- 2130. .. wi.RM.es-
P.F.P Hopkim n. RLEG wnn .. Ws

cept of modulation doped GasM/Al5 Ga1 .. As vet h. Smadaram and A.C~ Goesard. AtpL Play. 1*teU

WPBWs to the cuse of holes. The inherent qual- 57 (1990) 2M
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I Onset of 3D Collective Response in Bimetallic Jellium Films: Surface and Mode Sensitivity
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2 Physics Department. Indiana Unirersity. Bloomington. Indiana 47405

3Electrical and Computer Engineering and Materials Departments. University of California at Santa Barbara.
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(Received 15 April 1993)

We use experimental and calculated excitation spectra of bimetallic jellium films with widths of up to
a few Fermi wavelengths to explore how excitations of a thin metal with internal density gradients evolve
into surface plasmons of a three-dimensional layer. We find that the onset of 3D plasmons is modeI specific, and sensitive to surface potentials, even for small surface wave vectors.

PACS numbers: 73.20.Mf. 71.45.Gm, 72.30.+q

The excitations of thin electron gases with widths of up z >0. Our heterostructure has ni-2.7x l0' cm-'
to a few Fermi wavelengths remain incompletely under- (r, -2.1) over a width of 1100 A, and n,-l.35X1016

I stood. In particular, little is known about how excitations cm- 3 (r, -2.6) over 1500 A. Outside the well in Fig.
of a thin gas evolve into the plasmons of a 3D metal slab 1(a), the Al fraction x-0.26, giving E, a 225 meV
as the gas widens and effects of level quantization dimin- depth.
ish [1 . The sensitivity of excitations of thin gases to sur- To screen n.+, electrons (from Si donors set back 50 A
face potentials has also been little explored, while for 3D from the well edges) form a bimetallic layer with density
metals the existence of multipole surface plasmons nanI for z < 0 and n,an2 for z >0. The solid line in
(MSP's) and the dispersion of ordinary surface plasmons Fig. I (b) shows n,, and Fig. I (c) the corresponding
(OSP's) are sensitive to surface barrier shapes [2]. Re- single-electron potential Utt, both found in the local-
cent studies of alkali films on Al substrates relate to these density-functional approximation [5). The small width of
questions: Submonolayer alkali overlayers clearly modify the gas quantizes electron energies into subbands
surface conditions (3]. However, because electrons pass E.(q,)_6.+h 2qU/2m*, where F, [horizontal lines in
freely from the thin overlayer into the 3D substrate, the Fig. i (c)1 are eigenvalues of UVo. Figure 1 (b) shows that
role of quantum confinement is unclear. n + (dotted line) is wider than the electron gas, causing a

AIGaAs heterostructures are ideally suited for address- quadratic rise in U,,K outside it [Fig. I (c). Thus, the
ing these questions, beca'se they can realize arbitrarily partly filled well in Fig. 1(c) realizes an effectively non-
thin, metallic films. Complex effects arising from crystal- neutral bimetallic film. Figures I (d)- I (f) illustrate a
linity in elemental metals are also eliminated: The companion neutral film to be discussed below.

I effective positive background in the heterostructure close- Our experimental spectra are for such non-neutral
ly approximates the "jellium" limit. Here we study a
bimetallic film in a special AIGaAs heterostructure, in >" 200 ' 7 '

> 200I which the thicknesses of both metal layers are on the or- a di
der of a Fermi wavelength or less. The rich excitation - 100

spectra we see in experiment and calculations for this 0
two-density system allow us to probe the effects of quan- 3- 3 e1

I tum confinement and nonlocality on the dynamic response 2 '

of electron layers with quantum dimensions. We find a r I
strikingly mode-dependent onset of OSP's characteristic E 0 _

of a 3D, bimetallic layer, arising from nonlocal effects. > . - .............
Further, we demonstrate that altering surface barrier .5.
shapes dramatically changes excitation spectra of thin, ZE

I bimetallic gases. F0 . .
Figures 1(a)-I (c) show the ground state of a bimetal- -1000 tOA)1000 1000 zqk)i000
lcgas in an Alx(:)Gag -x(:)As heterostructure. Thepotenicgal in the conductionl b,,(:)And htedg re, E Th con- FIG. 1. Bimetallic electron gases: (a)-(c) non-neutral film,po te n tia l w e ll in th e c o n d u c tio n b a n d ed g e , E ,(z ), co n - a d W M n u r l c u t r a t e t c l l n t z - e a a e

fines and (d)-(f)neutral counterpart. Vertical line at - separatesmolecular-beam-epitaxy growth [4. so that E d -nrlzi(e low- and high-density regions of n÷. (a) Potential E, due to
Sgn+.; (b) electron density n,(:) (solid line) and n+ (dotted line);

2sTro) for z < 0 and E, "fl2 2 e 2/2erTo for z > 0, where (c) one-electron potential Utw(z). dashed horizontal lines areI a 13, and z is along the growth direction. By Poisson's Ca. (b) and (c) are for well in (a) filled to N, -3.2x 10" cm -2.

equation, this well stimulates adjacent slabs of positive (d)-(f) Neutral bimetallic film with the same N,. Dotted. vert-
charge with densities n + - in, for z < 0 and n + - n 2 for ical lines mark outer surfaces of n+.

2126 0031-9007/93/71 (13)/2126(4)$06.00
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bimetallic films, with electron sheet densities N, ! 2.1 the onset of collective excitations characteristic of a mac-
x 10 1 cm - in the well of Fig. I (a). We study the de- roscopic. bimetallic ("3D") slab.
pendence of the gas's transmission spectrum on its total Local optics ascribes the Drude electric function to ad-
width wu, for wt-0 to --.. 5(ki-) (three occupied sub- jacent gases with densities n, and n2. The oscillating
bands), where (1.p) -765 A is the mean Fermi wave- charge 8n of OSP's is confined to sheets at surfaces of the
length of 3D gases with densities n1 and n2. To vary wwa, gas. Applying electrostatic boundary conditions gives
a dc voltage bias is applied between a semitransparent three OSP's, with frequencies fl..,. fl.w. and 11hjs.
NiCr gate on the sample's top surface, and an Ohmic Coupling of the exponentially decaying potentials from
contact to the gas (6]. Normally incident, far-infrared 6n at the different surfaces causes the 11's to vary with
radiation couples to excitations of the gas with fixed slab widths w, and w2. For qmw,>> I and qaw2>> I, sur-
qg-2xAo, via an Au grating of period Xo-2 /um that faces decouple and 3n localizes at the outer surface of thei overlies the gate [7]. A Fourier transform spectrometer low- (high-) density gas for the l.,. (n.,w) mode, while
and He -cooled detector collect transmission spectra 8n localizes at the interior interface for the 1hi~th mode.
T(W) over 20-100 cm- 1 . Displayed -4T/T spectra In this limit, the n's give OSP frequencies accurately at
are normalized to the transmission To of the empty well: q,-0, regardless of surface barrier shapes 181. Because
-4TIT-(To-T)/To. The sample was held at 1.5 K, the q, dispersion of OSP modes should have little effect
well below TF-40 K. (-1% shift [91) for the small q, studied here, qIkF

Figures 2(a)-2(d) show -AT/T spectra for increas- -0.04, we expect OSP frequencies of the bimetallic gas
ing wtm. The insets are n,(z) calculated using N, and gas to converge toward the 11's as the gas widens.
widths found from gate-to-gas capacitance measurement Figure 2 compares data (Figs. 2(a)-2(d)] to RPA ab-
[61. In Fig. 2(a), the gas lies entirely in the region of sorption spectra A(q,,a) [Figs. 2(e)-2(h)] calculated
lower background density n+ -n 2 , about 600 A from the 1101 for an external potential that approximates the effect
step in n+ (at z-0), and a single resonance appears near of the grating coupler (II]. Vertical lines in Fig. 2 show
35 cm -1 in -AT/T. This peak grows as the low-density f'mid and f1high (nfo,, is below our range of observation).
gas widens [Fig. 2(b)]. When the edge of the gas crosses The solid lines in Figs. 2(e)-2(h) are A (qiow) calculated
the step in n+ and a second slab with higher density for a collision damping time r-2 psec, comparable to
n,-ni begins to form, broad absorption appears near 50 the sample's measured momentum relaxation time; dotted
cm ' [Fig. 2(c)), and grows strong as the higher-density lines are for r -6 psec. The A(ql,,) with r -2 psec
gas widens. In Fig. 2(d), the gas has well-defined regions resemble the experimental -,&TIT spectra in Figs.
of both high and low density, and has resonances peaked 2(a)-2(d): Prominent resonances in both data and
at 35 and 50 cm -1. The feature near 50 cm-` is broad, A(q,,w) lie close to flc.i and 1l,,h. However, the r -6
over twice the width of the 35 cm - peak. psec calculations reveal that the broad structure in the

We compare the data in Figs. 2(a)-2(d) to predictions data near 50 cm 1 is not a single, well-defined OSP, but
of two models: a local, macroscopic "local optics" model, rather a cluster of resonances spread by collision damping
and the full random-phase approximation (RPA), a mi- into a single feature. This accounts qualitatively for the
croscopic, nonlocal model that works well for alkali sur- large width of the peak at 50 cm -1in the data, although
faces at small ql [2,31. These models allow us to probe other damping mechanisms (e.g., due to width-dependent
how quantum confinement and nonlocal response affect layer roughness) may also contribute.

-70 8;

0.0 XI I;•

•-30 50 7030 50 7030 50 7030 50

ffrquency (cm-I)
FIG. 2. Dynamic response of effectively non-neutral, bimetallic films. Vertical lines show Wl's. (a)-(d) Experimental 1.5 K

transmission spectra. Insets show calculated n,,(:) based on measured gate-to-gas capacitance (:o-600 A: n, is in units of 1016I electrons/cm 3). (e)-(h) A(qiw) at T-0. for r -2 psec (solid line), and for r -6 psec (dashed line). (a),(e) N,- 1.7x 010 cm-.
(b),(f) N, -9,3x 101•cm -. (c),(g) N, - I.7x 10l cm -2 (d),(h) ,, -2.1 x 101' cm-2
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I To understand how the resonances in Fig. 2 relate to that the frequency of the RPA resonance at fl.,-an in-

OSP's characteristic of a 3D gas. we extend our calcula- trasubband -12D" plasmon for small wt- is insensitive
tions to gas widths greater than obtained experimentally, to these effects [131. Also, Sn for this mode resembles its
Figure 3(a) shows dependences of RPA and local optics local optics counterpart for all wt.,; e.g., for wlo -(d.)
frequencies on wt, (frequencies are all normalized to ar, Fig. 3(d) shows 8n localizing at the outer surface of the
the bulk plasina frequency of the higher-density gas, wt, low-density gas.
is normalized to (X.), and for the largest wto, shown, Unlike flto, resonances near flmd and flh,sh evolveE q wt - 1.9). For simplicity, in Fig. 3 sheet densities of from intersubband excitations of the gas, and for small
the adjacent gases are kept equal, so that wtt -3N,/4n 2. wt,, are sensitive to changes in subband occupation. For
Solid lines in Fig. 3(a) show the fl's, x's denote reso- wtox less than roughly I.5(XA), the scattered resonance
nances with > 4.1% of the spectral weight, and O's. reso- frequencies in Fig. 3(a) reflect the addition of new initer-
ances with weight between 1.8% and 4.3%. Figures subband absorption channels. (Three subbands are occu-I nances wt>43%othspcrlweightad0srs- frqeceinFg3()elcthediioofewie-

3(b)-3(d) are Jn (shaded) [121 and n, (dashed lines) for pied at w(w-l.5(0 F).) For wx above -1.5(X•), the

resonances marked in Fig. 3(a). Figures 3(e)-3(g) show smooth approach of RPA frequencies toward fl1, is

example A(q,,oi) spectra for three values of eto, (dashed unaffected by changes in subband occupation. indicating
lines locate the fl's) that the resonances have plasmon character. The

Figure 3(a) shows that the approach of RPA resonance smoothly decaying offset from imWid reflects the diminish-
I frequencies to the fl's is mode dependent. A resonance ing influence of nonlocality as OSP's at different faces

lies at fl,, for all w1t. In contrast, resonance frequen- decouple. For qlwt. > I, the bn approach the expected
cies converge to timid and fnligh gradually as wto in- local optics form, eventually localizing to the outer sur-
creases, in a distinct manner for each mode. For wtm face of the denser gas, as Fig. 3(c) shows.
greater than roughly (O.A), RPA frequencies approach The more complex behavior of resonance frequencies

fmid smoothly, while resonances near flhig are grouped near (hish results from the two-density form of n, and

into branches that cut through (high at discrete values of nonlocal dispersion. The bulk plasmon (BP) frequency in

wtA. Deviation from the fl's is produced by quantum an infinite electron gas increases as W2 (q.)-&) 2 (0)[l
confinement and nonlocal response. Figure 3(a) shows +flZq1]. where the dispersion coefficient P would be zero

in a local response model, and q.L is along z. In a bime-

i tallic gas, nhig is greater than 0*2 (the BP frequency of
0W2tot /4ý<IF> 6"8 ,lie b the lower-density gas), so that the OSP is degenerate

...... with a bulk plasmon in the lower density gas, for some
aq.. In adjacent, semi-infinite gases, coupling between

c density oscillations at the interior interface and
throughout the lower-density gas has been shown to pro-
duce plasmons with mixed bulk and surface character,3 "with frequency at q, 0 given by the large-width limit of. ........ fn hsg [8 ].

0 - _____Here the low-density gas has finite width, so one cx-
Ie pets a standing-wave condition q.1 -- nx/w2 to allowU Ix~lf discrete BP frequencies o)2(n) -" (O) [I + (• ir2 )n 2/w.1,

where w2 is the width of the lower-density gas. Thus, no
BP is degenerate with (h'.b for general w2. However,
Fig. 3(a) and A(qs,w) spectra [Figs. 3(f) and 3(g)] show

5xl1o that a near degeneracy with 1(,igh is sufficient to greatly

strengthen modes with bulk character in the lower-
"3- density gas: Resonances on the branches in Fig. 3(a)0 -strengthen dramatically as they approach ahigh. Their Sn

0 .2 CU/i 1 0.2 (O)O, 1 0.2 CO/0)i 1 have form consistent with mixed surface-bulk character,
FIG. 3. Mode and surface sensitivity of the onset of macro- as the example in Fig. 3(b) shows. Within each branch,

scopic dynamic response. (a) RPA and local optics resonance the number of nodes in 8n across the low-density gas is
frequencies vs wt, for q, (3.14x 104 cm '1) used in experiment, constant as the gas widens, while at fixed wtt, the num-

Frequencies are normalized to wt; width, to (IF). RPA reso- ber of nodes changes by I between branches. This behav-
* nances are 0 and x ( > 1.8% and > 4.3% of spectral weight, re- ior in Sn, the falling frequency along each branch, and

spectively). Solid lines are local optics Cl's. (b)-(d) RPA Sn i dr in the f a nch acing with irang as
(snapshot of the oscillating charge in a given mode) and n, the decrease in the branch spacing with increasing gas
(dashed line) for resonances in (a) marked by arrows. (e)-(g) width, are all as expected for modes with BP standing-

I Non-neutral and (h)-(I) neutral RPA spectra for wt marked wave character in the low-density gas. The 8n lose this
by vertical dotted lines in (a). Vertical dashed lines locate ni.., regular standing-wave form as their frequency moves
nm, and on,,. away from lhih, indicating that the resonance character
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is evolving from plasmon- to single-penticle-like. face barriers in our non-neutral system also eliminate
Thus, as the film widens, modes with clear plasmon (15) MSP's, while Sn for some weak resonances of the

character evolve from intersubband excitations at the lo- neutral film have multipole character.
cal optics frequencies expected for a 3D plasma. Conver- General implications of this work are the following:
gence of excitation frequencies towards fimi for wtu (1) The plasmons characteristic of a macroscopic metal
-I - 2.•i) indicates that level quantization ceases to be slab emerge in a strongly mode-dependent manner from
important for surprisingly small film widths. The more excitations of thin electron gases; (2) in thin films with
complex behavior near fliji is primarily due to a cou- internal density gradients, non-neutral surface barriers
pling of surface and bulklike density oscillations allowed enhance plasmons with mixed surface and bulk character,U by nonlocal response in this two-density system. Hydro- and (3) absorption spectra in thin films are particularly
dynamic calculations [14], which are nonlocal but do not sensitive to surface barrier shapes: Non-neutral surface
include level quantization, support this conclusion: For barriers dramatically narrow absorption features. This
layer widths above - 1.5(.-), frequencies of RPA and narrowing may also be observable in positively charged,
hydrodynamic modes near flbio are in good agreement. elemental metal films or clusters, in which the charging

We now show that the unusual, "non-neutral" surface would force the continuum to higher energies.
barriers for the gases discussed above strongly affect our We thank N. G. Asmar, J. F. Dobson, and W. Kohn
results. Figures 1(d)- l(f) compare a neutral bimetallic for helpful discussions. This work was supported ptimari-
jellium, the appropriate model for uncharged metal films ly by NSF DMR90-02491 and AFOSR-91-0214. Clean

i [2,31, with the non-neutral case. The sheet density of room use was partly supported by NSF DMR91-20007,
* i electrons N,'fn,(z)dz for the neutral film is the same and FTIR use in part by ONR N00014-92-5-1452.

as in Figs. I(b) and 1 (c), but termination of n + at the W.L.S. acknowledges support from NSF DMR89-03851.U dotted vertical lines in Fig. 1(e) makes N+ -fn+(z)dz
-N,. This neutrality forces Uu to soften outside the gas
and eventually become flat [Fig. 1 (f)]. Thus, for the neu- Wl] W. L. Schaich and A. H. MacDonald, Solid State Corn-
tral film the a, above E- are closely spaced, forming a mun. 83, 779 (1992); W, H. Backes et a!., Phys. Rev. B
continuum at high energies. EF and the occupied s, are 45. 8437 (1992).
nearly identical in both neutral and non-neutral cases; [21 K. D. Tsuei, E. W. Plummer, and P. J. Foibelman, Phys.
but the unoccupied e. are quite different, due to the Rev. Lett. 63, 2256 (1989); K. D. Tsuei et at., Phys. Rev.
different surface barriers. Lett. 64, 44 (1990).
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states to the neutral film's empty continuum. In the 161 F_ L Yuh et al. (to be published).
non-neutral film, degeneracy of plasmon and surface (71 S. J. Allen, Jr., D. C. Tsui, and R. A. Logan. Phys. Rev.
plasmon excitations is improbable at the small qi studied Lett. 38, 980 (1977).
here, due to the discreteness of the s6 for all energies. (81 P. L. Feibelman. Phys. Rev. B 3, 2974 (1971).
" Thus, Landau damping is suppressed in the non-neutral (91 The OSP dispersion measured [21 at small qv for alkalissystem [linewidths in Figs. 3(e)-3(g) are primarily due

quency for q%/kF -0.04.
to the T -20 psec collision time], but plasmons in the [101 A. G. Eguiluz, Phys. Rev, Lett. 51, 1907 (1983); B. N. J.

* neutral film are Landau damped. Perison and E. Zaremba, Phys. Rev. B 31, 1863 (1985).
Sensitivity of A(qI,w) to surface conditions is most [ll]A(qa,*)) is calculated for *,acexp(i(qex--w0)-qiz1,

dramatic for thin layers [Figs. 3(e) and 3(h) and 3(f) which approximates the effect of the grating coupler, as
and 3(i)]. For larger ww, [Figs. 3(g) and 3(j)], OSP fre- A(q,,vw)--mlmfdze "lln(z;qo, )] 1101. The in-
quencies approach the local optics 11's in both neutral duced charge An(zUq,,) is fdz'Z(z,z';q1,,)s.,(Z',;.ai).
and non-neutral films. This is expected for a macroscopic where z is found from the LDA ground state using stan-
film, because OSP frequencies are rather insensitive to dard expressions [101. Calculated -/TIT spectra using
surface conditions at small qj. However, Figs. 3(f) and a detailed model of the grating are very similar to
3(i) and 3(g) and 3(j) show that neutral surface barriers A(q,,w): For the 30-70cm- 1 range shown here, there is
heavily blur the multiple resonances near f[lhigh in the little change in relative peak strengths and a small, < I
non-neutral film. Studies of alkali films on Al substrates cm ' frequency shift.
i1(in which electrons see a neutral surface barrier) [31 v01 2

have 1131 J. F. Dobson (to be published) has shown that fornot discussed plasmons near fOhigh. Bemause the density q~ww< 1, a resonance with frequency equal to flu., exists
contrast in the alkali/Al system is large (nlin2-7, com- for any electron gas slab, regardless of its n.(z).

* pared to niln2-2 here), these were probably suppressed [141 W. L. Schaich et aL (to be published).
by Landau damping, as discussed in [81. The steep sur- [15] P. R. Pinsukanjana et al., Phys. Rev. B 46, 7284 (1992).
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We report studies of the surface plasmon modes of a layer of electron gas that is embedded in a sharply

wider, effoctive positive background, provided by a parabolic AI2Gai-.As well. Although conditions in different

* the interior of the electron gas are nearly identical to those in a neutral jellium slab. the more abrupt ilaereofn
electronic surfaces in the parabolic well produce a qualitatively different 'surface plasmon spectrum. We o

molecuhL

Electron gases in Al.Gal- 1 As heterostructure wells of the electron gas we N/rInb. For the parabolic well structurt
provide experimental access to aspects of metal surface studied here, the effective positive background extends at gramme
physics that are inaccessible in conventional metals. The least four Thomas-Fermi screening lengths on either side the desil
principal advantages of the semiconductor system are as of the electron layer, so the electron gas is well embedded. port stuc

* follows: the near-surface ;iensity profile of the electron gas In the interior of the electron gas, the parabolic well band sp
can be tailored; the effective positi,- background can be and neutral jellium are similar: The spacing of occupied the 3%
chosen to be smooth; and the thickness of the electron gas single-electron levels are the same to within a fraction of a edge, E,
is continuously variable from zero to a few Fermi wave- percent,' and the electron gas is nearly uniform. For tern- quadrat;
lengths, so that the interesting crossover regime between peratures below the Fermi temperature TF-50 K, the ra- the well
two and three dimensions can be probed. tio of the characteristic potential and kinetic energies is measure,E By their nature, the surface collective modes of an elec- similar to that in simple metals, although the electronic well, x
tron gas are sensitive to surface electronic structure. 1.2  density in the semiconductor structure is -6 orders of I -2.5x I
We irvestigate surface plasmons on an electron gas that is magnitude smaller. For the parabolic well studied here, We st
embedded in a wider, effective positive background, pro- r, -2.07, where r, -roda*, (4xrrj/3)nb - 1, and a* is the trum on
vided by a parabolically graded, AIGag-.,As well.3. Bohr radius in GaAs. tron laye
The unusual nature of the surfaces in this non-neutral jel- The conditions at the surfaces of the electron gas in a a semite
lium produce a qualitatively different surface plasmon parabolic well are different from those at neutral jellium and an'
spectrum from that of a neutral jellium slab. 3 Although surfaces. Figure 1(b) plots the self-consistent potential moving
the optical, magneto-optical, and transport properties 5 -12 V(z) that results from adding a sheet density of electrons gate. %;
of parabolic Al=Ga,-,As wells have been studied previ- N,--nbwb to the confining potentials E, shown in Fig. w, -N,,
ously, this work presents an experimental study to address 1(a), for nb -2.75 x 10 "6 cm -' and wb -880 A. The ex- pacitanc

* surface-related phenomena in such structures. tension of the positive background beyond the electron gas totransp,
In AlxGa,_-1 As heterostructure wells, varying the Al that obt.

fraction, x, along the growth direction, z, varies the separati
coonduction-band edge, E,, to realize a potential well for .10. electron
electrons. The well curvature K "d2Eldz determines To ex
an effective background charge density nb, which by 5 grating
Poisson's equation is nb (z)i- eK (z )/e 2.1 Remote donors, Zcident,

i which lie in planes that are set back from either side of the 0 0 0 2, fringing
1well, provide conduction electrons. The nearly uniform, o (A) Z (A) surface

static fields of the planar sheets of ionized donors cancel in (C) Eft (d) f2x/Xc
the well region between the donor planes, and should have
little effect on the dynamic response of the electron gas. 13  Fourier-

Neutral jellium is realized by adding a sheet density of resolutit
electrons /!, "nbwb to the potential well produced by a - data. T
slab of positive charge with density nb and width wb. The FIG. I. (a) The dottci line shows electrostatic potential due measure

ielectrostatic potential due to the positive slab is Parabolic to a uniform slab of positive charge with width w& -880 A and Tran!
within the slab, and linear outside, as sketched by the dot- density na -2.75 x 10'6 cm -3. Dashed, vertical lines show boun- frequen
ted line in Fig. J (a). The vertical, dashed lines show the darins of positive slab. The solid line shows parabolic potential charge:
slab boundaries, and the solid line shows a parabolic po- for n#-2.75x 10"t cm-•. (b) Total, self-consistent potential Figure
tential, for comparison. Non-neutral jellium is realized V) for the wells in (a), for a sheet density of eiectrons a ({To-
when N. < nbwb: The layer of electron gas is then embed- N., . (c) Conduction-band edge E.(z) for PB31 (empty). the emp

E in a wider positive background. In both the neutral Doo planes (not shown) are set back from the well edges bY and the
non-neutral cases, the electron gas forms a layer with 200 A. (d) Grating coupler, here qG -!.60x 104 cm-'. Vecto identify

density n, av nb, over a width w, a wb. The nominal width sketch fringing field. 4 as low L.
and wl+

46 7284 ©1992 The American Physical Society 02. -nb,
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in the parabolic well produces a steeper surface potential
I (solid line in Fig. I (b)], and a corresponding steeper decay 0.- ). -U i the density at the surfaces of the electron gas. The 8£ 1

different surface conditions shown in Fig. 1(b) have a ,c (t .
marked effect on the surface plasmon spectrum.

Extensive investigations of collective electronic excita- o.o00 6dons in heterojunctions, square wells, and superlattices of 0.8 (b) "
square wells have been carried Ou.~All of these struc- 7, II Ad
cures realize electron gases with density profiles that are ,0.4 Z

sharply peaked in one or more sheetlike layers, and have .6 0) J 2q 0) (a).

different plasmon modes from the thick, nearly uniform M o.0 .- t
m layer of electron gas exp~lored here. -. 0.8 (c)

We have studied a sample from a high-quality,
molecular-beam epitaxy (MBE) grown parabolic well

!abolic well structure. Measurements of the Al flux during pro- 0.4-

Ce;nds at grammed growth sequences indicate that the well follows - A
ei~r side the design parabola closely, and extensive magnetotrans- 10 20 30 40 50 60
embedded. port studies' 2 show that the measured single-electron sub- frequency (cnf1 )

abQ well band spacings agree with self-consistent calculations at FIG. 2. (a) Solid and dotted lines show -&T/T prior to il-
f upied the 3% level. Figure 1(c) sketches the conduction-band lumination for w, -880 A and w, -580 A (baseline offset), re-

racn of a edge, E, for the empty well. The Al fraction, x, increases spectively. Insets to the right show illumination-induced split-
For tern- quadratically from x -0 at the well center to x -0.2 at ting of the e.-(qo) resonance (top) and of the w+ resonance

K3.e ra- the well edges at z -2510 A and z -4510 A, where z is (bottom), for w,-500 A. (b) Calculated absorption spectrum
en ies i" measured from the sample surface. At the edges of the for a perabolic well with nb-2.75x 10" cm -, and w,,-880 A
electronic well, x steps up to 0.3. The design density15 is nb for q.-qo-l.6x 104 cm- (solid line) and for q'-2qG
05oiesof '-2.5 x 1016 cm - 3, and corresponds to wo, -50 cm -'. -3.2x 104 cM -1 (dotted line). Insets to the ,ight show the cal-

(di• here, We study the dependence of the surface plasmon spec- culated, fluctuating surface plasmon charge 6n(z, q,-qc) for
a is the trum on the continuously variable width, w, of the elec- the wi- and o)+ resonar :es. (c) Calculated absorption spectrum

tron layer. A negative dc voltage bias VG applied between for a neutral jelliur. slab with nb--2.75x 10' cm=3 , and
n in a a semitransparent gate that covers the sample surface, w. -880 A.
al llium and an Ohmic contact to the electron gas, reduces w, by
potential moving the top edge of the electron gas away from the range 51-54 cm-I, based on the observed range of wa+

f e trons gate. We obtain the sheet density N, (VO) and the width with wE.
n Fig. w, NeInb from the integral of C(VMG), the measured ca- For qi -0, the w÷ resonance becomes the parabolic
. e x- pacitance between the gate and the electron gas. Magne- well sloshing resonance discussed in Ref. 10. Because the
ectron gas totransport measurements give N,(Vg) in agreement with confining potential E, is harmonic, the frequency of the

tba. oltained from the capacitance. We also obtain I the sloshing mode is independent of w,, and is equal to w.p. 1
separaton between the gate and the top surface .he Resonances in parabolic wells at waw,, have been ob-
electron gas, from the capacitance. 16 served by other groups, and identified as the sloshing reso-

To excite surface plasmons, we used a 3.92-jAm period nance. 5 Surface plasmons are a more general type of
grating of Au bars to spatially modulate normally in- collective mode, which have frequencies that do depend on
cident, far-infrared radiation. 17 Figure I (d) sketches the We.
fringing fields in the near field of the grating, which excite Surface plasmon spectra for both neutral and non-
surface plasmons with wave vectors qI -nqG, where qG neutral jellium layers have been calculated in the time-

(d- 2/, Xo is the grating period, and n - 1,2 .. . .17 A dependent, local-density approximation (TDLDA). 3 To
300-inK composite Si bolometer and a Bomem DAC.002 simulate the grating coupler, an external potential

* .Fourier-transform spectrometer, set at nominal 0.5 cm- 1  4 # ,,-exp(ilq,x-wat)exp(qz) was used, where q, is
* resolution, were used to collect far-infrared transmission the wave vector of the surface plasmon, and the electron

data. The 2.90-mm diam sample was held at 1.5 K for all gas lies at z < 0. Surface plasmon resonances appear as
atnil due measurements, peaks in ImEM(qs,,a), where

Bus and Transmission spectra display both low- and high-
bovman" frequency resonances, which arise from the coupling of M(q,,wa) -EJ.dzeeI* n(z,qj,a,),

potential charge fluctuations on opposite faces of the electron layer.
tial Figure 2(a) shows the normalized transmission, -AT/T and 8n(z,q.,o) is the induced charge density,. The calcu-

d:oaS 'T 0 - T(w,)I/TO, where To is the transmission throu h lations assume m */mo -0.069 and deeo -13; a constant
Y). the empty well. The solid line corresponds to w, -880 A, Im(a) - 1/,, with war -300; and include an image plane

aedge by and the dotted line to w, -580 A. As discussed bewow, we above the electron gas, which mimics the effects of the
A. 1*o15 identify the resonances below 20 cm - and near 50 cm - metallic gate and grating on the surface of the sample.

I US low and high frequency, coupled surface plasmons, a- Figures 2(b) and 2(c) show the absorption spectrum
and Co+. Because we probe q,*0 only, we cannot measure w m[M(q,,wa)J for the parabolic well and for the neutralr e•'nbe/em* directly, but estimate that wp lies in the slab, respectively, for n -2.75xi0"6 cm-1 (w,--52.2
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cm - I) and w -880 A. These parameters correspond to spectrum still shows only two resonances, with resonance We 4
the experimental spectrum shown as a solid line in Fig. frequencies w+ and w- that are both shifted slightly up. parabo
2(a). The relative amplitudes of the calculated spectra wards from those of the parabolic well. 3  the Cle,
for qj -qG (solid lines) and q, -2qo (dashed lines) have The experimental transmission spectra for the parabolic the gas

i been scaled to account for the coupling efficiency of the well, shown in Fig. 2(a), are similar in form to the calcu. the Th
grating to the low-frequency resonance, in the limit that lated spectra in Fig. 2(b). The two low-frequency reso- with n.
the electron gas becomes a two-dimensional sheet. 17 The nances in the data can be identified from their dependence part of
unperturbed electron gas is calculated to occupy three on w. as w_-(G), and w-(2qG). The strong resonance meV, c
subbands of the self-consistent potential V(z) for w, near 50 cm is the antisymmetric, coupled surface creasec
-880 A. plasmon, w+. In the spectum for w, -880 AL, an addition. 0÷ pe-

The form of the calcula -d parabolic well spectrum is al, small peak appears above the main w+ resonance. This m
simple: only two resonances appear, for fixed qu. As This feature is not apparent in spectra for smaller w,, and the ele
shown in the inset to the right of Fig. 2(b), the calculated, is discussed below. Because the damping processes that confini,
fluctuating charge of the surface plasmon, ,Un(z,w+_ ), is occur in the physical system are more complex than in the show
localized near the surfaces of the electron layer. In con- calculations, we do not expect agreement in the resonance nantes
trast to the parabolic well, the calculated spectrum for the strengths for the experimental and calculated spectra. The
neutral jellium slab has a large number of weak reso- Figure 3(a) shows the dependence of the experimental produc
nances. The resonance near 0.8wp (-42 cm - 1) has been wo- on w,. The vertical lines indicate subband occupation: ; electro
identified 3 as the thin-layer analog of the multipole sur- Self-consistent calculations for nb--2.75x 106 cm-3 the sui
face plasmon. This resonance becomes much stronger for show that the second subband begins to fill at w, -360 A, I electro

lower electron densities and larger qn. and the third subband at w, -690 A. The dependence of may bI
The qualitative differences between the spectra for the the experimental w+ on w, is shown in Fig. 3(b). No gas, wl

parabolic well and the neutral slab are due to the more sharp features associated with subband filling are ap- spectiv

abrupt electronic surfaces of the embedded electron gas. parent in the data, for either resonance, in agreement with The
The multipole mode, for example, occurs only at electron- TDLDA calculations. . perime
ic surfaces that are sufficiently diffuse. 1s This association The resonance frequencies can also be estimated from a observl
of the simple spectrum for the parabolic well with its steep nonretarded, local optics model, in which the dielectric lationI
electronic surfaces is corraborated by calculated results function of the electron gas is taken to be E-E2(l pie fro
for electron gases with surfaces that are steeper than in -(,,/&)2) over its width w,. Dielectrics with e-et  j gold g'
the parabolic well. 3 For example, if the central parabolic separate the electron gas from the gate, which is treated weaki)
region occupied by the electron gas is bounded with quar- as a perfect conductor, and bound the back side of the
tic, rather than by quadratic, extensions, the absorption electron gas. We obtaini _________________________ ' Preset

1 2 2 wp2Uni'
al 2+(Ez/e2)(coth(qiw,)[l+coth(qad)]±fcoth 2(qw,)[(l+coth(qld)] 2 -4}•1 2 ) " K. f

2K. D.
I__rLett

In the limit d---, for Ei-e2 Eq. (1) reduces to from the calculated values by as much as 6%. Possible 3J. F.
W -- f p2[l ; exp(--qgw,)1, as is appropriate for a origins for this discrepancy include variation in the curva- 4N. G.
symmetric slab."9 In the limit w 1- 0, Eq. (1) becomes ture across the well, the abrupt step in the confining po- SK. Ka
o+ -- p and tential at its extreme edges (see Fig. 1 (c)0, and the spatial ibid.

2 variation in m * and e. 6A. W
A02(q.w,) - e2 qgN, Large-scale changes in the curvature of the part of the 'M. Si

(el/E 2 [l +coth(qld) e-m*[l +coth(qvd)] well occupied by the electron gas should produce extra E. C
(2) resonances in the transmission spectra, which are not ob- IT. Sa

the well-known dispersion relation for the two-dimen- served for w,< 880 A•. Fluctuations in the curvature may Jo,

* sional plasmon on an electron sheet of vanishing thick- be responsible for the larger linewidth of the w+ mode rel- 'A. J.

ness. 17 For the range of q, and w, used in the experiment, ative to the wo- mode. (19f

the resonance frequencies calculated for the embedded 10L. B

I electron gas in the TDLDA agree with Eq. (1), which be- 1.0
comes inaccurate for larger qn and w, than studied here. (a) -.1 56 (b)"
In contrast, for the neutral jellium slab, the local optics 16- * .. - (19,
model fails qualitatively, even for small quw,. 2 . .5.e

* Figure 3(a) shows w-.. from Eq. (1) (solid lines) and + 'June
Eq. (2) (dashed lines), for qu qqG (lower curves), and for 8 aba

qlu2qG (upper curves). Figure 3(b) shows w+(qG) from o 6e 00 unif00600 800 0 400 SOD the
Eq. (i). We have used nb-2.75x10'6 cm -, el-12.5eo we (A) we (A)
in the dielectric layers surrounding the electron gas, and FIG. 3. (a) Dependence of w- on w,. The solid lines show I

cau
l--13.leo and m*-0.069mo, which are the average w- calculated from Eq. (1). The horizontal dashed lines show 14For

values over the part of the well occupied by the electron the 2D limit. Eq. (2). (b) Dependence of aw+ on w,. The solid
pIs for w-,80 A. The observed frequencies deviate line is&.*(q, -qo) from Eq. (I).
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ith resonance We estimate that the step in EW (z) at the edge of the though a detailed analysis of the surface modes of a corru-
d *htly up. parabolic well occurs -400 A from the nearest surface of gated electron layer is complex,2 qualitatively one ex-

ite electron gas, for w, -880 A- if the density profile of pects that the modulation in w, should open gaps in sur-
the parabolic the gas is idealized as rectangular. This is roughly 4 times face plasmon dispersion relations ow(q,), for qu "mxAG,
tod¢e calcu. the Thomas-Fermi screening length for an electron gas where m-( 1" ,-. 2,... ). 2 Because the grating coupler
:qlucy r!4o. with n, - 2.75x 10"6 cm -. The depth of the parabolic excites plasmons with wave vectors q.-2nxXat, for
r awendence part of the well above the Fermi energy is at least -i00 n - 1,.. these gaps should split surface plasmon reso-
ng resonance meV, or - 16h w., for the data shown here. As we is in- nances, as has been observed for two-dimensional
PIM surface creased, a weak resonance first appears above the main plasmons. 23 The insets in Fig. 2(a) show the effect of il-
a4ddition. y+ peak in the spectrum for w, -880 A (see Fig. 2(a)]. lumination on w+ and w-, for w,-500 A. Both reso-

4. resonance. This may indicate the onset of the interaction of the tail of nances split into two peaks, with a fractional splitting
All= ww, and &ie electron density with the step at the edge of the Aml/es 12% and 9% for the w+ and o) - resonances, re-

S that confining potential. For larger w,, transmission spectra spectively. If the w+ resonance were the parabolic well
xzln in the show a series of several, substantially broadened reso- sloshing mode,'o which has frequency independent of we,
he resonance nances near 50 cm -. one would expect weak, static modulation of w, to have
sp4ra. The dependence of e and m * on the local Al fraction o little effect on the line shape.
UP~mental produces -2% variation in the average of em * over the We have shown that AlxGaI -,As heterostructures can
"I occupation: electron layer with we. Because the fluctuating charge of be used to realize quasi-three-dimensional metals with

10t16 cm 3 the surface plasmon is concentrated at the edges of the unusual surface properties, and that they provide a physi-
w,1360 A l, eectron gas, the variation of e and m* at the surfaces cal system in which to probe in detail the effects of surface

'peCnce of may be more relevant. At the top surface on the electron conditions on surface electronic excitations. More de-
I. 3(b). No gas, we estimate that m* and e vary by 9% and 2%, re- tailed calculations are needed to understand the depen-
injore ap- spectively, as the well is depleted. dence of the observed resonance frequencies on w,.
ermnt with The effects of static, spatial modulation of w, on the ex-

perimental spectra are consistent with identification of the We acknowledge useful conversations with W. Kohn
tatrlfrom a observed resonances as surface plasmons. Periodic modu- and S. J. Allen. This work was supported in part by NSF
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with e-e gold grating has higher reflectivity than the Ti gate, we is Quantized Electronic Structures, Grant No. DMR88-
1..2reated weakly modulated, due to the persistent photoeffect.z Al- 10430.
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The anisotropy of the effective mass in a wide electron layer confined in a parabolic
potential well has been determined from plasmon resonance experiments for the case of
an in plane magnetic field. For this system. the resulting band structure can be described
in terms of a hybridization of the electrical and the magnetic confinement and free motion
in the plane of the electron system. The effective mass shows a strong anisotropic
behavior along the two principal directions with respect to the magnetic field. For a purely
parabolic confining potential one can derive analytical expressions for this anisotropy
which are in excellent agreement with the experimental results. Similarities to the
collective excitation spectra of one-dimensional quantum wires are discussed.

SThe collective excitation spectrum of an electronic magnetic field the resulting band structure is very closely
system contains valuable information as it is one of its most related to the one of a I D quantum wire in a perpendicular
fundamental properties. For two-dimensional electron magnetic field. The reason is that ID quantum wires in
sysIms (2DES) as realized in space charge layers in semi- most cases can be described in good approximation by an
cnuoh the study of plasmonic (intrasubband-) excita- external parabolic confining potential. The main advantage
tions as well as intersubband-transitions have proven of a PQW, however, is the exact knowledge of the shape

invaluable in the charncteization and understanding of of the potential which allows to directly deduce analytical
these systems 1. More recendy 2, also the collective excita- expressions for the expected spectrum of the collective
Sma in quasi-one-dimensonal electron systems (QIDES, excitations. Moreover, the case of an ideal parabolic

quantum wirs)3.4 and quasi-ze-rodimensional (QODES. quantum well in a parallel magnetic field is particularly
quantum dots)5 have attracted very much attention. On the simple and can be quantized in analytical fortm3 1.12.
other hand. the collective intersubband-like excitations of Refering the reader to a momn detailed description of

wide electron layers in so-called parabolic quantum wells the growth procedure and fundamental properties of a
(PQW) which form a quasi-three-dimensional electron PQW in refs. 6.. we give here only a short list of the

system6..9 (Q3DES) has led to the generalization of parameters for the sample used in the present experiment:
Kohn's theorem10 . Subsequently, this theorem has been Our sample is a parabolic AlxGal.xAs quantum well of
very successfully applied to explain many experimental width W-200nm and energetical depth of Ai-lS0meV. It
observatio also on QIDES and QODES. It states dia in a has additional vertical sidewalls of height 42- 75meV. The

purely parabolically confined electron system long-wave- curvature of the parabolic part of the well corresponds to
Weoodh radiation couples only to the center of mass coordi- the potential of a positive background density
nams andits motion. Relative coordina and thus particu- n=-2.2.10 16 cm" 3. On top of the sample we have a
114y electron-clectrtm ieractions in such systmms do not semitransparent NiCr gate and an Ag grating coupler of
affec the resonaeie fequency of the observed tuatidons, periodicity aw2pm. Ohmic conmca are made to the electron

Hem, we report oan the investigation of the coilecve system by alloying In at T-4300 C in reducing anu=ephe
excitations of a wide electron system in a PQW at finite By application of a bias between the game and the electron
waive vector 9. if such a system is subjected to an in-plane sysaem1 3 we can change the carrier density in the well from
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NS=0 to NS-2.6-101 lcm-2. The grating coupler provides
a plasmon wave vector q - 2x/a - .106 min. (a q 0 .

As has been shown beforet 4.15. a quasi 3DES

confined in a PQW can support intra-subband excitations 0.3

that for small q resemble the well known surface , T0
plasmon16 of a 2DES. Its dispersion is given by

I Ni e (I)

where Z(q) denotes an effective dielectric constant 1 .3

containing sample parameters and geometry, and mp an z
effective plasmon mass. The other symbols have their (b) 'o.q q
usual meaning. For our sample haw, a 15cm-', depending 0 q

on the carrier density in the well. The sample is mounted in 0.
Voigt geometry in the center of a superconducting solenoid *A
i providing magnetic fields up to 15T parallel to the plant of
the electron system. It is held at a temperature of T-4.2K. 0%
The experiment ame performed in transmission using a rapid

scan Fourier transform spectrometer under normal

incidence of unpolarized far infrared radiation (FIR).
Experimentally we determine the relative change in
transmission 10 20 30 40 so so

WAVE NUMSER (cm-1)

-T= T(O)- T(N3 ) (2)
T T(O) Fig. 2. Typical spectra as obtained in transmission and

geVoi geometry for different magnetic fields B. Both cases
which is proportional to the real part of the dynamic of q being perpendicular (a) and parallel (b) to B are
conductivity r(a)of the electrn system. The geometry of dop' In both experiments we observe three resonances.

which a related to the intra-subband plasmon at finite
our experiment is depicted in Fig. 1. Here, both principal wave vector (tq). the inter-subband plasnmon at finite wave
ornenumons of the plasmon wave vector with respect to the vector (lq), and the inter-subband plasmon at zero wavevector (1.0). The latter is also call,-.d plasma shifted
magnetic field am already sketched. By rotatng the sample cyclotron resonance. In (a) the resonance (O.q) has a
by V2 we can excite surface plasmons with q being either characteristic negative magnetic field dispersion, whereas
y v(Iv) and (1.0) follow die dispersion for a magneo.elecicic

pamrlel or perpendicular to the magnetic field. hybrid excitation as described in the text. In contrast to (a),
for parallel configuration (0,q) has no magnetic field
dependence as expected from the simple model (b).

!B

Typical spectra for both orientations of the plasmon
wave vector with respect to the magnetic field am shown in

z Fig. 2. Here, ve plot the observed relative change in
transmission vs. energy for different magnetic fields. In
perpendicular geometry, i.e. the plasmon wave vector

Y being normal to the magnetic field (Fig.2a) we observe
basically three resonances. The lower frequency mode

Fig. 1. Sketch of the geometry of the expearment. The Ot aound 16cm-i at low B is identified with dt sufaee
ua .a.nd far-infrared radiadon is incident in y-dirctim plasmon and exhibits a aegative dispersion with the
111 magnetic field is directing paralel to dhe electron layer magnetic field, which is a unique feature of an edge

) (x-y-pla 1), The plasmon wave vector q is defined by use
fametal Va onltopof the sample, and can direcithe magnetoplasmon type of oscillation17 ,1. The higher
ulndleJorperpendicuar to the magnetic field. frequency modes WI.q and 0)I.o are the grating coupler

I
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induced intersubband-type excitation9 and the plasma This dispersion describes a hannonic ocillator-like quan-

shifted cyclotron resonance 7.8 at q=0. respectively. The tizazion in the confining direction of tde parabolic potenial

oscillator strength of the latter is zero for zero magnetic with a characteristic frequency Q. representing the inter-

field and then increases as the field increases8 , which can subband-type collective excitation that obeys Kohn's

be clearly seen in the figure. This excitation is formally theorem. The free motion in dte plane of the Q3DES is

identical to the magneto-electric subband hybrid in a ID represented by the quasi-momenta kx and kz. Eq. (7) has

quantum wire. For parallel geometry (Fig. 2b), we also exactly the same form for a IDES in parabolic

observe three oscillations, but w3 .q now has no significant approximation (quantum wire) if one replaces the term

magnetic field dependence. This striking difference containing kz by a 2D subband energy, since it is also

contains information about the magnetic field induced confined in this direction. The term containing kx is then

nisotropy of the effective band structure that we like to related to so-called one-dimensional plasmons propagatng

discuss in this Communication. along the wire4 . The hybrid oscillator term is governed by

Using the coordinate system of Fig.! and omitting the the ID intersubband plasmon. The interesting fact for a

spin, the initial eigenenergy equation for a PQW subjected PQW, however, is the occurrence of an anisotropic band

to an in-plane magnetic field muds12 structure in the plane of the electon system with respect tv.

the direction of the magnetic field. The same anisotropy has
4. Y21W Ev (3) been observed before, although as a much weaker effect,

2m* 2 for high quality 2DES on GaAs/AIGaAs heterostruc-

tures19 . The theoretical description in that case, however,

where m* (, / 2 characterizes the parabolic potential in is rather complex and not straightforward "0 . Using eq. (7)

growth (y-) direction. This frequency is given by the bare one can define a very simple expression for the effective

external potential of the PQW and due to Kohn's theorem mass for a PQW and the geometry under consideoon

independent of the number of electrons in the welL It has (

ben shown befoam'&O ta this frequency i)l for q=0is M :=m*(i+-"0 and m: * (8)

solely determined by the cwvo'e of the external pwabolic

potential and is given by in the plane of the electron system. The subscript symbols

for mo indicate the direction with respect to the magnetic
2 8 (4) field. With incr-asing magnetic field the 'perpendicular

1.0 W2m effective mass increases quadratically. The effective mass

where aI is t energetical height of the parabolic pan of parallel to the magnetic field, respectively, remains

the potential. and W its width in confin:,,. direction. At unaltered and is given by m*. Using this expression for theIfinite wave vector q, the mode exhibits a 1 ,plasmon mass we obtain the magnetic field dispersion of

which is determined by the quantity qd. d being the width t s"'• p

of the electron system in the diriection of coftfinenmec 9

+ e14')
2 The result is shown in Fig. 3, where -we plot the ex-

Taking A -(By,0.0) and separating the variables in the wrcted resonance positions of )00.q for both principal
usual way one obtains form (3) orientations of q as a function of the magnetic field. For

I d2** , high magnetic fields (B>3T) we aen not able to follow the
d2 + m Y m (6) negative dispersion of Wo.q(q) since we are approaching

2-m () 2l(Y) ()the noise limit of our spectrometer close to 10cm- "1 The

where ?= 4 + w,' is the effective hybrid frequency, magnetic field independent resonance 
0 0oq for q N B,

I y- Yo- with Yo=' /M *W.Thersultingenerg however, does not deviate significandy from its low field

dispersionthenturn out The rev e sn eg behavior up to BSIS T. This part o( the data has been
dispersion then turns out no be g bomitted in the plot for clarity. Nose that ma fit pAmmrM ha

E = f-n + 1/2) + h A z,0 + been used since all quantities can be measured independeui-

2m * 2" 2m *ly. From cycloion resonanc=7e in Voigp-gemetry one camI
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We have used resonant inelastic light-scunering setroscopy in the depolarized backsca.eringIconiuraton z (y',x'z)J to probe the single-particle eccitations of two n-type remotely doped wide para-
bolic GaAs/AL,Gal-,_As quantum wells, with desip curvatures corresoonding to empiy corcucuoa-
band harmonic-oscillator spacings of 4.4 and 3.3 meV. For the former sample, a series of spectra, for ex-
citations near the Ee + 40 gap of the bulk material at the canter of the well, reveal two hght-scattering

t peaks with shifts -0.85 and -3.0 meV, which are strongly resonant with resonance widths of 1<3 meV.
i • Separate resonance curves wen exacted, and the two re,--n.._ce peaks are found to be separated by an

energy approximately equal to the scattering peak separation. For the latter sample, similar spectra

were obtained which reveal two strongly resonant light-scat-ering peaks with energy shifts -0.65 and
-2.0 mev, with resonance waxima separated by an ener approximately equal to the scattering peak
separation. We have interpreted these results in terms of single-particle transitions betweenI conduction-band subbands and have found them quantitatively consistent with a model for the electron
gas in the well distributed as a uniform density slab, giving rise to a square-well-like effective potential.
as predicted for this system.

I L UNTRODUCTION PBW's investigated by Menindez er aL5

Remotely doped wide parabolic GaAs/AJ=Ga 1 _.As
Inelastic light scattering has been shown to be a useful quantum wells have generated interest because they have

technique for measuring electronic intersubband spacings been demonstrated to create relatively thick (> 1000 1)
in two-dimensional electron gas (2DEG) syem.•• Fol. layers of uniform density, high-mobility electron gas,'-
lowing, the proposal by Burstein, Pinczuk, and Buchner' and the properties of this electron gas are a subject of ac-
to measure excitations in 2DEG's using inelastic light dye research. As illusta•ted in Fig. l(a), PBW's are creat-
scattering and the observation by Pinczuk er a•L' that ed in the conduction band r 6 (CB), heavy- and light-hoLe
both single particle and collective excitations in bulk n- valence bands r, (VB's), and spin-orbit split-off band r,I type GaAs are strongly resonant near the Eo + A0 gap, (SOB) by varying the average Al concentration in a par-
Abstreiter and Ploogz reported evidence for intersubband bolic profile. For an empty PBW this resuls ideally in
transitions by carrier= in the accumulation layer at a sm- simple-harmonic-oscillator (SHO) energy levels for elec-
gle aAn-Alf,&Ga_,As interface using this technique. trous, heavy holes, light holes, and spin-oritn split-off
Subsequently, Pincuzk er al. reported observation by holes, with energy-level spacings given by Aw, Aý.
resonant inelastic light scattering of intemubband eim- A , and Aw.,. respectively, where for electrons
ions of the multilayer 2DEG in modulation-doped o, -(KCS/muu)l/2. m" is the electron effective mass andI GaAs/A Gal..-,As hetejunction superlartices. The in- giS is the CB edge curvature given by
tersubband energies measured were in good agreement KaM-d1ECldz•w8A cs/1L[, wher &EM is the
with the calculated values for this structumre difference between the ergies at the center of the PEWI This technique has been applied to other structures, and at the edge, and L.= is the width of the welL Analo-
Menndez et aLl reported resonant inelastic light scatter- gous derfntions apply for the hole levels.•0
ing in photoetcited parabolic GaAs/A -Ga1_,As quan- When electrons are added to the well by remote dop-

mtun weals (PBW's) to accurately measure the ing, for filng beyond single subband occupsncy, self-
-cductiou-band haConic-oscflazor levels, with spacing cousistent, quantum-mechanical calculatios I verify

-2.. mV. From these mesurements they determined semiclassical arumeat, that they become distribued as
.smiu deiatons friom parabolicity, and obtained the a slab with ronully uiform three-dim oial (3D)nu.-
S conduu -bnd, ohef. In this paper we report resonant ber density, n -24ECN&/1TtL. (Here, e is the elec-I inelasc light scattering in n-type remotely doped wide tron charge and z is the static dielectric constant.) The
parabolic GaAs/A4Ga._.As quantum wells, a structur potential of this charged slab cancels the parabolic band-I with atogeth differect characteristics from the empty edge potential over the slab width w,, which is propcr-

0163-1S2/9"/41(7/4324(6)/$O00 4# 4524 @1D3 The AAmmm Phby*a Soemy
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tional to the filling. i.e., the sheet density ny (-w,n30 ). controlled shutter to produce an average Al concentra-
This leaves a dat-bottomed slf-consistent potential in the tion with a parabolic profile, with x near zero at the
CB over a width - w, and PBW's with reater curvatres center. The electrons were introduced into the CB well

KcIa 'Kva and -ca +£sol in the VB's and the SOB, re- fror -doped layers, set back symmetrically from both
spectively, as indicated in Fig. l(b), where cs, 4v, and sides A, the well with spacer layers in the Al.Gal_,As

Ksog are the curvatures for the corresponding empty barriers. We have made mearemenuts on. four PBW
PBW's. Furthermore, the 3D density and Fermi level are samples which showed similar effects. We will here dis-

I roughly independent of n, depending only on the bare cuss measurements o0 two samples. Sample I was grown
parabolic curvature, and the occupied subband energy with a nominal PBW width of L.-2800 A, with
levels behave like a square-well spectrum E,, 4 e,/ . x z 0.005 at the center and x -0.2 at the edge, giving aleve is the quantum number, and is an /i design density of n "D 1.22X = 106 cm -. It was symme-

plu s a consi a n eededve trically 8 doped with spacer layers of 300 A. The Hall-well width given by w, plus a constant needed to account efect sheet density and mobility measured in the
for the exponential tail of the wave function." These dark were n,=(l.7;0.2)X1011 cMn- and A=O.SX10•

- predictions have been given support by transport mea- .V sec-t, respectively. The sheet density increased
surements. 7" In this work we investigated the predicted
square-well-like subband spacing in the CB with inelastic reversibly when exposed to light at low temperature.
light scattering, using the harmonic-oscillator-like sub- When illuminated at 2 K it saturated at
bands in the SOB as resonance levels. n, - . 8`0.2)X 1011 cm -, corresponding to a fractional

filling of 0.53 and an effective wel width of

L - 1900=250 1. The Fermi level E, determined by
IL EX E n was 2.9 meV.

S The PBW samples were fabricated by molecule-beam Sample 2 was grown with a nominal PBW width of
epitaxy on (100) GaAs substrates, as described by Sun- LZ -4640 A, with x =0 at the center and x =0.3 at the
daram er aL' The parabolic band-edge variations were edge, giving a design density ofn'D=6.SX i01 cm-3. ItI constructed from a 20-A period superlartice, each period was symmetrically 8 doped with spacer layers of 400 A.
containing a GaAs and an AlJGa1._.As layer, with the The sheet density and mobility measured in the dark
relative width of the two layers varied using a computer- were n, (1.4±0.2)X 10" cm--' and a-2.4X 1O0

cmt V- 1 sec-1, respectively, and Shubnikov-de Haas
measuremenrrt showed that three subbands were occu-

--- L--- pied. When exposed to light at 2 K the sheet density in-
C --- "' -creased to n,:(1. 7"60.2) X 10" c=i-, corresponding to

F4 "k " a fractional filling of the well of 0.54 and an effective well
width of w =--2900400A The Fermi level EF deter-
mined by n was 1.9 mev.

The samples were cooled to 2 K using a He vapor flow
Soptical cryostat, and excited with a dye laser, pumped byU Lan Ar-ion laser. The inelastic light-scattering spectra

L z were obtained using a double monochromator, with a
cooled GaAs photomultiplier rube, photon counting elec-I tromcs, and a computer-controlled data-acquisition sys-
tem. The spectra were obtained in the depolarized back-
scattering configuranon z(y',.x'Z with the incident pho-
ton energy Awr (1.89-1.94 eV) near the E 0o-A gap of
GaAs. In this configuration the spectra are expected to
exhibit electronic single-particle intersubband transi-
tioflill

SOB - Recently it was shown by Pinc:zk et al' 3 that with the
"depolarized configuration the dominant peaks actually

IZ l f correspond to spin-dnsuiy excitatons, which are shifted
(a) eb odfrom the single-particle transition energies by the ex-

(a) emty b) r dope change Coulomb interaction. We assume, as is done inS FIG. 1. Schematic diagram of the conch-ccon-band. edge, the other references cited herel-t'I4-1 that this
vai n edg. sapd li-or fft sh-band-edge proem i diffrence is s compared the peak enaergy shi and
W an empty A/G,_,As p-arabolic well with k. k, -0 eaer. width. This is especially justified here due to the low 3D
V7 levels being admple-aMmonc-lika, ad(b) an n-type remotely densities of electron gases investigated- Thus we inter-S doped AIGat_,A parabolic well. with k. -k, 0 eerU 1ev- pret the peaks as giving the energy spacing of the quan-
ei6 being simp•e-harmonic-like in the VB and SOB, but square- turn well subbands.
well-like in the CB. (Only the heavy-hole levels in the VB are
abownJ Te efecauve width of the square well is gVeam aPprozi- L M U
mely by the width wt of the electron slab indicated by the Figure 2 shows a series of light-scattering soecrra of
charie-deiy profile shown at the bottom of •b). sample 1. taken at 2 K, for excitation eneres ranging
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0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 FIG. I. Normlzdscattrng mintensity for the peak maxims
Energy Shift (meV) of the two ligist-scane.,'mg peaks of sample 1, as a function of in-

i FIG. 2. Light-scatter•in spectra of sample I for various exci- cident photon energy. The solid lines are cubic spline fits to the

tation energies shown to the right, taken in the z(y',x')f data.

configur'ation at 2 IL Insrmenta resolution is 0.1 meV. All
I spectra have the same scale factor and the top four are dis. gy 1. 5--0.5 meV, approximately equal to the spacmig be-

placed ve~rtically. The figure shows a peak at an energy shift of t'ween the two peaks-
--3.0 meV, resonant near 1.932 eV, and a peak at an energy Similar sets of measurements were made on these s,.;?"

shf of -0.85 rmeV, resonant near 1.930 eV. The broad peak pies for different angles (from XY to 45") between t~h." ia-
I evident in the top two spe=u' is due to luminescence acos the cident photon direction and the normal to the plane of

o+&a app. the sample. For both samples the peak shft were in-
dependent of this angle, edzminatig the possbility of thle

I ~ peaks being associated with plasma oscil~tionS.12 The
from 1.927 to 1.936 eV. The focused illumination Power peak shifts were also in~devendent of power for power
density was 5 W/cm2 and the instrumental resolution was densities ranging from 0.03 to 10 W/cm-
0. 1 meV. The spectra clearly show two peaks resnant at

I different excitation energies. Deconvolutions, of the dou- MV DISCUSSION
•ble peak structure wit~h Lorentzian show that one peak
has an energy shift of 3.0:--,-0.3 m¢V with a full width at The z(y',x'),w l&ig-scneig spectr of sample 1,

Ih&l rmaximum (FH of 3.2_-10.4 meV, which is reso- shown in Figl. L" display severai notieworthy characteris
nant for excitations near 1.932 eV. The other peak has tis: (1) the spectra show peaks with energy shifts near
an ener'gy shift of 0.85-_0.20 meV with a FVHMv of 0.85 and 3.0 meV, which are strongly resonant with exci-
I.0:t.2 meV, whic~h is resonant for excitations near tation eiagry resonance widths *IWHMD of :$ 3 meV, (2)

i 1.930 eV. The two peaks are spaced apart by an energy the difference hi eng betee the shf is approxi-

of 2. 15:t-O. 4 meV. M~e upper three curves are see= to be masely equal. to the energy3 differeu=e betweest the peast~
distorted by al broad peak which has an increasing energy of their respective resonance curves, and (3) the widths of
shif with incraing excitation •enery. In fact it has a the resonance curves are - Ejr--2. 9 meV. These charac-
constant peak enrgy, and is due to the weak lumines- tristics sugges a model si• to that proposed by Bur-
cw acos the Ea +4 •ipp.) Resonant enhancement stein, Pintzak, and Bu,-hnerý and used by Picu et al.1

i curves showing the excitano, energy dependence of the to analyze the inelastic z(y',x')f light-scattein spectra
intensitie of th two peaks at their maxima, detemined of modulaton-doped GasA4GCaj_,As he.erojunction
fo the deconvolution of the double peak sm-uture for superlettices for which several peaks with energy shift
th various spectra, are shown in Figl. I. These curves Z:20 meV and resoniance widths 2:30 meV/ were ob-

I show a resonnice width (F"WFW for the lowest enUey served. However, thene are expecte to be signlificanc

shf peak of - 2. 5 meV, and for the higier-eneW• shift diirecs for the two cases. For the • cinsu-
peak of 3.0 meV. The resoamt maxlim ifor thle two peaks pertartices stuidied by Piuczuk et aO., the CB levels were
Mw by. 2.0"0.4 moV, apprx•a equal to the spac- relatively widely spaced (2t:20 meV) due to the narrow

ing ~ r bto the two sateigpaks, .. 2cumulation layelk effetve potenials in the CB,
A Soi Of spcr witha different exci- while the SOB level were relaively narrowl sae

rationa energies frsample 2, taken at 2 K. shows For the case of remotely doped wide PBW's, however,
S behavior siil to that obsered for sample 1. The •rec. the situation is revrsed. The CB levels are expected to

tral rovedl a peak with an energy shf of 2. 0-_0.2 meV, be relatively closely .spaced ( < I meV for the Amn few lev-
whr has tnari-u intensity for excitatons ,,am els) due to the wide squat-e-well,-like effective potentials in
-"1.9M2 eV, and a much smaller peak with an energy the CB, but the SOB levels are expected to be more wide.-

shift of 0. 65:M 010 meV. The maximum intensities for ly saced ( >2. 5 meV) due to the narrower PBW effective
th two peakst occur for excitations separated by an crier, potentials.

I I P
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In the scattering mechanism proposed by Bumtein. wave vector k. Two such transitions for the remotely
pinczuk, and Buchner? for the depolarized backscarter- doped P9W structur are illustrated in the E versus k di-
in$ geometry x(y',x'iZ the peaks in the inelastic light- apram in Fig. 4. Her, the initial and fnal states are in
scanering spectra correspond to single-partcle transi- the square-well-level-like subbands of the CB and the in-
Itoas from occupied CB subband states below the Fermi teniuedate states arm in the harmonic-oscillator-level-like
level to unoccupied CB subband states above the Fermi subbmnds of the SOB.
level. with opposite spin. These transitions can occur if The matrix elements for these spin-dip intersubbandI the occupied intermediate states have mixed spins, due, transtions can be obtained from an extension to the case
for example, to the spin-orbit interaction, as in the SOB of a 2DEG of the matrix elements for a 3DEG, obtained
states. For incident and scattered photon wave vectors by Wolf" and Hamilton and McWhorter. 1 For the case
perpendicular to the heterostructure plane, the transi- depicted in Fig. 4, where the intermediate state is a SOB
tions must be vertical, i.e., the initial, intermediate, and subbmnd state, the matrix element is given by'L16

fnal states must have the same value for the in-plane
jI (•/(z)le 'l$,,4z) (.,,(z)le -iASi,(z))

MAi(k) = I'a X'sa I I , p E(k,,,-A2,._r (1)

Here, a,, kt, and a), are the unit polarization vector, PBW minimum, Ef and E. are the k-0 energies of th-S wave vector, and frequency of the incident photons; -s final- and intermediate-state subbands measured from the
and ks are the corresponding quantities for the scattered CB and SOB edges of bulk AlGal-,As at the PBW
photons; .•(z) and f(z) are the square-well-like envelope minimum, and m:" and m I are the effective masses of the
functions of the initial- and final-state CB subbands; 6O(z) CB and SOB subbands. The sum over v in Eq. (1) is over
are the harmonic-oscillator-like envelope functions of the all intermediate-state subbands. The total scattering in-
intermediate-state SOB subbands; k is the two- tensity resulting from the transitions i-f is proportional
dimensional in-plane wave vector common to all three to IM1-4k)l2 summed over all k which correspond to anE states; PensoB is the momentum matrix element between occupied initial CB subband state and an unoccupied
the cell periodic parts of the CB and SOB wave functions; final CB subband state.
and E(k,v) is the resonant energy given by The electric dipole approximation, eurZ -e 1iks-

S E(k,v)-EG +E +E+, *2k/2m: -#k 2 /2m , (2) can be applied sice k-ks << l/L w, where Lw ;is the
'size of the wave function of the smallest extent in Eq. (1),

where Ea is the Eo +•& gap of bulk Al, Gal_,As at the namely 0,Uz) with Lwl-400 A for v -I. In this case,
the selection rules are determined by the product of the
envelope function overlap integrals,

A (zIz)(6,(z~l~(z) .(3)

CB Csu sb Since the remotely doped PBW structure depicted in Fig.
"l(a) has refection symmetry about the center of the well,

E the envelope functions in Eq. (3) have definite parity, and

liv fit is clear that for the matrix element to be nonzero all
k' three stares must have the same parity. The envelopehv - functions associated with the lowest subbands of the CB,

VB, and SOB all have even parity, and alternate pantyI *for higher subbands as indicated in Fig. 4. Thus, for ex-
itsubbands ample, the lowest-energy-allowed inelastic scattering in-

tersubband transition is from the first to the third CB

subband, CB(1)--C3(3), resonant off the lowest SOB sub-
band, SOB(l), and the next lowest-energy transition from

SO bd CR1) is CB()-CB('5), as depicted in Fig- 4. For the as-
Sso s sumed square-well-like potentials, the two splitngs re-

ferred to above have the ratio (31-12 I)/(•2- l.)_+. The
transition energies are independent of k assuming para-I FIG. . Schematic diagram of several CB, VB, and SOB sub. bolic subbands and subband index independent effective

baads for the remotely doped parabolic well shown in Fig. 1(b). mas•s, assumptions appropriate for the small k's and
Also shown are two vertical allowed incluic scatterig transi- low-order subbands considered here. Thus, su mmngI ion, using a SOB subblnd stme as intermediate state. The + over the contributions from all k obeying the occupancy
"d - sips on the left of the bands indicate the panty of the requirements for the various bands discussed earlier, the
statm two scattering peaks resulting from the two transitions



dapicted in Fig. 4 should have energy shifts with a ratio meV for sample 1. This results in maximum resonance
+-. excitaion ene s in the range where the photolumines-

We will now use this model to analyze our measure- cence starts to domisrite the spectra s seen in Fig. 2, and
ments on samples I and 2. For sample, 1. we assume an thus this photolumanescence may swamp the scattering

I decive well width of u,1  - 1900"250 A determined peaks. Also, as observed by Pinczuk c a.2, peaks associ-
from the measured n,, and an average electron effective ated with higher subband transitions are weaker and
mass of m -"0.071mo, determined by averaging the Al broader than those associated with the lower subband
concentration dependent mass over the width of the slab. transitions. Thus. for example, the peak associated with

Then the square-well-like levels are calculated to have the tuansition CB(2)-CB(4) might be expected to be

splittings of EC 3•-Ec 1 ,n-I.1±0.2 meV and small compared to the CB(1)-CB(3) and CB(1)-CB(5)

Ecp3 5)-Ecl)- 3.4.0.6 meV, compared to the mea- peaks. Thus, it is not unreasonable that the spectra

sured energy shifts of 0.85=0.2 and 3.0±0.3 meV, re- would be dominated by the CBMI)-CB(3) and

specuvely. These measured energy shifts for the two CB(1)-CB(5) transitions, indicated in Fig. 4.

peaks have the ratio 0.85/3.0-0.28±0.07, consistent V. CONCLUSIONSI within the error bars with the + ratio expected for square
wells. Equations (1) and (2) predict that for vertical tran- Our measurements of the z(y',x')Y inelastic light-
sitions using the same intermediate state, the peaks of the scattering spectra of n-type remotely doped wide parabol-
resonance curves for two different final-state subbands ic Al. GaUa .As quantum wells have revealed, for two
CB(f) and CB(f') should have an energy separation of samples, two peaks with energy shifts in the ratio -1
4E=(Ec3(,r,-E£C:•/). For sample 1 the scattering For each sample, a series of spectra, for excitations in a
peaks are separated by 2.15--0.4 meV, which is approxi- range near the E0 +-14 gap of the bulk material at the3 mately equal to the separation of the resonance curve center of the well, shows the peaks to be strongly reso-
peaks, 2.0±0.4 meV. The resonance curve widths of 2.5 nant with resonance widths ,5 E.- 3 meV. The reso-
and 3.0 meV are on the order of the calculated Fermi lev- nance curves show the resonance maxima have an energy
el E,- 2.9 meV for this structure, as expected. separation approximately equal to the scattering peak

For sample 2, we assume an effective well width of separation. Interpreting the peaks in the z(y',x')} spec-
wur -- 2900±400 A,, determined from the measured n,, tra as single-par&ile spin-flip vertical transitions between

and an average electron effective mass of mi' -0.070mo, CB subbands,-''•' we have found the observed energyI determined by averaging the mass.over the width of the shifts quantitatively consistent with a model for the elec-
slab. Then the square-well-like levels are calculated to tron gas in the remotely doped PEW being distributed as
have splittings of Ej'X3 )-- •Bj0.S2_-0.15 meV and a uniform density electron slab, with an effective square-E ECDs--ECBa) 13 .6ý0.5 meV, compared to the mea- well-like potential, giving rise to square-well-like sub-
sured energy shifts of 0.65-0. 10 and 2.0±0.2 meV, re- bands. This confirms calculations of the energy-level
specrively. These measured energy shifts for the two structure for this system, complementing evidence for
peaks have the ratio 0.65/2.0=0.33±0.06, approximate- this behavior from transport measuremen=s, 7 and sug-ly equal to the ratio expected for square welLs. The that this techmnque could, in principle, be used to

peak spacing of 1.35±0.2 meV is consistent with the sep- give a measure of the electron slab widt]. The sharpness
aramion between the resonance maximum excitation ener- of the resonances and the small size of the peak shifts dis-

I Sie for the two peaks, 1.5±0.5 meV. cerned also attest to the sensitivity of this technique for
Inelastic scattering involving other intersubband spin- measuring precise subband levels in heterostructure sys-

Aip transitions are allowed for this structure. For sI example, for the same lowest-energy SOB subband inter-
mediate state, SOB(I), the transition CB(3)-.CB( is al- ACflOWLEDGMErTs
lowed. Also, using SOB(2) (odd panrty) as intermediate- The authors would like to thank John Baskey for his
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Photoluminescence excitation spectroscopy of Be-remotely-doped wide parabolic
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p-qype, remotely doped, wide (- 1000 AJ parabolic GaAs/AJ, Gal-, As quantum wells were invest .t-
ed by photoluminescence excitation spectroscopy. For threc samples, with valence-band edge curvatures
equivalent to the potentials of ictitious uniform slabs of charge with three-dimensional (3D) densities of
0.2, 3, and 4X 10"' cm-3 , the spectra show uniformly spaced peaks with spacings which scale with these
3D densities. This peak structure is similar to that observed for n-type, remotely doped parabolic
CGsAs/Al 1 Gal-,As quantum wells. A simple single-particle model is presented which is quantitatively
consistent with the spectra for the three samples, assuming the hole gas forms a wide slab in the valence
band with density given by the designed 3D density. These results support the conclusions from trans-3 port measurements of the existence of wide bole-gas layers in these •'-ictures.

Wide layers (Z 700 A) of high mobility, low-density structure because of the valence-band degeneracy, and so

hole gas have recently been created' using the technique the validity of this model is not obvious.
of parabolic well (PEW) confinement, analogous to that The successful realization of this system would open up
which has been used for electron gases.2 3 By varying the new opportunities for investigating the electronic and op-
Al content in an AlGal_,As heterostructure quadati- tical properties of wide, low-density hole-gas layers
cally the growth direction, one can create a structue at low temperatures. Initi magnetotranspor and
with band-edge PEW's in the conduction band (CE) and
valence band MYB), as shown in Fig. 1(a). When electrons
are added to the well by remote doping, self-consistent -- ,-- -,--

quantum-mechanical calculations' verify semiclassical ar- C3
guments, that the electrons become distributed as a near-
ly uniform density slab. The potential of the electron slab
cancels the band-edge potential over the width of the slab
w, which is proportional to the filing, leaving a fdat bot-
tomed effective potential in the CB. This behavior has
been substantially verified by transport measurements. 3, L
Investigations of the wide, uniform density electron-gas
slab created by this technique have revealed new elec-
tronic and optical phenomena. 6 S'

By analogy, it was speculated that if, instead of elec- v3
trons, holes are added to this PBW system by remotely
doping with Be, a slab of nearly uniform density hole gas n)

would be created, with 3D density given by
P3D 2AEv1z/-ire2L, determined by the bare parabolic (a) empty (b) mmotely do.e4
curvature of the YB Here '-v is the difference be-
twreen the band-edge energies at the center of the b FIG. 1. Schematic illustration of the conduction- andm PBW and at the edge, e is the dielectric constant, e is the valence-band-edge profiles in (a) an empty A1.Ga,_,As pan-
Sabolic well, with z-confined energy levels simple-harmonic-like
electron charge, and L: is the width of the well. The po- (evenly spaced) in the CB and VB, and (b) a p-type remotely
tential of the hole gas slab cancels the PBW potential in doped parabolic well, with energy levels simple-harmonic-like
the VB over the width of the slab wh, which is propor- in the CB, but square-well-like in the VB. (The square-well level
tional to the filling, i.e., Wh =p, /p3D, where p, is the hole spacings are shown greatly expanded for clarity, and only the
sheet density. This leaves a flat bottomed effective poten- heavy-hole levels in the VB are shown.) Tae effective width of
tial well in the VB as shown in Fig. l(b). This hole-gas the square well is given approximately by the "idth wh of the
system, however, is not entirely analogous to the hole slab indicated by the charge-density profile shown at the'IIelectron-gas system created in the n-type doped PEW 'ooctom of (b).
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I capacitance-voltage measurements on remotely Be doped .

PBW's have verified the creation of wide, high mobility
hole-gas layers in these structures.' Further understand-

I ing of this system could be obtained from measurements "/7
of the subband energy-level structure. We report here an
investigation of this system using photoluminescence ex- 3
citation spectroscopy (PLE), which gives spectra with
peaks at the energies of exciton absorption transitions be-
tween occupied VB subbands and unoccupied CB sub-
bands.'I The PBW samples were fabricated by molecular-beam
epitaxy on GaAs (100) substrates, as discussed by Hop-

kins, Campman, and Gossard. 1 The parabolic band-edge.•....... ....... I
variations were constructed from 20-A period superlat- 1.52 1.54 1.56 1.58 1.60 1.62
tices, each period containing a GaAs and an Energy (eV)
Ala1 Gat_1 ,As layer, with the relative width of the twolayers varied using a computer controlled shutter to pro- FIG. 2. PLE spectra, taken in the backscatteringE aduce an average Al concentration with a parabolic configuration at 2.2 K, of three remotely Be doped A], Gal-, As
profile, with x near zero at the center. The holas were in- parabolic wells. Sample I (inset), sample 2. and sample 3 have
profced withe Vx well fro m Btth e ente eop wedregions s design densities of P3o =0.2, 3, and 4X 10" cm-' respectively,
troduced in the VB well from Be 8-doped regions set and sheet densities of p, -0.75, 2.3, and 3 X 10" cm-', respec-
back 100 ;L on each side. tively. The spectra were scanned at a constant power density of

Three structures with different design densities 3C and 0.1 W/CM2. The resolution is 0.1 rneV.sheet densities p, were studied, and are labeled samples 1,

2, and 3 in the order of increasing P3D. Sample I had
I =5200 A, with a design density of P3D =0.2X 1016 and the peaks were observed to shift rigidly with temper-

cm- 3. It was made with GaAs/Al. 3 Gao.7As layers with ature with the temperature dependence of the GaAs band
the average x given by x =0.005 at the center of the well gap. Also, PLE measurements on empty PBW's and re-

I and x =0.233 at the edge. It had a measured sheet densi- motely Be doped single heterojunctions with similar sheet
ty and mobility of p, =0.75 X 10" cm 2 and L= 18 000 densities did not show the uniformly spaced peaks ob-
cM 2 V- I sec- t,'respectively, determined by the Hall effect served in the doped PBW's. Thus this behavior seems to
at 4.2 K. Sample 2 had L. =2400 A, with a design densi- .be related to the presence of a hole gas in a PBW poten-

ty of P 30  3Xl01s cm- 3 . It was made with tial.

GaAs/Alo69Gao.3jAs layers with the average x given by The structure of the PLE spectra for remotely Be

x =0.015 at the center of the well and x =0.69 at the doped PBW's is similar to that observed for remotely n-

edge. It had a measured sheet density and mobility of type doped PBW's, for which uniformly spaced peaks
edge. [I cmhd and shee5 0 0 0 cm2 Vdnseci 1, re- with spacings scaling with the CB design density were re-p 1=.3XIO cmzad/=50 mVte-,r- ported.7 For the remotely n-type doped PEW system a

spectively, measured by the Hall effect at 4.2 K. Sample 3 simpe Fode remon n-pe d opsteen

was extensively studied. 1 It had L.= 1000 A, with a simple model based on single-particle transitions between
d d the VB and CB subband levels determined by the effective
desig density of p3 4X 10 cm-r. It was made with potentials was suggested.' A related model can account
GaAs/Ax 1 Gath layers with the average x given by for the uniformly spaced peaks in the remotely Be doped
x =0.01 at the center of the well and x =0.2 at the edge. PBW PLE spectra. Due to the hole slab in the VB, the

U The sheet density and mobility were pI = 3 X 10' cm 2 self-consistent effective potential for the holes is not para-- po e n i a p a r
and it 23 000 cm2 V-sec: respectively, measured by bolic, but square-well-like, giving a nonuniform energy-
the Hall effect at 0.1 K. Low-temperature (T Z 4.2 K) level spacing [see Fig. l(b)]. However, a uniform spacing

I capacitance-voltage measurements indicated that the hole survives in the CB, since the self-consistent effective po-
jas had roughly uniform density and a width of w& - 700 tential in the CB is still parabolic, but with the spacing
A, in rough agreement with the expected width of determined by the sum of the bare band-edge curvatures
Wh 'Ps/P3D- of the CB and VB. This gives a CB subband energy-level

Figure 2 shows PLE spectra for the three samples at spacing given by
2.2 K, taken in the backscattering configuration with
power density of 0. 1 W/cm2 and instrumental resolution ,E= I KC+Kv (1)

S of 0. 1 meV. Each of the three spectra is seen to have a m:
relatively sharp peak (compared to the higher-energy
structures) at the band edge. For higher energies each where Kcu. vu-d2 EcR.vs/dz 2 '84Eqjvu/14 and 2n8 is

spectrum is dominated by a series of uniformly spaced the electron effective mass in the CB. Due to the large
peaks, with spacings which scale with the design density size of the heavy-hole mass (m*,, ==0.5lmo) and the wide
pro. The uniform spacings are not the result of optical (: 700 ;. for all three samples) flat bottomed effective
interference in the sample or apparatus. For all samples well in the VB, for the first several occupied (by electrons)I the peak positions were independent of the angle of the VB subbands, the subband spacing is very small ( << I
sample with respect to the incident and scattered light, meV). Thus allowed transitions from the low-energy,
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' nearly degenerate occupied subbands of the VB to the 25 r
more widely spaced CB subbands. are expected to be
separated by approximately 6E. A plot of the measured 203
peak spacing vs the calculated AE for the three samples is >I shown in Fig. 3, with the line representing the prediction 22
of the model. The figure shows that this simple model fits . 15
the data well within the error bars for samples I and 2,
and just within the vertical error bar for sample 3. The t t0
vertical error bars come primarily from the uncertainty
in the well width L., which is - 20% for sample 3 due to .
the measurement being taken from a sample near the • 5H edge of the nonrotated wafer. The fit occurs with no ad-
justable parameters for the samples with design densities 0 ....
ranging in magnitude by a factor of -20. 0 5 10 15 20 25

Though this single-particle model for the uniformly Peak Spacing (meV)
spaced PLE peaks for this p-type doped PEW structure is FIG. 3. Comparison of the measured peak spacing vs the cal-
certainly not proved, it is remarkable that closely related culated CB effective parabolic well energy-level spacing AE, Eq.
single-particle models quantitatively account for uniform- (1), for three remotely doped PBW's. Samples 1, 2, and 3 haveS ly spaced peaks in the spectra for both the n-type and p- VB band-edge curvatures corresponding to three-dimensional
type doped PBW structures, in spite of the different po- densities of 0.2, 3, and 4X 10" cm-
tentials and effective masses of the two bands, CB and
VB, containing the particle gas in the two cases. 7 For the
n-type doped PBW structure the potentials are the re- hole-gas slabs in these structures. The extent to which
verse of that shown in Fig. l(b), with the square-well-like the uniformly spaced peaks range in energy above the
effective potential in the CB and the PBW-like effective low-energy edge of each- spectrum gives a lower boundS potential in the VB. The single-particle model offered as for the width of the slab for that sample. This is because,
an explanation of the uniformly spaced peaks in these as seen in Fig. l(b), for transitions to CB states near or
PLE spectra gives a peak spacing 4E given by Eq. (1), above the band-edg, energy corresponding to the edge of
but with mi: replaced with mt*h and with an additional the hole slab, the energy-level spacing changes. For ex-S factor 2 multiplying the right-hand side of the equation.9 ample, the extent of the uniformly spaced peaks in sam-
The factor 2 occurs because in this case, due to the much pie 3 implies a uniform slab w-idth of Z 500 A, compared
lighter electron mass, the square-well-like levels in the to a value of 700 ;. determined by capacitance-voltageS CB are spaced by energies on the order of I meV and measurements. The uniformity of the peak spacing in
thus cannot be considered degenerate. Therefore, com- principle gives some measure of the uniformity of the
paring a particular strongly allowed transition (one be- hole-gas density over the layer width, although this is
tween VB and CB subbands with the same quantum num- difficult to quantify. Nevertheless, large deviations from
ber) with other strongly allowed transitions, the energy uniform density can be ruled out by the peak spacing uni-
differences are not spaced by the VB harmonic-oscillator formity, in this model. 1o
spacing. However, for a given final CB state (with In conclusion, PLE measurements of three Be-S defnite parity), allowed transitions occur from VB states remotely-doped PBW's show uniformly spaced peaks
of the same parity, i.e., from alternate VB harmonic- whose uniform spacing scales with valence-band-edge
oscillator levels, thus giving rise to peak separations of PBW curvature, or 3D design density P30. This behavior
twice the VB harmonic-oscillator spacing. Transitions to is similar to that observed for n-type remotely doped
other CE states have the same energy separations, thus PEW's, for which a simple single-particle model was
preserving the periodicity in the PLE spectra. What the found quantitatively consistent with the measurements.
two models for the two complementary structures have in For the Be doped PBW's a related single-particle modelS common is that the slab of charge in one of the two bands is found quantitatively consistent with the spectra for the
in each case results in an effective potential in the other three samples, assuming the hole gas forms a roughly uni-
band which remains parabolic, and this gives rise to form density slab with density given by the design densityI strong periodic oscillations in the PLE spectra (or P3D-
equivalently the absorption spectra').

This model for the optical transitions in p-type doped
PBW structures, if valid, has several implications for the The work at Harvard University was supported by theS Be doped PBW samples investigated here. The uniform MRL under Grant No. NSF-DMR-89-20490. The work
spacing of the peaks and their quantitative agreement at UCSB was supported by the Air Force Office of
with AE give further verification of the creation of wide Scientific Research under Grant No. AFOSR-91-0214.
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3 The transport properties of a parabolic quantum well are investigated at low temperatures 0.5
K < T < 4 K. A front-gate voltage is used to tune the carrier density and hence the subband structure
over a wide range. Various orientations of a magnetic field B with respect to the normal of the sample
0" <a 5 90 are investigited. For a-0", where B is oriented along the surface normal of the sample,
quantum Hall states can be suppressed and recovered depending on the carrier density of the sample.
This effect is explained quantitatively by a self-consistent calculation that considers the interplay of oc-
cupied Landau levels belonging to different subbainds. A suppressed quantum Hall state can also be
recovered via a tilted magnetic field. The resonant-subband-Landau-level coupling leads to a repulsion1 of the levels and, therefore, to the creation of an energy gap. For T 50. 5 K the spin splitting of the Lan-
dau levels appears in the magnetoresistance. In the regime of carrier densities where the quantum Hall
plateau corresponding to filling factor v=4 is suppressed, a double minimum structure for v-3 is ob-
served, reflecting the different exchange enhancement of the spin splitting of the two lowest subbands.
For magnetic fields oriented in the plane of the sample, a band structure arises that leads to an aniso-
tropic conductivity for current flow perpendicular and parallel to the magnetic-field orientation.

I. INTRODUCTION levels repel each other and the degeneracy is also lifted.
In both cases the corresponding quantum Hall state is
recovered. These experiments depend sensitively on the

Subband spectroscopy in low-dimensional semiconduc- subband structure and allow a detailed comparison of ex-
tors is usually accomplished with optical experiments.' periment and calculation. At low temperatures, T<50.5
Transitions from occupied to empty states in a two- K, the Zeeman splitting of the Landau levels is resolved.
dimensional electron (2DEG) have been studied by Ra- An especially interesting situation occurs when the quan-
man spectroscopy2 and by far-infrared (FIR) spectrosco- turn Hall state for filling factor v=4 is suppressed, while
py in a strip-line configuration.3 In tilted magnetic fields a double minimum structure in the vicinity of v -=3 is oh-
the resonant-subband-Landau-level coupling (RSLC) was served in the magnetoresistance. This behavior is ex-
used- 9 to determine the subband separations from the plained by the subband dependent exchange enhance-
coupling of the cyclotron resonance and the intersubband ment, that leads to an effective charge transfer between
resonance. These powerful experimental techniques the two subbands. An anisotropic band structure arises
suffer from the fact that the energies they determine are for magnetic fields oriented in the plane of the sample.
influenced by collective efects. °'0- This is especially true This is caused by the fact that the effective mass as well
in parabolic quantum wells where there exists the unique as the scattering time depend on the direction of the field
situation that the RSLC indeed occurs between the plas- within the sample plane. This is strongly apparent in the
ma frequency and the respective Landau levels. This has conductivity for current flow parallel and perpendicular

i been shown theoretically' 2 and confirmed experimental- to the magnetic-field orientation. The features in the
ly.9'' 3  magnetoresistance arising from the magnetic depopula-

In this paper we present a series of magnetotransport tion of subbands are much more pronounced for current
experiments that allow the direct determination of the flow perpendicular to the magnetic-field orientation corn-
single-particle subband separations in a parabolic quan- pared to the parallel orientation. This independent
tum well. For magnetic fields oriented perpendicular to method of determining the single-particle subband ener-
the sample a series of equidistant Landau levels develops gies in a transport experiment gives results that are in
on each subband. The carrier density and therefore the good agreement with the experiments described before.
subband structure can be controlled reproducibly via a The paper is arranged as follows: Section II describes
front-gate voltage. For a given set of parameters two in detail the seli-consistent confining potential and sub-
Landau levels belonging to different subbands can be de- band occupation of the sample, Sec. III presents mage-
generate at the Fermi energy. In this case the corre- totransport experiments for a-=0, where a is the angle
sponding quantum Hall state is suppressed. It can be between the normal of the sample and the magnetic-field
recovered by lifting the degeneracy of these Landau levels orientation. In this case transport is dominated by the
via a suitable gate voltage. If the magnetic field is tilted formation of Landau levels."4 Section IV shows that the
with respect to the normal of the sample these Landau spin splitting of Landau levels dramatically influences the
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magnetoresistance. Section V focuses on the tilted field tEO _:I Oa<54601 with emphasis on the manifestation of 1: N'l #"-
mreonant-subband-Landau-level coupling.'" Section VI

contains results from the in-plane field case a90, V W
where the magnetic depopulation of the subbands dom- 1175 N
inates the transport properties. Section VII summarizes
•be results. >

II. CONFINING POTENTIAL 7 750
AND OCCUPATION OF SUBBANDS N ,. N 2

I The GaAs-Al,,Gaj_1 ,As parabolic quantum well 35) -;0 0 20
(PQW) is grown by molecular-beam epitaxy. On top of 3 Disianmlmr
the semi-insulating substrate there is a 400-nm GaAs
buffer layer, followed by 200-nm Al0 .3Ga0 7As, 16-nm
Al 3GaSIMAs with Si doping (ND =2.5X 10'" cm-'), 20- . .
nm A4J3Gao.As spacer, the 75-nm-wide parabolic well -170 8 0 8 170
with varying 0<x <0.1. The Al content x is varied -o s. i o 17o"I through a defined sequence of shutter openings and clos- Diiance (nm)
ings producing a 2-nm period superlattice to achieve a FIG. I. Self-consistent calculation of the potential of the par-
parabolic variation of the conduction band."6 The cap is abolic well with the surface of the sample (front gate) on the
formed by a 20-nm Al. 3Gao. As spacer and a 101-nm Si- left-hand side of the figure. The inset is an enlarged scale of the
doped Al0.3Ga0.7As (ND =2.5X 1017 cm-3 ) layer. The potential well and the wave functions weighted by their corre-
well is designed to have a symmetric electron distribution sponding subband carrier densities.
within the well. At T=4.2 K and Vg =0 the total carrier

I density is N, 5 X 1011 cm- 2 and the mobility of the elec- functions as depicted in Fig. 1. '
tron gas in the well is p 100.000 cmu/V s. The mesa Figure 2 presents experimental results on the mobility
structure consists of two Hall bars that are oriented per- of the electrons as a function of carrier density. The eval-

* pendicular to each other. The width of the current path uation of the mobility from the magnetoresistance is usu- :
is 50 jm and the spacing between the voltage probes is ally not a straightforward procedure for systems with
150 Am. Ohmic contacts are made by annealing more than one occupied subband.1-2 5 In cyclotron reso-
AuGe/Ni and a front gate (Ti/Au) is evaporated onto the nance2 6.27 the scattering time of a subband can directly be
sample. This allows us to tune the carrier density in the deduced from the linewidth of the respective resonance.
parabolic well and with it the width of the electron layer In a transport experiment a model has to be used to ex-
and the number of occupied subbands.1" The low- tract scattering times of various subbands. s'2n'23 Van
frequency (v=,30-Hz) transport experiments are per- -_ ,_ ,_, _,

formed in a superconducting magnet (0-12 T) and the 0.9
samples are cooled by He exchange gas at temperatures
0.5 K< T <4.2 K. For this section the magnetic field is 0.8
oriented perpendicular to the plane of the electron gas.
The samples are cooled down in the dark.

Figure 1 presents the results of a self-consistent calcu- 0.7I iation for the conduction-band edge, the occupied sub- -

bands, and the wave functions of the investigated sample.
The carrier density is N, =5-X 1011 cm-1. The surface of - 0.6 A

the sample is on the left-hand side of the figure. The inset
shows the region of the potential where the electrons ac-
itually reside. The symmetry of the wave functions indi- 0.5 :.
cates that the hard-wall potential on the right-hand side electron mobility from
of the potential does not affect the electron density or the 0.4 p,- and
energy levels strongly. The flatness of the potential over .a

a wide region (almost 40 nm) as well as the total carrier low field" Hall effect
distribution shows the quasi-3D nature of the filled pan- 0.3

I bokli potential. According to the generalized Kohn's 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
theoremt2 an optical intersubband spectroscopy experi- N (101 cmz)
ment will always detect the plasma frequency of the elec-
tron system"'93 independent of the electron-electron in- FIG. 2. Mobility at T-4.2 K as a function of carrier densityIteraction and therefore the number ot electrons. A trans- tuned by a gate voltage. The arrows indicate where he E, and
port experiment will rely on the single-particle energy £: subbands become populated and consequently a channel for
levels and therefore depend on the energies and wave intersubband scattering opens up.I
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Houten et al. (Ref. 24) showed that for a high-mobility 15

2DEG with two occupied subbands a positive magne- Tr-.45 K"toresistance AIR occurs, with AR IR < (;so-/Z Iu, •, being v=2 -M =
the Drude mobility of the carriers in subband i. The
measurement of the magnetoresistance p,., on the N{ 3. x}0" d1:

presented PQW reveals a flat behavior, i.e., p., does not 46
depend on B for very small magnetic fields B < 0.2 T and /
for all temperatures and gate voltages investigated. We -
thus assume that the scattering time in all occupied sub-

bands is nearly the same and we can therefore simplify Q v,,
the analysis of the mobility as presented in Fig. 2. The
Hall effect pj, has been measured for a low magnetic field 5
as a function of gate voltage. A linear relation between -4- v=6

the carrier density N, and the gate voltage V. is obtained VMS

in agreement with the evaluation of the I/B periodicity
of the Shubnikov-de Haas oscillations at high magnetic
fields. The data in Fig. 2 clearly show a nonmonotonic 0 .
behavior for the mobility 1A as a function of carrier densi- 2
ty. For two-dimensional electron gases with only one oc- 3 4 5
cupied subband a power-law dependence of I((N,) has B (T)
been observed 25 and explained by ionized impurity FIG. 3. Hall resistance curves for three different carrier den-
scattering. The same is observed in our sample below sities measured at low temperatures T=0.45 K. The quantum
N,- 2.SX I0" cm-'. For higher carrier densities a Hall plateau corresponding t( v=4 vanishes and reappears in
second subband becomes populated which opens up an this range of N,.
additional scattering channel, i.e., intersubband scatter-
ing occurs. This explains the structure in Fig. 2 marked
by the first arrow. Similar effects have been observed in mediate value of N, =3.8 X I1O" cm-', and entirely

GaAs heterostructures (Refs. 18 and 24). A much more recovered for N, =3.OX 1011 cm-2. A similar behavior is

pronounced structure however occurs in our data around observed for filling factors v-8 and 12, whereas the
N,-4.5X 10" cm-, where the mobility has a maximum suppression of quantum Hall plateaus for v-2 and 6 is
and then drops for increasing N,. At this value of the never observed experimentally. The magnetoresistance
carrier density a third subband becomes populated lead- p. is always correlated with the Hall resistance p,,: a
ing to a further increased intersubband scattering rate. pronounced minimum in p. leads to a quantum Hall pla-

* The wave-function overlap which determines the strength teau in p,3 , a suppressed minimum in p. consequently
- of intersubband scattering is especially large between the results in a suppressed quantum Hall plateau in py•. We

lowest (denoted by quantum number i -0) and the third will concentrate in the following discussion on the behav-
(i 2) subband. This explains the drop of ; as a function ior of p,,, because it can more easily be compared with a
of increasing X, as soon as the third subband becomes oc- theoretical calculation. We will neglect spin splitting in
cupied. This sets the limits for the experimentally acces- this section, because it is not resolved in the presented
sible parameters of this parabolic quantum well. measurement.

Figure 4(a) presents a series of magnetoresistance mea-

1I1L SUPPRESSION AND RECOVERY surements at T -2 K. The curves are vertically offset for
OF QUANTUM HALL STATES clarity. The positions of filling factor v-4 are marked by

arrows. In this range of carrier densities two subbands
We will now concentrate on the transport properties of are occupied (see Fig. I) at B -0, so that a minimum in

the electron gas under high magnetic fields B that are p. does not necessarily coincide with the position of an
oriented perpendicular to the surface of the sample. Fig- integer filling factor. For intermediate carrier densities

ure 3 presents data for the Hall resistance p,, as a func- there is actually a maximum in Fig. 4(a) for v-4. In the
tion of magnetic field at a low temperature T-0.45 K. following we denote the total filling factor of the PQW by
Three specific values of N, are selected. The quantum v; the filling factor of the subband i is given by
Hall plateau for filling factor v=2 (v=hN2 /eB) is very vi=hN,'/eB, N, being the carrier density of subband i. In
wide and almost independent of the value of N,. The high magnetic fields carriers may be redistributed among
well-defined plateau for v=3 at N, -4.6 X 10"1 cm- 2 be- the different subbands but the total carrier density N2
comes weaker and finally vanishes for decreasing N,. does not depend on B. To understand the data as
This is explained by the decrease of the mobility which presented in Fig. 4(a), we solved self-consistently
leads to an overlap of the broadened spin-split Landau Schrfdinger's and Poisson's equation in the presence of a
levels. A more detailed discussion on the intriguing be- magnetic field. All parameters for the calculation are
havior of the spin states follows in Sec. IV. The interest- given by the structure design. The Landau levels are
ing filling factor in this figure is however v=4. The cor- modeled by a Gaussian density of states29 (DOS) with full
responding quantum Hall plateau is well developed for width at half maximum r[meV]=,0.5X(B[Tj)'11.N, -4.6 X 10" cm-', completely suppressed for an inter- These parameters described reasonably well previous

repnigqatmHl lta swl eeoedfr wdha afmxmm rmv=.xB7) 2
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Experiment Theory state is just in between the 0, 0) and 10,2) state making
I 'the total DOS at the Fermi energy small. In this way the

N,, •.2s . (a)) N...910 1 (b) double minimum structure in p. can be explained.
am I.0.1 A.~N-I (ka For low carrier densities N, -3.OX 10"' cm-1 (see Fig.
°0 -- W 'c 3) the upper subband is just barely populated (Fig. 2) at

%-4 B =0. For high magnetic fields the upper subband be-
IV,- / ' comes depopulated at integer filling factors and therefore

v 4 -•0. v4v+v1=4+0. At high carrier densities
NX -/ -',. -'. >..- .- N, -4.6X 10" cm-- the upper subband can gain carriers

U::at the cost of the lower one and v=4=2+2 will be real-
* '/'V &/'/, \. - ized. This results in a quantum Hall state and Ns=N,'.

.- Such a situation cannot be realized in a triangular shaped
S' -• t " ,,"'A potential because there the carrier density in an upper

S•,I '-- ,N ' a . subband N,' will always be much lower than NO. Conse-
_.1• quently the upper subband will be depopulated at v=4.

2 2.5 1 3 4 4 .5 . 35 • 45 5 For intermediate carrier densities N.=3.8X 10" cn 1-
B tTi •B T, the influence of the magnetic field on the subband struc-

ture is not strong enough to either depopulate the upperFIG. 4. (a) Experimental magnetoresistance traces for a subband or match the carrier densities of the two sub-
L~rnes ofcarrier densities at T-e 2 K. The arrows indicate the sbado ac h are este ftetosb

of carrinr densities,,t Th- 2 urves are indicate the bands. Two Landau levels originating from different sub-
laoity. The vertical scale is indicated by an arrow. (b) Cal- bands 10, 1 ) and 11,0) can be degenerate at the Fermi en-

culated magnetoresistance traces as described in the text. Note ergy and the quantum Hall state corresponding to v=4 is
*e similarity to the data of 4(a). suppressed (see Fig. 3).

The question arises whether the degeneracy of Landau

magnetocapacitance measurements 3°'31 on samples with am
milar mobilities. Consequently, there are no adjustable

eters. We did not take into account complications 2 2.2 2.4 2.6 2.8 3 3.2

k has spin splitting of the Landau levels, a constant-
.O g.round DOS (Ref. 32) or a filling-factor-dependent N

The results are not qualitatively changed by a 2.3 N

refined model of the DOS. From the DOS we cal-
9the magnetic-field-dependent conductivity 2 - r.5.ev x (8mTW 2

S.E(B). Since the Hall resistance behaves almost classi- 
N 2

ally in the interesting regime due to the suppression of
"The Hall plateaus it is reasonable to assume " .3
a_, - -eNs 1B for the Hall conductivity. This allows us

-calculate px,(B) as presented in Fig. 4(b). The overall
Lgreement between experiments (Fig. 4(a)] and theory
lFig. 4(b)J is very good, especially the position of v=4 .

With respect to the minima and maxima of p.. The same
ethod of calculating the magnetoresistance but using a 1.2 . T B-2.65 T -2.9 T

mnpetic-fleld-independent subband structure was ap- I
jliedby Gobsch, Schulze, and Paasch33 to explain the 0

of Guldner et al. 34 on heterostructures with two oc- 0.8 I
pied subbands. - 0.6 ..lii
An interesting feature in Figs. 4(a) and 4(b) is the dou- J:
minimum structure in the range 2.5 T < B < 3 T. The .4

part of Fig. 5 presents a calculated magnetoresistance 0.2 :1iL
trace for N, -'3.2X 10" cm-. The three figures of the

part show the DOS for three magnetic fields that -o
-- 10 -5 -5 Y -0 -5 0.. Spond to the regions on the p,, trace as marked by -g v e=(wry (mev) emp (Mev)

-ae arrows. Note that the DOS of each subband as well
a the total DOS are plotted below and above the Fermi

• . F. The Landau levels will be denoted in the fol- FIG. s. Calculated manetoresistance trace presented with
an enlarged scale compared to Fig. 5. The lower part of the

wng by li,n), where i is the subband index and n the figure presents three situations for the density of states as
Landau-level index. In going from B = 2.4 T to B - 2.9 marked by the arrows. The dashed line marks the DOS of theL the state 10, 1 ) (dashed line) approaches 11,0) (dotted lower E0 subband; the dotted line marks the DOS correspond-

I• because, 10, ) shifts up from the bottom of i -0 ingly of the E, subband, and the solid line indicates the total
d Eo with • while 11,0) moves up by 'TWj DOS. The thin solid vertical line represents the position of the

fIm £E. For an intermediate field B -2.65 T the 11,0) Fermi energy EF -O.I
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levels can also lead to the suppression of quantum Hall Hall state can be suppressed. We again neglect spin split.
state for samples with very high mobility at very low ting for this discussion. Filling factor v-,2 is realized
temperatures. We therefore calculate the magnetoresis- when only one Landau-level and therefore only one sub.
tance p,, for very narrow Landau levels band is occupied. This is true as long as the Landau-level
r[meV]-o.0OSx(B[T])p' 1  at T-0. The subband width r is smaller than the subband separation E,0
structure is calculated self-consistently in the presence of which is practically the case for all 2DEG's in GaAs het.
a magnetic field and p,, is then obtained as described be- erostructures. Consequently the quantum Hall state cor-
fore. Fig. 6(a) presents the results in an enlarged scale responding to v=2, i.e., the quantum lines, can never be
compared to Fig. 4(b). The features are much sharper suppressed. The v=4 state can be suppressed as present.

U due to the narrow Landau levels but at intermediate car- ed in Fig. 3 and discussed above. In our experiments we
tier densities N, -3.6X 1011 cm-z the position of v=4 is never observed a situation where the quantum Hall state
situated in a maximum of p,. Thus there exists a carrier corresponding to v=6 is suppressed. The width of the
density even for high mobility samples at very low tem- plateau may change, but the plateau is always well
peratures where Landau levels will be degenerate and the developed. The v=8 state can again be suppressed as
corresponding quantum Hall state is expected to be discussed in Ref. 15. In general, an even integer quantum

suppressed. Hall state can be suppressed if odd filling factors can
For a comparison we calculate the subband structure occur simultaneously in the respective subbands. This

self-consistently for B =0 and modeled the Landau levels means that an even number has to be represented by the
on top of these subbands. The effects of the magnetic sum of two odd numbers, implying a similar ratio for the

* field on the subband structure are intentionally neglected. carrier densities in the two subbands, since the electricalThe results for p c arre rsented in Fig. 6(b). The narrow confinement will always dominate the magnetic-field-Landau level moves through the pi trace leaving the induced energy changes. To suppress a quantum Hallv4 minimum almost unchanged. We conclude that the state at even v, this filling factor has to be the sum of odd

influence of the magnetic field on the subband structure v° and odd vt . The carrier density within a subband, in
itself is especially important for samples with very high general, depends upon the magnetic field. To suppress a

mobility. The Hartree interaction tends to pin Landau quantum Hall state two Landau levels have to be degen-
levels of different subbands together to avoid a jump of crate at the Fermi energy resulting in a large DOS at the

the Fermi energy from a Landau level from subband i =0 Fermi energy. In such a "relaxed" situation the carrier
to another Landau level from subband i = 1. The pinning densities in the two subbands have to be close to their
of Landau levels has also been observed via optical spec- B =0 values. Otherwise carriers could be easily distri-

fl] troscopy in high-density InzGa._.As-lnP quantum buted between the subbands due to the large DOS at EF
wells.33 without changing E10 very much. We conclude that two

It is interesting to discuss which even integer quantum conditions are important to observe the suppression of an
even-integer 4suantum Hall state: (I) two odd filling fac-
tors v0 and v with v+vl-v have to be realized in the

sl-osse lnra uel respective subband; (2) the ratio of the carrier densities at
self-consistent linear Landau levels B0 should be close to N,'/N,'av°/vI. Furthermore vo

(.a) (b) and v1 should be as close as possible to each other. Oth-
M. . NI.0! ca -- erwise the magnetic field depopulates the higher subband
/4/ and no quantum Hall state can be suppressed.

For example, the v-4 state is suppressed if
v4=vO+vl'3+l. With the same argument we find
two possibilities for the v=6 state: v=6=v0 +v1=l+5
and v=6-v0 +v'=3+3. The latter condition does not

i exist because it implies V,=N) and therefore a vanishing

- subband separation. The first condition v- 1+ 5 corre-
"sponds to the already discussed situation. The carrier
density in the upper subband N,1 is much smaller than N1

-. - tand high magnetic fields will therefore depopulate the
," upper subband. We do not exclude that in very specially

designed samples the v=6 state can also be suppressed,
3 3.5 4 3.5 4.5 but we argue that it is much easier to suppress the v=4

B aMB M state. Using the same reasoning we find two conditions
FIG. 6. (a) Self-consistent calculation of the magnetoresis- to suppress the v=8 state: v=8-v°+v'=5+3 or

tance traces for very narrow Landau levels and T -O. The vert- v-8=v0 +v1 =l+7. The latter condition is again not
ical arrows mark the position of filling factor v-4. It is impor- favorable because high magnetic fields will depopulate
tant to note that for intermediate carrier density N, - 3.5 x 10" the higher subband. The condition v+=53 can however
cm-I the position of the arrows sits in a maximum of p,,. (b) easily be realized leading to a suppression of the v=8
Clculated rmagnetoresistance with a constant subband separa- state. Figure 7 presents a schematic illustration for the
tion EZi, independent of magnetic field. The position of filling suppression conditions of v=4,8,12. The Landau levels
factor 4 as marked by the arrows is always in a minimum of p. of the lower (upper) subband are indicated on the left-

_____________,_____
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Fermi energy. We restrict the following discussion to the
v=4=3:+: intriguing behavior of the v-3 state. It is the best

I developed spin-split state in the presented experiment
U0. oand theoretically it allows for a transparent discussion.

Figure g presents a series of p, data measured at low
- -,n temperatures T-0.45 K for a range of carrier densities

where the suppression of the v=4 state occurs. For high
"Iv = 12=7+5 carrier densities and Vg = - 150 mV (lowest-lying curve)

pronounced minima are observed for v=2,3,4,5,6 and so
" o• -on. The uppermost curve with Vg = -390 mV shows

well-developed p. minima at v= 1,2,4,6 and a weak
minimum at v=3. The curves for intermediate carrier

v--8=5+3 1densities -390 mV < Vg < - 150 mV indicate many com-I peting minima for v= 3 and 4. The minima do not lie on
--- 1> <_. y> the precise position of the respective filling factor.

Figure 9 presents the corresponding p. data for the
same range of gate voltages. Well-developed quantum

<o> > Q) Hall plateaus are observed for v= I and 2. For filling fac-
tors v=3 and 4 the quantum Hall plateaus display a
variety of features. Especially interesting is the caseI 2where p,,, drops for increasing B and then rises again.
Tnis situation cannot be observed at high temperatures

<0 E, E10 where spin splitting is not resolved. The fact that strong

E# spin splitting can be observed in the magnetoresistance
p. of GaAs heterostructures 36 is based on the exchange
enhanced g factor.3" For odd filling factors a filled Lan-

FIG. 7. Schematic illustration of three situations of the ener- dau level at the Fermi energy is fully spin polarized be-
ly levels as observed in the experiments. On the left- (right-) cause all occupied states are filled with electrons of the
hand side the Landau levels of the lower (upper) subband are in- same spin orientation. According to Ando and Uemura
dicated. Spin splitting is not considered in this picture. (Ref. 37) the exchange enhanced g factor can be written

(right-) hand side of the diagram. Along the same line we

And for v- 10 three possibilities: v- 10-9+ 1,
- vn-10-7+3, and v=l10-5+5. The last case isexclud- ,

ed because it implies degeneracy of the electrical subband Vg=-390 mV

energies. The first two cases suggest again a situation AV =u20mV T=0.45 K
where N,1 <<JNp which leads to a depopulation of the /

* upper subband in a magnetic field. We note that we do v=3
not observe a suppression of the v- 10 in the experiment v_- I

in agreement with the presented argument. For filling
fctor v--12 again three possible scenarios are imagin-
able, v-12-7+5, v-12-9+3, and v-1211+l. ,.

The last possibility is not realistic due to the above- !
presented arguments, the first condition v- 12=7+5 can
be realized in the experiment. The situation v- 12=9+3
implies Na.3N, at B -0 and therefore coincides with
the suppression of v,-4 with v-4-3+1. Indeed we do • \., /
observe a simultaneous suppression of the v-4 and 12
State. However the precise evaluation of the data for • . /-

large filling factors is difficult because of the many over- .4) / /
lapping Landau levels in this case. We conclude that '*,\// g

there is a good understanding why and in which range of / 150
N, and B a given even integer quantum Hall state can or A.. /mV

cannot be suppressed. 0 2 4 6 8 10 12

8(T)
IV. DEGENERACY OF SPIN SPLIT LEVELS

FIG. S. Experimental magnetoresistance traces for a series of
So far the Zeeman spin splitting of Landau levels in a gate voltages at low temperatures T-0.45 K. The arrows mark

magnetic field has been neglected. Nevertheless it should the position of filling factors. The curves are vertically offset for
be possible to study the situation where spin-split levels clarity. An interesting double minimum structure occurs for in-
rigntsing from different subbeands are degenerate at the termediate carrier densities around filling factor v- 3.
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;I - ' ' 1 v=3=3+o0 v=3=2+I
- V.=-390mV

.V -- 5OmV E, E

I114 FIG. 10. Schematic representation of two situationzs that re-

S T=0.45 K suht in three occupied Landau levels. The bare g factor of the

system is marked by g0 and g1 , the enhanced g factor of the
SI " ! f I !upper and lower subband by g•' andl g '. respectively.

iiX

0 2 4 6 8 10 12

"!IMAGNETIC FIELD B (1) the spin-polarized state in the n = I Landau level. We
conclude that the interesting double minimum structureI FIG. 9. Hall etrect p,, for the same range of carer densities in Fig. 8 around v=S 3 occurs because the enhancement of

as in Fig. 10. Overshoots of the Hall plateau occur for v=e3 and the g factor is different in the two subbands.

::m4. This effect will also influence the suppression behavior
--:11 of the v=4 state, since, for resolved spin slitting, v=4

iye isg canke byg)adgte expressed as fact0or of+. gi thee

•g* = l + z(q,0) 'v'f-n''t )J'Z.'(q) . two situations result in a completely different ratio of car-

• FIEL 8 IT),th riers in the two subbands (4.1) vs 3:1). Overshoots ofe iouantum Hall plateaus have also been observed for spin-t. He al o the effectr e, 0) the dielmecraicn ouncton a splt states in OaAs heterostructures with one occupied
as inFig. 10. theeetrsoots, o the dellplateauccuric fr , and tsubband. The temperature and geometry dependence of

J4.rq) the matrix element of the interaction between this effect implies an explanation that relies on the1'electrons in Landau levels N and N'. The population magnetic-field-induced decoupling of the two edge statesdifference of the two spin-split levels is denoted by associated with the topmost spin-spoit Landau level. In
~n~T N--n.. The value of n . (n 1) is the number of all spin our experiment here on a parabolic quantum well withii down (up) eletrons in all ccupied Landau levels of sub- two ccupied subbands we observe similar effects around
band i. In a simplified form this can be written as vq3 as presented in Fig. 9. In addition to the explana-

!Ig*,gfl+aex(nt-n.L)], tion presented in Ref'. 3S, we think that the subband
dependent enhancement of the g factor as sketched in

alofo the electrns, equantum numbecric Thectimort ant Hallt plateau. in Gas syerstem tu with t o n occupied sbad

jwhere a now depends on the exchange interaction and Fig. 10 furthe ienerathe detailed shape of a quantum
'alsoqon the sub erix qument numbe is that e er sepran thlef ofplie s an dauevesion tcan aeliesuo ndh

tion of spin-split Landau levels depends on the filling of features of even integer quantum Hall states
these levels (n t,n s) as well as on the subband quantum
nj t number. We valutherefore denote the bare g factor in V. TILTED FIELD EXPERIMENTS: MANIFESTATION
dowsubband i by ge , the enhanced g factor by g o'. To realize OF RESONAt eaT-SUBBAND-LANDAU-LEVEL COUPLING
filling factor vs i 3 there are, in principle, two possibilities
that are indicated schematically in Fig. 10. If the The magnetotransport data presented so far in this pa-
I ti--O,n = 1 ) and 1,0) levels are degenerate the ex- per were obtained for magnetic fields oriented perpendic-Idchange enhancement may lead to a situation where the ular to the plane of the sample. In this case the Hamin- i
spin down (a. ) level of the e0,1) state drops in energy and tonian can be separated into two terms, one describing

I ~ ~vin3 is realized by vinv°+ v' 3 +0. Alternatively the the in-plane motion of the carriers and the other the elec-
enhanced spin splitting may occur in the higher-lying trostatic confinement in the perpendicular direction2 '
subband resulting in v t 3 =2 + I. These two cases difer The energy-level structure then consists of an equidistant
dramatically in the carrier densities they assign to the ladder of Landau levels on each electrical subband. The3 two electrical subbands. The exchange enhancement in Landau levels associated with different subbands may

the second case will be larger because the upper subband cross each other without any interaction because the t
is completely spin polarized (n t--0) whereas the situa- Hamiltonian is separable. In this section we concentrate
tion as sketched on the left hand side of Fig. 10 occurs on the case of tilted magnetic fields where the Hamiltoni-

due to the spin splitting of the n =1 Landau level in the an can no longer be separated. Consequently Landau eev-
lower subband. The enhanced g factor g will be smaller els belonging to different subbands are coupled. This

because of the spin-unpolarized Landau level n -0 below coupling has been observed by far-infrared spectrosco-I
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py '- but is difficult to tackle in a transport experiment. use the subband separation E10  E, -E 0 as obtained
Figure I 1(a) presents magnetoresistance data for a series from the self-consistent calculation to model a parabolic
of tilt angles a between the sample normal and the orien- potential with characteristic frequency ,a = Eio. The
tation of the magnetic field. The curves are vertically case of a parabolic potential in a tilted magnetic field can
offset for clarity. The measurement temperature is be solved analytically 4. and the level repulsion can be
T-2.2 K so that spin effects are only weakly pro- obtained. With os,=eB/m" being the cyclotron frequen-
nounced. We will consequently neglect the spin splitting cy the Hamiltonian can be rewritten after a rotation of
of the Landau levels in the following discussion of RSLC. the coordinate system and one obtains two decoupled
The gate voltage in Fig. 1 (a) is chosen such that the p,, harmonic oscillators with frequencies
minimum and with it the corresponding quantum Hall
state for v--4 is suppressed at a-0. The weak minimum(a4 +co•)
between the arrows marking v=4 and 2 corresponds to
the v-,3 state. For increasing tilt angle the minimum for - "C&'a+w•,.isina-cosaf] !
v-4 starts to reappear and is finally fully recovered for The energy spectrum is then given by
a =35.9. At the same time the neighboring minimum
for the v=6 suffers the opposite fate. For perpendicular E,, = iw I(k - 1)+ rkaim + 0E magnetic fields, a=0, the v=6 state is well pronounced.
As the tilt angle is increased the minimum for v=6 is According to the procedure as described in Sec. III the
completely suppressed at a=35.9". The recovery of the magnetoresistance, , is calculated. This calculation is
v=8 state for tilted magnetic fields is described in detail based on the subband quantum number i and theI in Ref. 15. The essential features of the magnetoresis- Landau-level quantum number n. For tilted magnetic
tance traces in Ref. IS look very similar as in Fig. 1 (a), fields hybrid electric magnetic subbands are formed and i
which shows the recovery of the v=4 siate. In order to and n are no longer good quantum numbers. Conse-
understand this remarkable observation in more detail we quently the carrier density of a given subband is not a
have solved Schrbdinger's and Poisson's equation for well-defined quantity anymore, especially in the vicinity
B =0. The results of Sec. III indicate that the e! :ctrical of a resonant level anticrossing. Nevertheless we associ-
subband energies depend on a perpendicular (a =0) mag- ate the new quantum number k and m with the old ones iI netic field. The magnitude of these effects is comparable and n even for aý0 as far as the transport calculations
to the typical width (0.5 meV) of a Landau level. For tilt- are concerned, to accomplish a transparent picture of the
ed magnetic fields however, a*0, the level repulsion is experimental situation. A minimum in p., will always

i the decisive quantity being larger than typical effects of correspond to a position of the Fermi energy between two
the magnetic field on the subband structure itself. This energy levels. The position of the calculated p,, minima
justifies the use of a harmonic approximation for the eval- will therefore not suffer from our assumption. The
uation of the level anticrossing even though the self- heights and positions of the maxima are more problemat-
consistent potential is no longer parabolic. We therefore ic, since they depend more sensitively on the subband

carrier densities and the quantum numbers. The results
Experiment Theory of this calculation are plotted in Fig. I l(b) in the same

way as the experimental data in Fig. I I(a) is presented.
a) a.o° 4.- (b) The ceappearance of the v=4 minimum for increasing

6T \ .2...6 'tilt angle as well as the suppression of the %-6 minimum
a-v. 2 i are very well described by this calculation justifying the_I •.i/, ,. I :,2 approximations that were made. The detailed shape of

V the oscillations especially in the vicinity of the maxima in
,i',l' '. - " pX differs slightly between experiment and theory.
A" ,Figure 12 presents the calculated level structure for the

S-•V typical tilt angles. For a=0 the levels are decoupled and
" ,. the 10, 1 ) and 1,0) states are degenerate at the Fermi en-

i .,, ergy resulting in the suppression of the v=4 state. For
.increasing tilt angle a=15.4! these levels start to repel

lb /N.3.3x ; ,i N,3: each other showing a well-defined energy gap at a=35.9"
""10' •,-*1 6 ,0 1: I, for v=4. Simultaneously the jump of the Fermi level at

76 v=6 gets smeared out for increasing tilt angle in agree-
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 ment with the suppression of the v=6 state as observed

a M a (T) in the experiment (Fig. Ill(a)]. The 0,2) and 11,0) state
1FIO. 1I. (a) Experimental magnetoresistance p,, for a series will repel each other at higher tilt angles leading then to a
Ftilt angles a at Tr2 K. The carrier density is fixed via a recovery of the %=6 state. We conclude that the level
suitable gate voltage so that the minimum in p.. corresponding repulsion caused by the tilted magnetic field strongly
to filling factor v-n4 is suppressed for a-0. The curves are manifests in the p.,, spectra and is well explained by the

ically offset for clarity. (b) Calculated magnetoresistance for calculation. Transport experiments can therefore be used
5e same parameter range as the experimental curves in Fig. to determine the single-particle subband separation of a

(a). 2DEG. In analogy to optical experiments the results ofI
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11 ,7.... Eo(Ns) for the suppressed v-8 state (Ref. 24) and the
.v- 12 state as marked by the solid squares in Fig. 13.

* The full line is the result of the self-con~sistent cakculatiott
r'i A' /A A for B =0 in good agreement with the experimental re-

suits. The situation to suppress the v=4 state at a=0 is
V.4

4 -2 .most favorable, if the ratio of the carrier densities in the
two subbands .,t B=0 is N°3:JV7' =3:1 because then
v=4=3+1 can be realized easily in a magnetic field.

7 / The dashed line in Fig. 13 marks the result of the self-
consistent calculation for the ratio of carrier densities

. ? ... S..* , N°I:NA as a function of total carrier density. The thin
"b - (C) solid line starting from the full square corresponding to

..... _ . . . . ._.... . . . v=4 leads vertically until it crosses the dashed line and
4 S. h 1 • • 4 1, 6 then moves over to the right-hand scale to end at a value

ur ,,, T, that is not too far off from the desired N,:N1
1-- 3:I. The

same is done for the v=8(V0N°:,---5:3) and
FIG. 12. Calculated energy-level structure for the same car-

ea v= 12(N?:N-8:5) state. In all cases the calculated ra-rier density N,--'3.3 X 10" cm "as in Fig. 11I. For increasing5

tilt angle the energy gap at the Fermi energy for v=4 opens up tio of the carrier densities agrees roughly with the desired

resulting in the recovery of the v=4 minimum as depicted in value for the suppression of the respective state. We con-

Fig. 11. clude that there is a qualitative understanding of the pro-
cesses that lead to a suppression of quantum Hall states
at a =0 and their subsequen~t recovery for tilted magnetic

the transport experiments in Fig. 1 l(a) may be interpret- fields.
ed as an exchange of oscillator strength between the v-=4
and the v= 6 state.

Figure 13 presents a comparison of three experimental- VI. DEPOPULATION OF SUBBANDS
ly determined values for the subband separation Elo and VIA IN-PLANE FIELDS
the value of Elo from a self-consistent calculation. Ac- So far we have described transport techniques that al-
cording to the arguments as presented in Sec. III only the low the evaluation of single-particle energies from the
suppression of the v-4, 8, and 12 state can clearly be ob- analysis of Shubnikov-de Haas oscillations in tilted or
served in the experiment. From Fig. I 1(a), which starts perpendicular magnetic fields. A complementary tech.
from a suppressed v-4 state at a =0, the angle a and nique uses in-plane fields to depopulate subbands via the
magnetic field can be deduced at which this state is ne s hift. Tis tepopue subeen a ia byrecoere. Wih Bcosa= E 0 w canextact he ub- diamagnetic shift. This technique has been applied byrecovered. With B cosa--Ej we can extract the sub- many groups.42-s° The band structure for ina-plane mag.
band separation for this given carrier density ne fields Th bandstuure forpane t ag1s=3. 0" cm-2 . Accordingly we find values for netic fields is fundamentally different compared to silua-
N1 t3.3X lions with a-*90". For 0:5 a < 90r there is always a com-

ponent of the magnetic field perpendicular to the plane ofa ithe sample that allows for a plane-wave type wave func.
tion of the electrons. This in turn leads to a degeneracy

"3.5 of the levels proportional to B1  cosaB. The
6 0Shubnikov-de Haas oscillations, that rely on this degen.

AN eracy, can be observed up to tilt angles of a-89' and
thw~icai more (see, for example, Refs. 27 and 48). For a-90* the

• 4 _ w Z• situation is fundamentally different and an additionala•z.s 2.5 type of magnetoresistance oscillation arises, the so-called
5:3 " diamagnetic Shubnikov-de Haas effect.42 Figure 14(a)

presents results for two orientations of current flow,

t of,_ "parallel (p,) and perpendicular (p,.) to the magnetic
field, that lies in the plane of the electron gas. The inset

1.5 clarifies the orientation of current flow with respect to the

-7:5 magnetic-field direction. The voltage across the voltage
3 probes of the Hall bars should be ideally zero in this
3 3.5 4 4.5 5 5.5 6 geometry. From the finite voltage that we detect in the

N, (10" lol ) experiment we estimate the accuracy of the orientation to
be a=90*±0.01". The experiment in Fig. 14(a) clearly

FIG. 13. The squares indicate the experimental results for shows the influence of the orientation of current flow on
the subband separation E,0 as a function of carrier density as the detailed shape of the magnetoresistance trace.
"obtained from RSC. The thick solid line is the result of a self- In the literature there is widespread agreement that the
consistent calculation. The dashed line presents the calculated magnetoresistance oscillations for in-plane fields arise
ratio of the carrier densities in the two subbands at B =0. The from the crossing of the diamagnetically shifted subband
thin solid lines are guides to the eye as described in the text. energies through the Fermi energy. The question, how-
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". '" This mans dispersion has been experimentally observed

dw %,.*a WOMAN"" / (e by Batkc and Tu52 via grating coupler-induced plasmon
"/ ,•,resonances in GaAs heterostructures. The effective mass

f/-."-in the direction along the magnetic field (z direction)= ,, _I" / .. • 'remains unchanged. In this case there is no effective

.Loretz force because the directions of the drift velocity
ftI." and the magnetic field are parallel.

To investigate the influence of the mobility of the an-
- isotropic transport behavior the sample has been il-
4 V luminated with a red light-emitting diode leading to an

" ' .increase of the carrier density at V.-0 from 5 to
gm Ag N, 7X 10 11 cm-2 caused by the persistent photoconduc-

tivity effect. Simultaneously the mobility has dropped
from p = 100.000 cm 2/Vs down toA=g80.000 cm2 /V s.

FIG. 14. (a) Magnetoresistance measured in the dark for in- Figure 14(b) presents data for p,, and p_ after the sam-
plane magnetic fields at T-4.2 K. The resistance for current pie has been illuminated. There is still a pronounced an-
flow parallel to the magnetic field is denoted by p., for the per- isotropy but the positions of the maxima and minima are
pendicular case by p,,. The inset clarifies this situation. (b) Ex- now closer to each other. The smaller the mobility the
perimental magnetoresistance at T=4.2 K after the sample has lower is the scattering time and the more the electrons
been strongly illuminated. are scattered out of their drift velocity direction. They

therefore experience the band structure in all directions.
ever, at which point on the magnetoresistance trace We conclude that the anisotropy in p,, and p. is reduced
(maximum, inflection point, minimum) the subband actu- for low-mobility samples in agreement with our experi-
ally becomes depopulated is not satisfactorily answered mental observations [Fig. 14(a)-.Fig. 14(b)] and the re-
so far. Furthermore, Fig. 14(a) indicates that the de- suits of Si-6 layers" and the InSb-MOS structures.49
tailed shape of the magnetoresistance trace depends on On the theoretical side Tang and Butcher53,'5 have cal-
the orientation of current flow. Most of the publications culated the transport coefficients assuming an energy in-
on the observation of the diamagnetic Shubnikov-de dependent DOS with D =-m *Io/vN o. Their model sys-
Hans effect do not mention the orientation of current tern was a PQW with A&)-3 meV and N, 5.8X l0"
Bow in the experimental setup. Zrenner et al.46 investi- cm- 2. The mobility assumed in their calculation is about
gated a Si 5-doped layer in GaAs. They used a Corbino a factor of 20 below the mobility of our sample. In Ref.
geometry and found nice agreement between the fields 53 they calculated p,, and in Ref. 54 p,. We digitized
obtained from the maxima of do'/dB(B) traces and the their results and put it together in one diagram as depict-
depopulation fields from a self-consistent calculation. ed in Fig. 15. The main features are similar as observed
Kroeker and Merkt*" did research on a InSb metal- in the experiment; however, the anisotropy is much
oxide-semiconductor (MOS) structure. They found that stronger in the experimental data possibly caused by the
the conductivity depends on the orientation of current lower electron mobility assumed in the calculation. Fur-
flow. However the positions of the features caused by the thermore in the calculation the inflection point of the p,.
magnetic depopulation of the subbands were independent
on the orientation of current flow. The InSb-MOS struc-
ture resembles an asymmetric triangular-shaped potential 0
for the electrons that accounts for the observed effects. theory according to
In this case the electron trajectories depend on the orien- Tang & Butcher , , a0

tation of current flow which therefore also influences the is (refs. 53. 54ti
conductivity. Gwinn et al.47 investigated p. as a func-
tion of magnetic field. The positions of the maxima ih,
the magnetoresistance p. were in good agreement with
the prediction of the depopulation fields according to a 10 " .

self-consistent calculation by Stopa and Das Sarma.' .
Hopkins"e investigated wide PQW's ( 500 nm) for both
orientations of current flow and found, pronounced aniso- P, (T=O)
tropies. The experimental results suggest, however, that
the imperfections of the parabolic potential, that become p,,(T=SK)
more dominant the wider the well is, are crucial to ex-
plain the observed features. 0

The anisotropic band structure in the plane of the
2DEG arising from the in-plane magnetic field results in 0 I 2 3 4 5 6 7 S
a magnetic-field-dependent effective mass perpendicular
to the magnetic field of m,- m " w2/i. Here wo is the B (T

harmonic oscillator frequency of the parabolic potential, FIG. 15. Calculated magnetoresistance after Refs. 53 and 54.
* 1 ineBm* the cyclotron frequency, and w2wt'w2. The dotted lines are for T=0, the solid line for T =S K.
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trace lies at lower magnetic fields compared to the corre- 6
sponding feature in the p,1 trace. This is in contrast to solid symbols: p. mmmio
the experimental findings (Fig. 14(a)]. open symbols: p. * . 0 M M o _

Figure 16(a) presents a series of p,,, measurements for 5 0 0 o 0 0 PON
Svarious gate voltages. For high gate voltage, Vg - + 200 0 0

mV, two oscillatory features are observed indicating at 4 - A A
* least three occupied subbands at B -0. For decreasing 2 4anMM

gate bias the low-field oscillation at around B-2.5 T
vanishes because the number of occupied subbands at 3 A

A A

around B :-5 T shifts successively to lower magnetic
fields for decreasing gate voltage because of the changing - 2subband structure. Figure 16(b) shows the corresponding/, 

.mum
spectra for current flow parallel to the magnetic-field I
orientation. The low-field oscillation vanishes in the [Mimi
same way as described in Fig. 16(a). The same correspon.
dence is true for the high-field oscillation that results o 0
from the magnetic depopulation of the E, subband. The 2 3 4 5 6 7
overall strength of the oscillations is however much
weaker for current flow parallel to the magnetic field N, (10t oni)

* (Fig. 17) compared to the other current orientation. FIG. 17. Positions of the maxima, inflection points and mini-
For a more quantitative analysis we have extracted the ma along the magnetoresistance traces ps,, (open symbols) and

magnetic-field positions of the minima, inflection points, p, (solid symbols) as a function or carrier density. The solid
and maxima of the magnetoresistance oscillations p,, and lines mark the result of the calculation as described in the texL
p, as plotted in Fig. 17. For the low-field oscillation at
around B -2.5 T only the positions of the minima can be we get
consistently evaluated. The data points for p. lie con-
sistently about 0.5 T below the ones ofp. as presented in N, [fiw(n + ) -W &(k +.T)
Fig. 17. Following Ref. 53 a straightforward model is Nf A R_
presented to allow a quantitative comparison of experi-
ment and theory. The subbhad separation E t is calcu- This approximation is justified as long as the cyclotmu
lated self-consistently for B -0. The potential is then ap- diameter is larger than or comparable to the electronic
proximated by a parabolic potential with eigenfrequency width of the electron gas. For typical experimental con-
wo and &)•o-zEo. Therefore fo' 0 o(N,) and the energy ditions (N, -X 10" cm 2 , B-5 1) we obtain a classical

levels of the total confining potential are given by cyclotron diameter of 47 nm. This is larger than the
E&4w•(k++) with a,2 'w+A+D and w, -eB/m *.04'1 effective width of the electron layer at the same carrierThe depopulation of subead n is then given by the con- density which is about 40 nm (see Fig. 1). For lowerThe depopulation n of s nWith then magi netyc-field- values of the carridr density the cyclotron orbit as well asdiepon En--t n+T). With the magnetic-field- the width of the electron layer shrink. We conclude thatthe assumption of an energy-independent density of states

D -- m *w /76i400 is justified. Higher magnetic fields will result in a one-
dimensional-type density of states.46 The magnetic field

e ... ,.,. .. B,, where subband n becomes depopulated, is then given
V 1 .•.,uoV (a) 4 .. . (b) by

11 B B,' ma~ ej IN,~ 7rti
:•'" .--- W. i.. I •- n(n+1) m*

* .*.* .. ~, The self-consistency enters via 010 0h(N,) as calculated
. -" " •-" for B -0. The results of this calculation are depicted in

.. / ., .. .Fig. 17 by solid lines. The main features of the experi-
,20 • •.,. -•° ,mental data are well explained by this model. Deviations

occur for high magnetic fields, where the density of states
Vo I'll B IM n becomes energy dependent" as described above.

.. __.... ..... , * The energy separation E23 is underestimated in the cal-
I0 , 2 , , , 3 4 A & 7 culation because of the parabolic model. Intuitively Fig.

,r, N,,T, 17 suggests, that the depopulation of the E, energy level
FIG. 16. (a) Experimental magnetorehistance for a series of occurs close to the inflection point of the p,, trace. The

gate voltages for current low perpendicular to the magnetic- data further imply that one has to be careful with the as-I id orientation at T-4.2 K. (b) Experimental magnetoresis- signment of a depopulation field from magnetoresistance
tance for current flow parallel to the magnetic-field orientation measurements on high mobility structures. The detailed
at r-4.2 K. influence of the subband depopulation on the magne-

AU,
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mrueatance traces is theoretically not well understood where for very low temperatures spin splitting of the
sad requires fuzture investigations. Landau levels can be resolved. The magnetoresisrance in

this case is influenced by the subband dependent ex-
VII. SUMMARY change enhancement, that leads to overshoots in the

quantum Hall plateaus.
m This paper presents a series of transport experimnents Finally an experiment is presented where, for in-planethat allow the evaluation of the single-particle subband magnetic fields, the magnetoresistance oscillations de-

separation in a parabolic quantum well. The special sub- pend on whether the current flows parallel or perpendicu.
band structure of a PQW results in the possible occupa- lar to the magnetic field. The positions of the oscillationsU non of several electrical subbands even at high magnetic are related to the magnetic depopulation of the electrical
kelds applied perpendicular to the plane of the electron subbands. All experiments are accompanied by self-
gas. This fact can be used to study the case where Lan- consistent subband calculations that allow for a quantita-
dau levels associated with different electrical subbands tive comparison with the experimental results.
arm degenerate at the Fermi energy. The experiments re-
veal the suppression of quantum Hall states which can be ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
reovered by a lifting of the degeneracy. This can beE achieved either by a change of the subband separation via We like to thank J. P. Kotthaus, U. Merkt, and A.
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We report the remft Of experimntal and theoretical studies of the electron mobility in remotely

doped. quau-rhreedimettioeal OaAs.'AIGa,...,As parabolic wells We show that the electron mobility
in such structures is strongly reduced by a Size effect due to noespeCu~lar sCatternag Of electrons from
rough walls confining the electron gas. The toughness of the walls results from random fluctuatons Of
the remote-onized-impurity concentration and/or the alloy composition. Incorporation of the size
effect allows for a quantitative description of the electron mobility in these parabolic wells.

Electron scattering in metals due to the size effect has experimental studies of electron mobility in WPBW
*been studied for over 50 years.".2 The resistivity of very GaAs/AlXGa, ...As structures. A quantitative under-

thin metal ffilms is observed to increas with decreasing standing of the experimental data is possible if the non-
film thickness. This phenomenon has been attributed to specular electron scattring from the walls of the parabol-
scattering of the electrons from rough surfaces of the ic Wells, is included in our mobility calculations for these
meta fllM, 2 '1 When the electron free path 1b is larger structures.
than the thickness of the film w~, or *JCFP. le > w., where We have considered three previously studied 12 WPBW
k,'.(3~n )I/3 is the Fermi surface electron wave vector, wafers, P9331, P1324, and P323, which were grown by
n is the electron concentration, and ;&, is the bulk elec- molecular-beam epitaxy with essentially identical layer
tron mobility. It has been suggested that a similar size designs but with different nominal parabolic well widths
effect should be observed in thin semiconductor filmis5 or of 2000., 4640, and 5680 A. respectively. The parabolicIin seiconducto inversion layers,' although there has, wells were grown in the form of fine (20 ;L)
besw no chear ex~perimental evidence for such an effect mn GaAsAl, GS&4 As superattice, with the average Al
these systema. concetration profile varied parabolically from x -0 at

Recastly, a semionductor meeostitucture device, the the well center to x -0.2 (PB31) or x -0.3 (P324 andreoeydpdwdIaaocwl WB) a en P2)a h de yca h lsutrdt yl
inu'ixuced.718 These structures have been demonstrated unde computer controL"4 Si-doped A10 Ga0 As re-
to contain thick layers (> 1000 A) of high mobility gions set back by 200 A (P1331) or 400 A (P124 andU (>20000 cm2/V 5) electron gas with roughly uniform P1323) from esther side of the Well provide the electrons.

thmdlnnsiual(3D) electron densities.'"1 The elec. The corresponding design densities n are 2.SX 10",
trmin these wells form a slab of nearly constant 3D 0. 7X 10"6, and 0. 5X 10"6 cin - for wafers P13 1, P1324,

densI ity x W aaover awidth w,. and P1323, respectively A more detailed description of
One of the objectives of the remote doping is to reduce sample p -e-ASKio and measurement techniques is given

the concentration of ionized impurities and to enhance el~wsewhre
tinambility of the electrons in the well& Experimental- Figre I shows the measured Hall mobility 1a, as re-

ly, lw-temamtoelectron mnobilities as high as 3 X 103 ported in Rd. 12, for the temperature range 4- 300 K for
CMtfV s were reorted in parabolic well with eletron the three samples PB331, P324, and P=2. The most

cocetrattioan = 1016 CM -. Such mobilitius are much striking feature of the data in Fig. I is that the Hall
higher than the electron mobilities in uniformly doped mobilities of the thre samples are nearly identical over
Ga~s crystals with the same electron concetration. the entire tempea~ture range measured. The highest
However, they are still at least one order of magnitude measured, values of the electron mobility in PB23 and
lower than inobilitius of the 2D electron pas in high- PB24 are; p=2.4 X 10' cm2/V s. A slightly higher valueI ~ ~quality- mouaio-oe heerstucurs. Using typi- of 2.9 X 10' CM2/V a has been measured in the PS31lSam-
cad paaetr folrthe electron-pa layer in WPBW struc- ple. We have found that the low-temperature sheet den-
twM, R = 1016 cm'3 and W, =10(oO A,4 we find that the sitie n, are almost temperature independent for T<70
doc- m mean fre path will be pester than the electron K, indicating the high quality of the low-density electron
debb widith w, if 4 > 3000 cm OWNsL This Suiggests that as in these samples. The T-4.2-K values ofn, for sam-I u 0isfteta Of the electRon if Romf the slab surfaces could ples MI.1 P11244, and P12 are .3 X 10"1, 1.4X 10"1, and
.pflatmy uct the electron Mobility of these struc-. 0.77X 10"1 cm-, coirresponding to nominal electron lay-

In this perwe present results of theoretical and er widths w, n, 10 of 900, 2000, and 1700 A, respec-

3 44 10 909 @199 The American Physical Society
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______________-. wher ;L-2r/k, is the elcrnwavelength. Substitin

to, ~Eq (3) into Eq. (2) and performing the integration in (1) U
___________one obtains an analyti expreission tor the electron mobi-

_AIA it,,

10(-L C13In + c 13)3 I
10 100 +-V1 Itan-1 I ze"71 +!

wmnpWM=a(K) 2 Vllf 3 j 6JI

FIG. 1. Hall mobilities as functions of teaperazre in three - nlc 4
parabolic well structures. A schematic represetation of the 2
conduction-band-edge energy E, vs growth directio z is shown whr
for a remotely doped parabolic well with electron layer thick- whr
nut5 w ,. c 4I bk i'a ' w ,

For perfectly smooth surfaces with a-0, or for very
tivly.Thewidhsw, f te eectonlayrs eredetr- wide wells with w. -* w, c -.*0, and, as expected, -14~.
tivey. he idts w oftheeletro laerswer deer- It should be emphasized that the size effect is a

mined experimentally by a comparison of transverse phenomenon basically different from the interface rough-
Shubnikov-de Haas oscillation measurements at T-50 mess scattering in 2D systems. 1 Since the specularity pa-
mK with local-density-functional calculations of the sub- rameter, given by Eq. (3), is a monotonically decreasing
band energies and wave functions." Thiese widths were function of a, therefore the largest contribution to the
in reasonable agreement with the estimated values from sdu effect comes mostly from large size fluctuations. On
the Hail measurements. We have also inferred density the other hand, in the case of interface rougmness scatter-
profile uniformities for samplies PB31 and PB24 from mug 2D electrons are miost efficiently scattered by rough
comparison of the experimental and theoretical ener- interic with a,,)L/7.13
gies.1" The electron denisity aWornisw, for P931 is es- One Ainds from Eq. (4) that the mobility reduction due
timated to be uniform to within - 10% of n, while for to the size effect depends on the roughness paramete a
PM4 the density is uniform to within - 50% of n. and the electron free path lb. A common difficulty with

Since the widths of the electron gas in the samples is th mirsoi degcridm 0( the sie effect in thin metal
less than the mean free path 16.a determined from mobil- Igm ste &Mtepo n notial qnuaty of
ity mesrmns a complete calculation of the mobility tjnm4U sudom Cosquently, most of the interpreta-
in these samples must include scantingml of the electrons um- of th me efetaebodo ---- moia
from the confining walls In order to cosdrthe effect __acs n ret dana of th parabolic well sys- -
of electron, scattering from rough walks we use the ap- tens Is that in this cae the confinement walls are dete-.
proach originally proposed by Cottey, who found the fol- mined by two well-defined potentials: the electrostatic
lowing expression for the electrical conductivity of thin potential of the remote impurities and the conduction-

~et~il( 1h35band-edge potential as determined by the Al composition 3
3ap_ f sin3(G) of the AI2Gaj,.As alloy. Random fluctuations of the re- U

arm~ 1+l/I,9 (1) mate ionized impurity concentration and/or alloy com-poito cotibt to th roghes of th(alsamal)
wher Ub neb isthebulkconuctiity 4(9 isthe sttisicalribuctuation phroduhes fte sm allcags. inmhel l

Whecre electron mea free path acondctiatdvith,1()i the slc cnize potentisial, ftatind ardc malcags is senfo q3,cnrbthe
tr e s lcatt oerin fromte supate. asscitd $nis hthhe an le oi- veryilittl to the reduto as the seecnlaromEty() panrimeter.

cidmnce at the surface. It was shown that3  On the other hand, large-size fluctuations are effectively
screened by free carriers. One can thus argue that the

4(e) -w/~ Ios()Ilnp(G]j,(2) largest contribution to the actual value of the speularity
parameter comes from the fluctuiations; of the order of

wher PM9 is the Rmlt paaetr paraete P screening length, i.e., one can =nsume a -A, Here A, is
represents the probability that an electron will be specu- the Thomas-Fermi screening length given by-
larly scattered from the surfaoce, while (U -p) is the prob-
ability for a dilbi ucattering. In the dihme scattering A. 2 &2Y5An1'2(k#T)'/1 U,) " 5the agn* of rejection is random and is not correlated sofa(7)1 1/

* ~with the angle of incidence. Sofer' hoas calculated p(O) E
for a randomly rough surface Aharacterized by a rough- where F-11(,q) is the Fermi-Dirac integral of the order
ma parameter a. He foundi -,1EF/IkgT, and.EFis the Permi energy. f

In the calculation of bulk electron mobility we assume
P~e-el I va 2 CGN )1(3) that the electron gas confined in the wide parabolic wellI K u can be treated in the 3D approximation. In these calcula-
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tioms we include all the major scartering processes: back- cm-, which is very close to the expected contamination
* ground ionized impurity, acoustic-phonon deformation with carbon impurities in the well. Because of larger well

Spotential acouauc-phonon piezoelectric, and alloy disor- widths the size efect is less pronounced in the PB24 and
dir scattering. Screening by the free carriers in the para- PB23 structures. The experimental 4-K mobilities of
bolic well is included in the calculations. Scattering by 2.44X10' cm/Vs in PB24 and 2.35XI0' cm/Vs in
optical phonons can be safely ignored since we consider PB25 can be explained with ni - 2.5 X 10' and 2.1 X 10i4
the low-temperature range T < 50 K. cm- 3, respectively. Thum we And that, despite a much

In the parabolic GaAs/AI Ga__,As well the compoui- diMeret geometrical coniguratiom, the residual impurity
tion x as well as the alloy disorder scattering" paraboli- concentrations required to account for the observed
cally depend on the location z in the well. To And the mobilities are practically the same in all three studied
bulk mobility in the well we average the total microscop- structures.
ic relaxation time over the well width One could argue that the low values of the experimen-

I W tal electron mobilities can be understood without invok-
:ME)-- W.f ',E~z)dz, (6) ing the size effect, but assuming only a higher back-W ground impurity concentration. For example, as is seen

where E is the electron energy. Finally, the macrosopic in Fig. 2 (up!er curve), the 4-K experimental mobility of
bulk mobility Ab is obtained from a standard averaging of 2.9 X 105 cm /V s is equal to the bulk mobility calculated
the microscopic relaxation time over the electron energy. for n~il 10" cm-3 . We find that such an explanation is

Most of the GaAs and Al 1Ga,.xAs material parame- inconsistent with a temperature dependence of the elec-
ters are well known. Here we use GaAs parameters,1" ig- tron mobility observed in this structure. As shown in
noring any dependence of the parameters on the A] coin- Fig. 3, incorporation of the size elect for ni -2.3 X 1014
position in the well. This approximation is justified be- cm-3 leads to the temperature-dependent mobility which
cause the Al concentration x in the portion of these pars- is in very good agreement with the experiment. Howev-
bolic well structures occupied by the electron gas is small, er, if one ignores the size effect, the calculated mobility
x < 0. 1. We have adopted an experimentally determined (dashed line in Fig. 3) shows a temperature dependence
value of 9 eV for the conduction-band deformation poten- which is in clear disagreement with the experimental
tial in GaAs.16 This value is close to recent theoretical data. The experimentally observed temperature depen-
determinations reported by two independent groups.T'7 8 dence is a manifestation of the fact that the acoustic-
The electron mobility in the parabolic wells is not very phonon scattering is a major paocess contributing to the
sensitive to the alloy disorder scattering pareter (v). bulk mobility Pb (dash-dotted line in Fig. 3). The scatter-
Here we find that ( V) -0.5 eV provides the most con-
sistent explanation for the experimental data.

Figure 2 shows the calculated electron mobilities as 7
functions of ionized background impurity concentration
for a well with parameters identical to those of structure I
PB31. It is seen from the figure that incorporation of the 6

I size effect leads to very substantial reduction of the elec-
trom mobility. The measured 4-K mobility in the struc-
ture PB31 is equalto 2.9X0W cm/Vs. We find that this -

* value of the mobility can be explained with the back- " --

" pound ionized impurity concentration of ng -2.3 X 104' -
(a

I 1

0I I 10 20 30 40 50 60
lei ________ Teemperme (K)101013 1014 . . .1615

- h oit ceflcion (ctw) FIG. 3. Temperature-dependent inverse electron mobility:
I size efct included, n,-2.3X10" cI -104.;; no

FIG. 2. Calculated bulk mobility (- - -) and size effect size effect, n#I2.3X 104 cm-'-; - - -, no size effect.
limited (-) mobility as fumctions of background ionized im- 8, _ I X 101 cm-. The points represent the experimental dataStration. for the structure PB3 1.
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in3 from rough surfacm reduces the bulk mobiliy by an afets the trajectoies of electron moving in the dine-
alma: coatant, weakly temperaure-depemndt factor tiom perpendicular to the walls, mcreasing the electron
leading to an observed temperature dependence of the to- free path between two subsequent redectio from the
tal mobility. walls. Thiu elect should manifest itself in a negative lon-

The proposed explanation of the reduced electron mo- grtudinal magnetoresistance observed at low magnetic
bility in the parabolic wells could be further tested by fids. At high fields, the effects of quantization on the
studying the dependence of the size effect on the electron electron transport will have to be considered.
concentration and thus also on the well width. It is ex- In conclusion, we have shown that a nonspecular
pected that with increasing well width the elect of non- scattering of electrons from rough walls very significantly
specular scattering should be reduced, leading to an in- reduces the mobility of quasi-3D electron gas confined in
creased effective electron mobility. However, one should a parabolic quantum well. The incorporation of the size
realize that in wider wells a portion of the well with effect allows for a quantitative description of low-
higher Al concentration is occupied. This will result in temperature mobility in GaAs/AJGa,_,As parabolic
an increased alloy disorder scattering. The additional wells.
scattering will to some degree compensate the mobility
enhancement due to reduction of the nonspecular scatter- Discussion with L. Falicov, E. Hailer, and IL Wester-
ing. A careful analysis will be required to quantitatively velt are gratefully acknowledged. This work was sup-
evaluate relative contributions of these scattering mecha- ported by the Director, Office of Energy Research, Office
nisis, of Basic Energy Sciences, Materials Science Division of

Application of an external magnetic field offers another the U.S. Department of Energy under Contract No. DE-
method to reduce the interaction of the electrons with the ACO3-76SF00098 and Air Force Contract No. AFOSR-
confining walls. A magnetic field in the plane of the well 88-0099.
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Capacitance-voltage profiling through graded heterojunctions:
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Starting from the general equations for capacitance-voltage (CV) proiling through a graded
heterojunction, we obtain numerical solutions to yield thermal-equilibrium energy-band
diagrams, ra electron proiles, and apparent electron profiles (Le.. the profile extracted from a
CV measurement) for modulation-doped square, triangular, and parabolic potential wels.
Room-temperatum CV measurements arm performed on parabolic potential wells grown by
molecular beam epitaxy in the A11Gaj_,.As system, and the measured apparent electron profiles
fitted to computer - - whence the real electron distributions are deduced. These
daens d ts refiect a uniform electron disataiution in a parabolic well, with 3D electron
desmity de rermined by well curvaturn Dat analysis also suprbl the prl, tce of a doping
asymmetry in the modulation doping of the well. Appropriate corrections to growth conditions
remove these asymmet'es, as reflected in CV measurements. Besides its importance in the
analysis of potential wells of different shapes, the theory presented is applicable to the
determination of band offsets by the CV profiling technique where the unintentional grading of
the band gap and/or doping in the neighborhood of the isotype abrupt heterojunction is known.

L INTRODUCTION distance (-2000 ;). 4 Transport studies, such as Hall
measurement, and optical measurements, such as &baop-

Graded heterojunctions are an important part of the tion or photolumiescence across the band gap, offer an
physics and technology of seniconductorL Whm the base indirect measure of this distribution at best. Techniques
of a heterojunction bipolar transimr (HBT) is graded such as tratmiuion.electron microscopy (TEM),
carrr transport acros the base is enhanced, leading to s -t=zn ein roscopy (STM), or secondary-ion
improved device performance.' The intrinsic (i) region of mass spectroscopy (SIMS) may be able to measure the
a doubhheterosaucture laser, such as a graded-ndex- variation of the Al mole fraction acros the well, but do not
separat-coninement-heteroutructure (GRINSCH) laser, directly measure carrier distributions.
is graded for better electrical confinement of the electrons Cspwitance~voftage (CV) profling through a graded
and hcles pumped into it from the adjacent p and n M heterojunction is a powerful and simple method of deter-
gon., as well as better optical confinement of the sing mining the ftreecarer distribution in such a stru=M The
mode resulting from the radiative recombination of the method has been used to determine band offsets in, among
injected electrons and holes leading to improved lasing other material systes, the GaAs/AlGaAs systemL7'5

thresholds and iecies Graded hetrojunctios have has usually involved room-temperature CV profiling
also been used to realize potential wells of controlled thrs abrupt in room • Cp prillin=shapes, especially in the AlGa,_•As system where thr through abrupt n-N or p-P (i.,a09e) heterojimction,

where the n(p) and N(P) region are materials with dif-exists a nearly linear relationship between energy bandP feret eny band gaps, uniformly doped right up to the
and Al mole fraction x (over a certain range ofx values) t ene b a ap unifomlydopd frihtopet th
which allows a potential well of a desired shape to be de interface where there is an abrupt transition from one ma-
in a graded AIGa_-,As alloy with a graded Al mole frac- terial to the oth. Unintentional grading of the band gap
two prolk of the sam= shape.3 Modulation-doped pant- or doping near the interface affects the carrier distribution

boric wells have been made to realize high-mobility three- in its neighborhood, but still yields the correct band offset.'
dimeMsional electron gases to study their electrial and The effects of compositional and dopant grading near the
optica4 properties.' T nonlinear responses of asymmetric interface has been analyzed theoretically;10 dopant grading
wells, like hlparabolc welk, have been exploited to gen- near the interface has been treated experimentally."1

erate second, as well as third, harmonics in the far nfa- However, a comprehensive theory that accounts for
red.&5 Symmetric triangular wels and barriers are being grading of both the band pp as well as the doping in
tridas devices to ae subarmoc mixinS in mm- specially graded e ct such as modulation-
wave communications.' doped wide potential wells, is yet to emerge. Tests of such

A problem of pardcular interest inmodulatio-dop a theory against expertiments on red structures also need to
poiential wells is the measmoment of the carrier dis•t- be performed. In this article, we drive the genral st of
am at thera equilibrium. For instance, it is required equations of the CV profiling technique and apply itto CV
that an eectron gas in a modulation-ope wide parabolic measurements of the carrier distribution in modulation-
well be nearly unifbrm at the curvature density over a large doped wide parabolic potenial wells at room temperatur
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FIG. 2. Tbe CV .maaIachmae is shown. The 4kplowin adp of
die gag Schoaky lunre is swept through tbe pv~si beumpunanaon. The

iota-ta Iaa the gage and cmoeciog iu s mesured as a
ftudmof appW Noi and apperm mapro& vs depth aeted.

P: parent profiles. 7 It is precisely this that causes the asym-

0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 . The CV measurement schematic is shown in Fig. 2. As
z (microns) the graded heterojunction is generally a very leaky diode,

the capacitance of any dipole formed within it cannot be
directly meaured. Instead. one measures it by applying a

FIG. I. The simulated 300 K dectron dismiburions in x-N GacAs/ reverse bias at an adjacent Schottky barrier and sweeping
JAfhM~l~ abrupts beserjuncdoo are shown. The true profits sb the edge of the depletion layer thus formed, through the

dipel. formation atthe interface with dectro accumulation in C06s and
dq aenin ajOftAL CV (puma,) dimibuton p&Who layer.? If the structure of interest is grown on a doped

Schottky Pta at Other edga (with anohumi comtac at the opposite substrate, the substrate can be used as a back ohmic con-
Wdg) an also shown. CV predlewe amam to be ammred-oaa a wrOfa tact. Otherwise. the channel electrons may be ohmically
the trit prolle. Note differences Iew and asymmetry. ina thenr CV contacted directly. If C is the measured capacitance per
-I.db. unit area between the Schottky barrier and ohmic contact

at applied voltage V, then the apparent depletion depth z
and the apparent electron' i-mcentration ii(z) at this deple-

IL THEORY tion depth. mre given resfaiv*l by: 1

A. Skmulmtlo equations e

jonscentration. Additionailly, it isnam the true carrie dis- iIWz dVf~ ( (Ib)
tributon that is usually meauued but an apparent distri-/
bution.7 It is only in the cuse of a uniform true carrier where e. is the unifr dieletric permittivity assumed in
dbisrbution that the two are the smL The apparent pro. the layui

flin all other cair, is a sugared-out version of the true Inasmuch as it is very difficult to deconvolve the true
profile the smearing occurrig over the order of several profile from the appaerent profile the best approach to an-
Debye lngfth7 At a single abrupt n-43aLaN- alyzag the measured dmt is to compare the measured
ALCa 1 As efterojunction, for insance, a dipole exists apparent profile with a comnputer-reconuted apparent
with an accumulation of deletrons on the GaAs side and an profile changn design parameters as requiered to obtain
equa depleted positive, fized charge on the AlIGa1.. As the best fit betwee the two. A general theoretical analysi
A&de The Deby. lengt in the neighborhood of this dipole to obtain both the true and apparent (CV) profiles for a
is quite larg as a result of this depletion, and the apparent layer with arbitrarl varable energ band gp, carrer ef-
profile seen by the CV profiling is a smeared-out version of fectve mms dielectric constant, and doping profile, is de-
the real electron dsrbto.This is illustrated in Fig 1, velaped, below. Quantum size egects are ignored, iLe., po-
where simulations of the true profil n(s), the doping pro- tential wells, if present, are assumed to be so wide that the
Mie N(z), and two apparent profiles A(z) are shown, one intersubband spacing is much smaller than UT where k is
apparet profile obtained by profiling firom the right edge, the Boltzmann constant and r the measurement tempera
and the other frm the leM edge, of a l'uact-u- that has two ture, or so narrow as to permit the assumption of an efc
sb~s on of x-OaM and the other of N-l~a7 ad- twoe local band edg. Thus, only the Poison equattion need

J eNach other. It has bam prwved thet the total charg e h solved. Deep donors and acceptors awe =&geceW The
sd the rAt momntu of the charge dbutibution are con- an*=alssi done for ePe1 me-n , but the method is easiy

auWe in the profiing procmss, iLe., the integral of the extended to the case of holes.
cbarg distribution and the integrail of the firs moment of Consider Fig. 3. The epilayer is divided into two re-
the charg distrbution are the samse for the true and ap- Siamn region 1, where there as a variable conduction-band
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Y0  and )-CRM EQCo 0(e

is the reference enegy.
(a) YQ(Z) The local fields and local potentials am then relate to

* each other by:

* I'd d
0 F(z)= VT2 'l'(z); F5 :) - V,.Z 'j();

MPz d
P()FQ(z) =VT 7Z- *9), (4)

Region I . Region 2 where VT( =kr/q) is the thermal voltage.
N1t(z). NCa). 6(z) N" N 0 , c2 The quad-energy *qz), the quasifield Fq(z, and the

quasidoping density Ne(z) am related to each other by:
FIG. 3I The ounchctonaddiapa. (energy zprand i urnitsofkT; d d d
muo of upin substrate) for aparabolic poentuld Uam shown. (a) ONQ(z)= .j(z)Fq(z) -VT Z C(Z) Z *lQ(Z). (5

QumscamdMaonmd dngramn a arautat of bead pp pudinq. mid Mb
self-comamt beaud diagram whom (a) a nidltondpd where e is the permittivity. The Poisson's equation in re-

gion 1 can now be expressed as:

d d denergy Eca(z) obtained by controlled grading of the band EWzFWz - VT 2; e(z) 2;P(z) =q[N(:) -'a(z) 1
gap, doping density NR(z), effective conduction-band den-(6
sity of states Nc(z), and dielectric permittivity e(z); and(6
region 2 which is the bottom layer with uniformn (assumed where n(z) is the electron concentration and is given, in

zemasrefene)' .dutio-bndenergy, doping the Boltzmann apoinstion, by:
density N~b effective conduction-band dest ofstte N2
N02, and dielectric permittivity e2. Figure 3(a) shows a RZ CZep *Z 7
wide parabolic well as an example of a tailored energy
band, such a graded structure could be obtaied in the Inasmuch as the parameters of experimental control ane
G&Ag/Al1Ga,...As system for instance, by varying the Al the real doping density Nj(z) and the quasibn-edn
moile fraction parabolically. Figure 3(b) shows the Wq(z) (through grading), the Poisson's Eq. (6) is bte
thermal-equilibrium band energy after introducing real expressed at
charges in selected regions of the structure in Fig. 3(a). d d
The essential equations, ane most easily constructed by de- VT;& e(z) i; (4(z) -lI 0(z)JI -q[N,(z) -x(z).
fining An total energy EC, total electric Aded F, and total (8)
doping density N at any point z as, the sum of their respe-
tive real and .uaicmpnets, as follows Ini region 2, £ aind Nat an constant, and WQIEO. Using this

ES:Z) -EC,(z) +ECQ(Z). (a inEq. (7),Eq. (8) for region 2 simplifies to:
d2*'(z) I

uid where L&. the substrate Debye length, is given by:

N(Z) mNR(z)+NQ(z). (2c) EVr(0
We further express the conduction-band energies, both real IqN.~(0
and quasi-, in units of kT as: Equation (9) can be solved to yield a general relationship

EC(Z) -EC Go) between the local Soeld and the local bandbending in the
WW ~M kT (3a) unfformly doped region as:'3

E,=)-c(3bc) F(z) =-sipn( If(z) 1 19 !{exp(l1DVz)

While an analytical soluote. emsts to *region 2. the Pons-
'PWWEgz -Ee o 3) son's Eq (8) in region I has to benumerically solved with

Y z)- kT F (3, _---b~w cooditions 1he disretition pie-
weduo for an eqadon such as Eq (8) is well known.14

However, we wish to Per form the diacretization in this
IV IPA) 1N )(3d) intnein such a way that the derived equation involve
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SA"9(z._)- 'P(Z)÷--. (13a)

SBe(z,_ )F(zp_) ne(zj,)F(zs,) -90`0 (13b)iI where•Eca and a'5 arem respecuvely, the comaucica-band
cftet andittc e chapll at the boundary z , cone W

Wmmmci mam of 3(z) - -'alues immediately t the fight.

0 Ze. Z * until both F5(O) and Fq(O) approach zeo indicat-

ing convergence and yielding chermal-equilibiiumre
MI'I 4. The U=i.I Uh M a Sobmaw , A-n said w. m---- electron distributioms and energy band diaprasn To sum-

Sdw mmawi wmm*au dou mrme., Smg mashin woo- ulate the CV profiling process, one changes *(zo+) by a
4dmm at zp.. th eIs-uoa- deasis. sd..-n pomdm m adamhad A&(z,+) and repeats the iteation of Eqs. (12) to obtain
mmiamfsf bwk tmd the sac (z-0). The pommw i a ZsaS W(0) ania &Fj(O). Inasmuch as the capacitance per unit- byl b til fid auu polo at i area C and the appa•rt depletion depth z are defined as:

.e dF(O)

variables which are not merely of numerical convenience, V W a(0)

but are measurable and physically sgnificat quantities, ex
the procedure therefore beam repetition here. This is sche- (4b)
mraticaily indicated in Fig. 4. We divide region I into a grid
with sacing dz, as indicted in Fig. 5. Associated with ach the corresponding digital equations can be written as:
paint z is a truae electron concentration n(z), a total band
bending *#(z), a quasiband bending Wq,(z), and an eftive A'k(O)
conduction-band density of states Nc(z). Also associated zA - VTr " (15a)
with each point z but defined at the middle of the gap
between z and z+dz, are the local real electric Aid Fx(z) e. AF,(O)
and the local dielectric permittivity e(z). With thende '-(z) --- ; k>1, (l5b)
nitions, the analo Poisson's Eq. (8) can be split into three q 4k-4z-1
digt equations, as follows where d(zt) is the apparent or CV Jeeran concentration

N2miMId at the depth z, and k is the umbe of t run
a(z+dz)amj--Nc(z+dz)ap[--P(z+dz)], (12a) tarting from the thermal aquilibriun disibution.he

"C2 above equations are handily impimented by converting

E(z)F•(z)-c(z+dz)F,(z+dz) Eq. (12) to a corrsponding set of dUmS equations
betwem the kth and (k+ 1 )th rm. If the epilawer does not

M -q(N,(z+dz) -n(z+dz) ]dz. (12b) bave the uniform permittivity e, omoed in Eq. (1) but a
and variable permittivity e(z), it has bern shown that by simply

saling A demnities w' 5

F5 (z)dzIPW) -*v(z+dz) - j~zd - + [Ivz) - W(z+dz). I.
('Y)(.)--e(z)n(z), etc., (16a)(120 #

The above equation connects 'P and Fj at z+dz with '* whre y is an equivalent depth ddeed by:
and Ft at za and by iteration eventually to 4P and F5 at the

c z-O. The boundary condition at the right euzime - o dO
of region 1: Y"ex (o'-'J (16b)

the Poison's Eq. (8) can be written
n(z) n•zdz) .

*FRO) F3(z)) d1(+qI ,. o)P & M •- .1 P ,•~z + ) - -I p z [ W v y ) _- W ( .,) ] .1 (-)7 -) ]

TO ) 'Y(Z) ~ Y(z+ )~ Vr [Nj(y) -(y)]. (17)
II I II

I I By ung Eq. (1), we thus eec veyreisure the equiva-
hat apparent eectron density x (y) at the eqivalent ap-
paMEMt depth . U the e, smimed in the meuurement is

11. S. Th*--* •r Sm•i i• = 5 i • the of the topmost layer wih a uaim permitivity and
n ma inim h m 4m d at s. Rod Add u ifw z i
".M-oad k a oa zanr+-• r.• g tmdF& uaI h- carrier distribution them, -z and Aj)m-(z)
ad z a z am-maMWW be* to-O. ,-n(z) for this layer.
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C. Cons-@v "nHai of carge mid choirg. inmmn
T 300OK Both the total charge aind the firs moenwt of the

No charg distribution are conserved in the proilling j:ncprao
2X1O'7 Parabolic Ths can indeed the confirned with the profiles in Fig. 6,

75 may WAS where ecub electron profile, true and apparent, with the
known doping profile contiuteu aet zero charge andfi 1017- 150 **V charge moment when integrated across the entire regwon of75.o interesL The moment of the dipole formed at an n-N

j j abrupt heterojunction is in fact related in a simple way to
ISX1O1 the net band offset across the beterojunctom. In the sym-

P~ft metric modulation-doped potential wells considered above,
I ~we have two back-to-back dpokles The two dipole mo-

210 1 2XI' -. 1.0 1. ments obtained by integrating the mnoment of the net

cvpmft------ dipole, and the left edge of the right dipole to + a epc

1016 ________ vely, for both the true and apparent electro profiles, are
0.0 0.2 04 0.6 08 10 .2 related to the depth of the potential well below the sur-

z (microns) rounding barriers by:7.15

FIG. 6. noe 300 K delcue diunibutaam simuhate for meod imi-doped &Ec+ kTln In(Ya/CY
pewhgjjj well Owne) anesimown. The true prodle shm ienst tine R- co)lNc(-a)
well to be detrmnnal by the curvature of the parabola. Note the etym-
wwrymdi~*te CV (sppmwa) pofiouas ea roult ofWfln tbrough two m I(I()-()J(-,d
back-t-bec GeAs/ArjaAs be~wurommui - VY ~)j(-jd

The results of such a simulation for a nodulation- AEC7(_(n A (y)lN&)(y-,d, '

Fig 6. The doping profile shows that the structure is uni- 4 +
formly doped everywhere excp in the well region. The [N7 (yMe) -"LVy) I (y'P1 )dy
true electron profile: shows a uniform electron distribution
in the well with a value determined by the parabolic po-
tential curvature16 (qzNgw 2 /8e=A, where Ng is the qua- =7f fNR(p)- n4(y)1(y-y,)dy, (18b)
sichbarge corresponding to a parabolic potential of width w Y0
and potential depth A). Electrons are depleted from the where yD5 is the common boundary between the two cli-
barrier re-gions bordering the well and dumped into the poles, and yj is the location of the interface that separates
well. Far away flrom the well region, the delmton distribu- the positive and negative charge in each dipole.
tion becomes equal to the doping distribution. The simu- This can readily be confirmed for the caae of the par-
lase apparent profile that would be seew in a CV measure- abolic well in Fig. 6. Interestingly, when the parabolic well
ment between surface gate and substrate ohmic contact is is replaced by either a triangular well or a square well with
also shown. The uniform pernzittivity e, assumed is that of the same net well depth below the surrounding barriers,
the top Al"xa&,7As. layer. Note the asymmetry in the ap- the well depth obtained from the dipole moments (real and
parent deleton distributio as a result of profiling through apparent) agree well with each other and with that for the
back-to-back GaAs/Al.Ga, -..As heterojunctions. T* ap- parabolic well case despite the very different deleton dis-
parent profile is a smeared-out version of the true profile in tributions. Specifically, for the real and apparent electron
the region of the well and is eqa to the true profile only profiles for the uree wells shown in Figs. 7 and 8 for the
far away from the well where the true profile is uniform. cmw where the barrier doping is 5 X 10"6 cm-', the well

300 K true electron ,profiles are shown for four dfiffer- depth calculated using Eq (18) agrees with the design well
at barrier doping densities for the case of a parabolic, depth of 225 meV to within *2 meV for the parabolic
triangular, and square well in Figp. 7(a)-7(c), respec- well, +_ 15 ine for the triangular well, and * 20 meY for
tively. All three wells have the suame potential depth below the square well, the charge conservation for all the appar-
the surrounding barres The corresponding apparent pro- ent profiles also being concurrently preserved to bte
Male awe shown in Pip. 8a)-S(c). The diffraences between than I xO' io1 m-2.

the apaetprofile ftr the diferet wells are sufficiiently The deconvolution of the truet electro profile from the
large thast one can confidently expect any substantial devi- apparent profile, computer simulated or measured, is in-
ston from the designed band gap grading to manifest itself tractable. The experimental procedure that suggests itself is
in the CV meaurumenet to extract the apparent electron profile from the measured
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jaFIG. 7. T 300 K .m prella amubsud for low difm:

\ I i j slow of bmnrir doping for a inodubtokudopod 1 ahlic ,udl (a).rin-
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I I I I I | I I

1%I

10151 1 SmV

0.0 0.2 M4 0 .6 1.0 12

UCV data using the permittivity of the barrier AlC~aAs layer ment or the integral of dhe firs moment of the charge
" "as e in Eq. (1). The flat poron of the measured apparent distribution across the entire structure should ideally be
profile on either side of the well region then directly give zero. The dipole moment of each dipole can be used to
the uniform doping in the barrier regions. One makes a deduce the well depth. To calculat this, both thme true
reasonable guess at the locataoiu of the interfaces (Le., the electron concentration at the common boundary between
boundaries of the well) and assumes the doping profile to the two dipoles and the variaton of dieletri permittivity
eamad uniformly to these interfaces, as they are intended e(z) with depth need to be known. The fanner is assumed
to be. An integrali of the charge distribution reveals any to be the curvature: of the parabolic poinatial well the
ezem iishe cAM d s wbach con dhe be placed at either latter as assumed to be linearly 7 e--nden-t on the Al mote
inurflit, pusfirably at the lower or rove:u GaAs/AlG&As fraction xof the AleGa-,~Asss 04e=) 13.1 -3x. The

iitaefor -aw eoapled below. The total dipole mo. apparent profile can then be computer simulated and corn-
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I I I I - I twn pat and subsrat ohmic cont was manred with
No T a 31". K a variable freqaacy HP4192 impedance amabry. All

I Psai Pe
Wed mmeasrements wer made at room temperature. Tb. mea-

6 2surem ts were found to be independent of both bias-
32o- 10 voltage sweep rate and small-signal ac frequency. The ap-

a 0-7 x 10`0 parent electron profile versus depth was extracted from the
E a,,-I CV measurement using Eq. (1), taking the dielectric per-

- mitivity of the cap AlaTGa•As to be the e,.
Data for two wafers are presented below. The firs one.

S"-I PB9, was nominally designed to be the same as the one for

- -Assorted which the simulation results were presented in Fig. 6. The

2x1O' substrate temperature was 600 *C throughout the growth.
"mC. po.le.. The measured apparent profile, the best computer-into plsimulated apparent profile, the corresponding true electronj 0c profile, and the assumed doping profile are shown in Fig. 9.CV profelots- Also shown are the dimensions of the potential well that

- Meamurue gave this best self-consistent fit. The boxed inset shows the
- nominal well design in terms of AM mole fraction versus

51o0- •_____ " depth. The well width, well height, and barrier height
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 (measured from the bottom of the well) could all be variedz (microns) over a small range while still retaining a reasonably good fit

between the simulated and measured CV profiles. These
FIG. 9. Room-temperature profiles: measured CV, simulated CV, simu- values, viz. 2200 k 50 A in the well width (nominally 2000
lated ue. and assumed doping. for a paabolic well (boxed inset depicts A), 130k 10 meV in the height of the parabolic well (x
nominal desin) are shown. Parameters for the best it of measured and nominally going from 0 at well center to 0.2 at well edges),
simulated CV profiles are shown above the well. The precsce of a nx- and 65 * 5 meV in the height from the well edge to the top
ative sheet charge at the lower interface is deduced; this points to an

asymmetry in the doping profile and is mainly responsible for the asym- of the barrier (x nnminally going from 0.2 to 0.3), sufficed
metry in the electroi distributions. to also fit the wr- -;ured profiles from adjacent samples. In

every case thougn, a negative sheet charge o- -- 7 X 1010
cm at the lt,- interface of the parabolic well had to be

Mobility measurements on similar modulation-doped used to ensure a complete fit. Without this interface
parabolic potential wells grown at the same time but on charVg. only a partial fit (over about half the parabolic
semi-insulating substrates reveal"'5 the presence of a thick well) could be obtained. Note, though, that despite the
(-1000 ,A) high-quality three-dimensional electron gas presence of this charge, the electron gas is uniform over
(3DEG) with low-temperature mobilities in excess of 2 most of the weft width, its density given by the curvature of
X 10W cm2/V s in the well. A background ionized acceptor the welL
impurity concentration of -2X 1014 '-3 is calculated to The exact origin of this interface charge at the reverse
be present in the undoped wells." interface is unclear. It could be due to the Si and/or C

Due to the *4% uncertainty in the determination of and/or other impurity riding on the growing AlGaAs sur-
the growth rates of GaAs and AlAs using the RI-EED face, piling up in the first period of the superlatice comn-
oscillation method, the Al mole fraction in the posing the parabolic well. The fact that there is a diffusion
AlGa_, As in the barriers and in the digital-alloy super- of the Si from the doped AIG&As layer through the spacer
lattice is uncertain to within *6% for x=0.3. Ion-gauge layer and toward the 2DEG in reverse interface GaAs on
measurements of the Al flux in the well show that the AlGaAs heterojunctions is well established.ZL The prob-
curvature of the parabola can vary by * 10% across the lem is somewhat mitigated by doping the AlGaAs at a
well, the error approaching * 100% at a few 100 A about lower substrate temperature2 (so that the Si sticks and
the well center due to the low x and the extremely short Al incorporates and does not ride on the growing surface)
pulses themr0 These fiat spots in a narrow region about the and/or by inserting a superlattice spacer layer between
well center should be effectively screened out by the elec- doped AIGAs and 2DEG24 which also serves to getter
tron gas at room temperature. The samples were not ro- impurities away from the parabolic well.
tated during growth. For the substrate-oven geometry in Both these measures were adopted in the second wafer
our MEE machine, we estimate a consequent maximum PD22, which in all other respects was identical to PB9. The
variation of *6% in the x of the barrier AlxGa._,As, doped layers and spacers (with nominal x,,=0.24) were
* 20% in the thickness of a layer grown, and * 30% in the grown at a substrate temperature of 520 "C, while the well
curvature of the parabola across a 2-in.-diam wafer. itself was grown at 600 C, the temperature change occur-

Circular Ti-Au gates of difierent radii were evaporated ring during the growth of the spacer layer. The rasults of
onto the sample surface. The ohmic contact to the con- the CV measurement and analysis are shown in F*l. 10. No
ducting substrate was made by pasting In on to it in a hot interface charge is present in this sample. Excellent fits are
plate, The small-signal capacitance versus gate voltage be- obtained assuming well widths of 2200* 100 A (nominally
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Capacitive detection of subband structure in the electron gas in a wide
parabolic GaAs/AlxGal _As quantum well
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Profiles of the capacitance C( Vg) between a front gate and the electron gas in a wide parabolic
well and its derivative dC/dY, are used to study the subband structure and uniformity of the
electron gas layer. Subband depopulation events are detected as peaks in the derivative profile
dC/dVY, as the width of the electron gas is reduced by application of the gate voltage V. To
separate depopulation events from nonuniformities in electron density, derivative profiles are
repeated for increasing in-plane magnetic fields: depopulation peaks move to smaller gate
voltages and disappear ac characteristic fields, while nonuniformities remain fixed and are3 accentuated in strong ficids.

Wide parabolic quantum wells (WPBWs) have re- The geometric capacitance is associated with the classical
ceived much attention in the past few years as a system in electron density profile, which we model as a uniform slab
which an electron gas of variable thickness and subband at the 3D design density of the well n3o with sharp edges,
structure can be studied.'- These wells are also interesting giving:
in that they can provide an electron gas with low three
dimensional (3D) density (-5--25Sx 10 cm- 3 ) and good . , 2E-oV / (2)
uniformity over wide (-2000 A) regions.'" Recently, C,.= Z0 A z°+ /'
Wixforth et aL 2 and Sundaram et aL3 have turned to mea-

surements of the capacitance profile C( V) between a front Here A is the area of the gate. z0 is the distance from the
gate and theelectron gas in a WPBW as a function ofgate gate to the front of the slab at V,=0 V, E=12.8 is the

voltage Y. to probe changes in the subband structure of the dielectric constant of GaAs. eo is the electric permittvity

system as the gas width is changed. Such measurements are of free space and -e is the electronic charge. The inverse
difficult for two reasons. Fitr, changes in capacitance as- quantum capacitance 1/C, is defined via Eq. (1) as the
sociated with changes in subband occupancy can be quite difference between a quantum-mechanical self-consistent
small (- one part in 10•) compared to the total capaci- cakulaton9 of the total inverse capacitance of the electron
tance requiring high sensitivity. Second. a local variation gas and 1/C. from Eq. (2). This difference is associated
in electron density due to imperfect well shape will give with changes in the Fermi energy EK relauive to the elec-
rise to a feature in C(Its) similar to a subband depopula- tromatic potential of the geometric model: C 9=rAon/

don, but potentially much hular. aE, The Fermi energy has two contributions: a kinetic
We report here the detection of peaks in the derivative energy term, and the difference between the true self-

profile dC/dV, for a wide parabolic well which can be consistent and the simple geometric potentials.
unmabiguously identified with subb•nd depopulations. An The sample chosen for study (PB31) was grown via
in-plane magnetic field H is used to separate peaks due to molecular beam epitaxy using the digital alloy technique.10

subband depopulations from features due to nonuniformi- It contains a well of nominal width 2000 'A and height 175
ties in the electron gas. The depopulation peaks move to meV, with nominal electron density n 0o=2.5 X 101* cm- 3 .

smaller gate voltage with increasing field H. in excellent Previous transport measurements in both transverse5 and
agreement with self-consistent calculations: the depopula- in-plane" magnetic fields demonstrated that the density

tion fields Hd at which the peaks are projected to reach and subband energies of the electron gas are in excellent

zero gate voltage are also in excellent agreement with in- agreement with theory, and that the electron layer is 900 .A
plane magnetoresistance measurements. In the quantum wide with three occupied subbands. For the present work.
limit for which only one subband is occupied, we obtain an a Cr/Au front gate was added to the sample, which caused
approximate charge density profile•' uniform to *20% only a small (2%) reduction in Hall sheet density to n,
across the electron gas layer. =2.26X 10" cm-. The sample was cooled in the dark

The total inverse capacitance-s of the electron gas in inside a 3He cryostat; to change sample orientation with
an ideal wide parabolic well can be expressed as the sum of respect to the magnetic field, we thermally cycled and re-

geometric and quantum parts: mounted it. The capacitance profile C( V,) between the
gate and the electron gas was measured by applying a van-

i able dc bias V• with a superimposed sinusoidal oscillation
•-•---•-•-. (l! (20 mV rins at 402 Hz) which induces a small ( - I.%

change in sheet density at V4 =0 V. The ac current was
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FIG. I. (a) Capacance C(V,) and dervave dCl/dY, proles vs pie FIG. I Denvanve proiles dC/d, vs gate voltage V. of•et for a senes
voltage V, at zero magneticAi. The dashed line is a k to the geometric of in-plane magmac G" H=.O=I T. From 0 to Z T the Aield incrementICapacitance t•m Eq. (2). (b) Theoretical quantum contrbution to the is &A0..1 or 0.2 T; frotm M2 to ST. &H.wZ T. Gate voltages asaoci-
capacitac ACa -C',./C, from scif-consistent calculatianc steps oc- ated with depopulation event (solid squares and circles) and nonunifor-
cu in AC at subbad depopUlations. mines (open circles) ar• indicated. The inset shows the field dependence

of the measured pie vol•tas for depopulation events (solid squares and
circles), together with theoretical calculations (solid lines). Depopulation
hids at zero ps voltage obtained trom mlapeotranspon measurements

amplified and detected using standard lock-in techniques. are also indicated (vertical dashed lines).
IThe derivative profile dC/dY, was simultaneously mea-
sure at mice the fundamental frequency with a second
lock-in, aplifler. We found no signsificant change in Q(Vs)or dCl/dV, for oscillation frequencies and Caplitues in the The best fit is for n3D=2.4 X 106 cm-' and zoI3600 ,.

range 101-1010 Hz and 10-30 mV rms The measured 4% s and 16% larer nominal values as-

impedance was purely capacitive except near pinh-off. suming symmetric filling of the parabolic well above the
A typical measured capacitance profile C( V) i shown nter. Furtheh ore, the arme of the peaks in dC/dV, are

in Fig. 1(a) for zero in-plane field H. As shown C( Vg) in good ament with the theory- the measured areas
d r so y until pinnch-og occurs at V 0.63 a 0.30 pP for the peks at -0.75 and -0.26 V ar

- -1.2 V. The geometric capacitance Ce. from Eq. (2), slightly s than the corresponding theoretical stepU honas the dotted curve, provides an excellent fit to thsies~ in AC- 1.0 and 0.54 pP. Thus a At by three param-
mmsurd profile indicating that this simple caia ap- e n>3D, T and A gives acellent agreement with theory
proximation is Wirly gpod. The gite am A = 14 X 10- 3 0r both the geometric d quantum parts o the calculae

cm Idetermined by the At is I I% less than the ame me. a- ame including the smrngth of depopulation peaks.U suared udra microscope. The values of th ode prm To separate subeand depopulation peaks from features
SP al zo and n3D in C•, were determined by fits to depop- due to nonuformities. a series of derivative profiles dC/

ulton peak voltages as discused below. Small differnces dyV. were recorded for i magnetic fields H appliedI bem the measured profile C( V) and C am reshown in the plane of the parabolic well, as shown in Fig. 2. In
clearly a two peaks in the measured derivative profile dC/ this geometry, the subbunds of the well potential couple
dVs in Fig. 1 (a). As demonstrated below. these two peaks with Landau levels, and higher subbands depopulate at
a a caused by subhend depopulaions rather than nonuni- characteruistc magnetc fields Hd for zero gate voltage. Sim-
formities in the electron density profile. ilarly, one expects the gate voltage VY at which higher

To compare with theory, the change ACIC-Cm. subbands depopulate to decrease with H. and depopulation
a m -C•m.C, from Eq. (I) due to the quantum capaci. peaks in dC/dY. to move to less negative voltage V. as H

Mace C, was determined from self-consistent calculations9  increses, reaching zero gate voltage at H1. This behavior
for the ideal ca of zero temperature and no disorder. As is, in fact, observed for the depopulation peaks in Fig. 2.
shown in the plot of AC in Fig. I(b), each depopulation labeled as solid squares and solid circles. which move toI event causes a vertical step in AC due to a change in slope less negative gate voltage and disappear for moderate field
of the Fermi energy versus sheet density. Each step in 4C H < 2 T. The peak positions are plotted versus magnetic
corresponds to a delta function peak in the derivative pro- field H in the inset to Fig. 2. and are in excellent agreementS fi dC/dV, for experimental data these peb are broad- with a self-consistent Hartree calculation " of the field-
m ued by disorder and temperature. The profile AC shown dependent depopulation voltagms, shown as the solid ines.
in Fig. (b) is a fit obtained by varying the parameters n3D performed with no new adjustable parameterm The onlyS and zo to match the voltages of the two steps inA C with inputs to theory are n3o and z from the ft above at H=Q
the two peaks in the measured derivative profle dCidV, T, and the measured Hall sheet density nr In-plane mai-
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30 of the density profil a(z) in Fg 3 agrees with the mea-
sured Hail sheet deninty to within -6%.

In conclusion we have detected peaks in the derivative
profile dC/dV, for the pite-to-gas capactumnce: in a wide
paaboli well which can be unambiguously identified with
subhead depopulatiauli At zero magei field, a quantita-

tiefiwotheory aobtained for both the capacitance and
4derivative profiles which give parameter values mn agree-

applied to separate depopulation peaks from features due
5 to nonutdorities. Tk Adddependence o h eoua

________________ peaks is in excellent agreement with theoretical cluU300U 38MJ ~Aft . 45 441 40 latiat. using no new adjustable parameters as well as with
dcplh IA) in-plane, Mage-orap meusurcemenu For moderate

magnetic S~smthe quantum lmtteldectrondest
PI. 3. Clasksica charg density priaile iv(:) (soi lie an seae profile n(z) is found to be uniform to *20%6.
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Anoe dam of quantized mcuioductor structus in which new The eectrons themselves are introduced by dte technique of
and pueriwl uamminahl phmnoaicri are now being observed is doping: a donor unpunp y such as Si is used to dope eidte all the
provided by muarias with wid=r layers in which electrom have a third layes or just selective layers (the lattr tedmnique is called modu=a-
degre of freedom. These materia provide an approach to a thre- tcon doping (6)]. In the M"GaAs system dhe group IV Si atom is
dimenional electror gas for which new ordered stamtes of the electrons u=incoqxad subsiutnonall onto a group U! Ml or Ga sie
have been predicted and for which new behaviors t thde ar infrared donatng its extra valence electron ror conduction. When only the
and submillimeter wave spectral region may be investigated. Al,,Gat I ,A laven are modulation doped, the electrons fail into the

The majority of the structures discussed above have been fabn- neighboring potential wells anid are spanat separated fromn the
cared using HI/-V compound semiconductors. Thcse materials are parent ionized donor atoms in the barriers. As a consequence, the
compounds of elements from the third column (group Il) and scattering of the electrons by the donor atoma is drastically reduced.
elements from the fifth column (group V) of the periodic table. The benefits of this reduction are most strongly realized at liquid
Gallium arsenide (GaAs) and aluminum arsenide (AlAs) have been helium tenpcratures when die scattering from lattice vibraions is
the two most intensely studied [I-V compound semiconductors. In fro=en out, and the electr-os eno large mean free paths (the
this article we present the design concepts, growth, and properties average distance the electrons travel between collisions) in dte plane
of the new quantized structures in the III-V compound semicon- of die quantum well. Low-temperature dectron mobilities (electron
ductor system. drift velocity per unit of applied electric field) in e=cess of 10 million

cm2 V I s-1 have been reported in lie last 2 years (7). Such
mobilities and their attendant large mean free paths have enabled the

Two-Dimensional Electron discoveris of new phenomena attributed to electron-electron inter-
Systems-Background actions, such as the fractional quantum Hall effect (8) in high-puritylow-disorder systems, and have prompted an intense search for the

The fundamental design concept that enables quantized electron 2D Wigner crystal, the lattice which the electrons are predicted to
structures to function is the difference in electron affinity between freeze into in the limit of absolute zero temperature (T - 0 K) (9).
different materials. For example, a conduction electron has greater High-speed electronic devices such as the high electron mobility
affinity for GaAs than for AlAs. When introduced into a stack of transistor (HEMI) and the heterojunction bipolar transistor
layesm of GaAs and AlAs (called a heterostructure, as opposed to a (HB'I), and optical devices such as lasers, are some of the practical
homostruccure which consists of a single type of semiconductor), applications of bandgap-engineered 2D electron systems (10). 'he
the electron prefers to be in the GaAs layers, it being energetically
favorable to do so. An electron is thus confined in a square potential
well created by a layer of GaAs sandwiched between two layers of
AlAs (Fig. 1a).a

S The depth of the well can be varied over a range of about 500 meV, ioo A
for example by employing an alloy of AlAs and GaAs (AGa.-,s,
where x is the Al mole fraction) rather than jms pure AlA, for the
barrier layers.7The well-depth is proportional to dhe diffrenc betee
the bandgaps of the barrier and wed laye, and vares almost linearly GaAs
with x, for x ranging from 0 to 0.45. With wel-ontrold epirxl
growth tedmiques (5) like mola:eular bam (pEE) ad,
metal-orapnic chemical vapor deposition (MOCVD), it is now po lo A
sibie to grow layered ultrahigh punrv thin single-crystaflle films of A.,O-M
compound semiconductors, where the thicss of each layer can be
precdey controlled down to a single layer of atoms (approsimately a
few angtroms thick). This control over the well depth and the well b 100 A
thickress enables one to engine the microscopic operating environ-
ment for electmm ian quantum sucturm .

As explained in basic quantum mechanics texbooks, the allowed
energy states of an electron are discrete or quantized. The energy of
an electron confined in a potential well that is formed by a layer of
GaAs sandwiched between two layers of A&,Gal-,As is similarly
quantized (Fig. la). The diffrence in energy between two quan-
tized levels becomes large when the width of this potential well is
reduced. This difference becomes of practical use in GaAs/AIM iooo A
hereostru-urcs when the width of the GaMs layer is reduced to less
than a few hundred angstroms. It is important to bear in mind,
though, that the potential well produced in the manner decbed
above confines the electron only in one direction, namely the growth
direction. The electron is essentially free in the plane of the substrate
(the wafer, usua 1v GaAs, on which the GaAs/AlAs thin film stack is
grown). Hence the name: the two-dimensional electron gas or
2DEG. The dectrons in this gas are distmibuted in a set of energy R9. 1. Sdammic skath of layemd quamsied sancarum and to conine
subbands, in which the bottom (the lowest energy state) of each Ler aind fibrcand fro, m st o isely depoId thin fils of GaAs

and ALA& (a) Quasniuns well that don tms io two dimensions. (b)bbtand is determined by the amp/quan~adt ia the growth Qum=m wire dut corines eectrion to one dimensioo= (C) Wide specially
* diretion; the higher e gy values within each subband arm frtom shaped qumrum wls that can be used to madv efcts of weakening

the kinetic energy of the electron in the substrua plane. confinemerm in the vertlcal directon."
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hi cm m mobilty m•in from mouato doping. mid the and with srfic damage M .& • 1ceeg quanmatoc J

ucmeta fasn lectroto tanspor bm v sourc and drain of a attibutabl to dust lateral sun amt not large compared to thvmW

o the lat switching speed and high- energies at room temperature. Therefore these techniques ar
feequncv operation of the HEMT (11). The emitter gain of a n-p-n prmentiy capable of producing ID sa•uctuiecdat will operate
HBT is increased by using a larger bmndgap material fort die emuiter cryogenic tempecratures.
than for dhe base, which enihances electront flow from couiter to A recent approach, in which coniventional cpsuaxy is used to form
base, while at the same time inhibiting tde bsckflow of holes from ID smicumrs, involves cleaving a conventional 2D quanturw
bse to eritter (12). Heterostructure lase employ largr bandgap structure to fotm an edge that is perpendicular to die original lay
materials in the p and n regions of a p-i-n diode, which serve to (Fig. 2b). This cross-sectional edge is dten used as a new surfa to
provide not only electrical confinement of electrons and holes in the grow a second confinement layer (18). This techniqKu is exclonf
lower bandgap i (intrinsic or undoped) region into which they arm because of its potential for producing small-scale ID structures I
electrically or optically pumped, but also optical confinement of the study, but structures that cxlibit ID properties have yet to
lasing mode resulting from radiative recombination of the injected reported. Before commercial device application becomes feasible,
electrons and holes (13). the challenges related to the very small active ares on the Cdge ofhi

cleave and the number of procedures it takes to make the saurr1
must be overcome.

Approaches to One-Dimensional Structures One-dimensioal structures can also be formed by epiraxiallv
depositing atom on preparterned substrates (Fig. 2c) (19). Th4

Fundamental new features are expected when electrons are further substrates are typically etched by conventional wet chemical methl
confined into quantum wires, so that their only degree of free ods so that they have an array of V-shaped grooves that are typically
motion is along the wire (Fig. 1b). The effects of scattering on about 5000 A wide and deep. When a thin layer of GaAs
electron motion are greatly changed in this case. In two and three deposited on this surface, the atoms preferentially migrate to th 1

dimensions, most of the scattering of electrons occurs by small bottom of the grooves, forming a narrow crescent shaped quantum
deflections, or small-angle scattering. In quantum wires, however, well, on top of which is grown an AIGaAs barrier layer. Lateral
this scattering is strongly reduced, and 180 direction reversals motion of atoms on the growth surface is thus used for wire
become the only energy-conserving collsions that are allowed (14). formation. This leads to a structure with an effective lateral confine-I
Recently, it was found that electrical conductance in ballistic wires, ment of somewhat less than 1000 A in width. Users have been
which are wires shorter than the electron mean free path so that made from this type of structure, but because of the relatively large
electrons move in ballistic trajectories, become quantized in integral lateral size, performance enhancement due to the additional confine-U
units of e2 /h (4). Energy quantzation effects become even more ment has been small.
dominant than in two dimensions, with the increased energy A fundamenmally different fabrication method that also relics on
separation between the electron states and the redistribution in the motion of atomson dte growth surface, but has the potential to.
energy of these states from the constant distribution for 2D into make smaller quantum wire structures (periods of less than 80 AU
peaks for ID. Because of this, semiconductor lasers in ideal quantum have been obtained), makes use of atomic steps on a crystal surface
wires should operate at lower bias currents and their performance (Fig. 2d) (20). The atomic steps allow some control over the lateral
should be sustainable to higher temperatures (15). placement of the atoms deposited on the crystal surface, and then

Technologically useful quarnu wire will require lateral dimcn- fbomation of 1D structures without having to resort to intermediate
siom less than about 100 A so that die energy separation between processing steps or patterned substrates. For tem reasons, our
die quantized states (E, - n2 h2/8uwL 2 for electrons of effective mass effort at UCSB in die growth of quantum wires has focused on this
m" in square wells of width L) will be greater dtan room tempera-
ture thermal energies, which will allow appreciable de&-ce currents
to be carried. Unfortunately, precision fabrication of 100 A scale a I F '
quantum wires is proving to be a diffic• l mchnol,•al challenge. llllllllll "-
Several methods are currenly being pursued to fa•bicat quantum 3OOAJ
wire; all these methods wse the more coniventional epraxcial tech-
niques mentioned earlier in at least some capacity (Fig. 2). 4

Probably the most obvious and the most common method b -a w
conventional 2D quantum well structures by electron- or ion-beam amm fVaM' m&&be-

writing techniques (Fig. 2a); typical processing procedures may ing deveoped to bnaieCtY
includc dmaging or removing undesired regions of the quantum cim wie sA
well, or patterning evaporated meatl gates on its surface to electri- ( m m disior nor to

cay depleem certain regions. hese techiniqucs have the advantage of scale). (2) thsurfic o'a covntoa 2D
being very flexible with respect to the patterned features. With the quar we I
use of high electron mobility 2D structures as substrate material, ion beam or dlaron beam. C I
these stuctures have probed the wavelike nature of electrons in the (b) Claved a* ower-

ballitc electron transport regime. Examples of new phenomena gtowtk w a ID
structine by growth an the

discovered by this work iniclude the quantized conductance: of lmved e*g of a =Wvn-be]5 wires (4) as mentioed above, clectot optics in sanicon- wri~ygown2Dcltixic
duco (16), and varied magnetic phase interfac (1). Unfor- weL (C) Omrowti of
tmnasey, although features as small as is A have been produced in ptept=od -va

other matcrials, the effective resolution of dfise techniques in seumeri d (V SLOo d
a Wias! stparbic (L d

semiconductors is at best about 300 A because of difficulties by gSowith on atomilly-
involved with transferring patterns to the semiconductor materials stepped sutrawW.
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U
mehnique Like the mthosdescribed above, this technique shows process, exactly one monolaver of material is deposited, the step edges
p Promie for ulanattly producing high-quality ID structures, but it retunn to their origial locatom. The result is a lateral structure that
too is u zamn teology. has a ver, short lateral perod and that is one monolayr thick (-3 A).

The serncondacton oan which epitaxial layers are grown are To produce a thicker structure, this process is snplvy repemted as many
crystaks composed of periodic. closely spahed atomic planes. Nor- times as necmssa, stacking regions of like-compounds on top of eachI maly, growth peiformed on a surface that is cut parallel to one of other, creung a lateral superlatace (LSL) (Fig. 3c). This smucture can
the primary crysallographic planes (Fig. 3a), but if the orientaon be used to confine electrons lateral to the growth surface '.--d can be
of the cut a ismead slightly away from such a plane, the surface will used in combination with conventional layer growt techniques to
intesect the primary atomic planes at regular intervals, rcsultzrg in produce iD sructur. A common name for these LSLs is tiltdI a periodically stepped surface (Fig. 3b). The period, or width, of the superatices, because if a toal of slightly more or less than one
steps depends on the angle the surface is misonented away from the monolayer is deposited each cycle, the step edges will not return to
primary plane; for example, a surface icted 2 from the GaAs (100) their original locations. This causes the regions of like compounds toI plane has steps with an average spacing of about 80 A. These steps sack slightly displaced fiom the previous layer deposited, and thereby
can then be used to create lateral structures with the same period, as results in tilted stacks of compounds (Fig. 30 (21). Latral superlat.
discussed below. Under the correct growth conditions (such as ices have been successfully grown in both the AlAs/GaAs material
substrate temperature and source fluxes), the deposited atoms can be system (21, 22), and the similar ASb/GaSb material svstxzt (23). TheI made to position themselves at the step edges, where more atomic change of the LSL tilt with deposition amount per cycle can be
bonds are available per bonding site than on the step terraces. This directly seen and measured by cross-sectional ansmission electron
results in a stronger bond between the deposited atoms and the microscopy (TEM) (Fig. 4). With present deposition systems it is
substrate. If all the deposited atoms have enough thermal energy to diffcult to control the deposited amounts to better than about 1 toE migrat to a step cdge and adhere there before bonding somewhere 2%, which can lead to tlit uncertainties as great as 30*. This lack of
on the trrece, growth occurs by the- propagation of the step edges, control over LSL tilt is undesirable because it leads to uncertainties in
a process known as step-flow gioh. The thermal energy for atom the confinement widths of the LSLs and hence in the quantizedI surfh:e migration is provided by the sub-trat, which, in the case of electron energy levels. It should be possible to design the next
GaAs growth, is typically heated in aboir 600C throughout the generation of MBE equipment to have improved control over dxpo-
growth. HFigher suost-ate temperatmres provide more thermal ener- sition quantities, but until this capability is available, we will have to
gy, resulting in larger atom surface migration kngms, and therefore rely on clever smtctural designs to consistently grow untilted, orN a bewer chance for step-flow growth to occur . vcrt ical, LSLs.

Stepflow growth is important because it allows atoms to be placed One way to guarantee a confinement region that will contain a
on a surface in in ordered manner. To use it to form structures with vertical LSL is to grow what is known as a serpentine superlartice
very small lateral dimensions, enough material of one compound (such (SSL) (24), which is a LSL whose deposition amounts, and
as GaAs) is deposited to cover a fraction of each of the step terraces therefore whose tilt, is varied continuously from the bottom of the
(that is, deposit a fraction of a monolay•er) (Fig. 3c), and dtn enough structure to the top. If, for example, the deposition amount per cycle
maer of a second compound (such as AlAs) is deposited to cover is raised from 0.95 to 1.05 through the SSL growth, then the SSLI the remaining arm of the terraces (Fig. 3d). Because growth is by tit will vary continuously between about + 70" and - 70". The SSL
step-flow, the first compound will cover the back portion of the thereby contains a region in which the deposition per cycle is one
terraces, whil the second will cover the front portion; if, during this monolayer and the barrier regions an vertical. In this way small

uncertainties in the deposition rate will affect the beginning and final
tils, but an initermediate vertical region is guaranteed. Because the
wells in the vertical region are wider than those in the tilted regions,

GaSb.,-

E g (a) Nomumay Iltoaalsrae which is cut parallel to a primary4
crystal plane (inily (100)], and is used for the aii o pmx a 2 off-axis 100)GaAs sustrateaia

m yia . atnJ an anl II foam, a rs•r plane. (€) Th first ste in formn a-• - Thredng

LL deoiion of enough material of a compound to ove a fracion of se A (average te width) diocationIoh fs am*= Becum o bonds there, deposited amms prefer 8
adh ee dt e =e edges, cmasing these edges to propWagt acos the step Rg. 4. Cross-secooial transmission electron micrograph of four ALSbii.ab
PM 1P (e) The secand OWp un foaing a LSL: depositi of asond l ansal superlaices, formed by depoiting nominally 0.4 monolayers ofALSb

mconmpoiud to r the o p of the step tmaut. If the toal followed by 0.6 monolaven of GaSb in eada of 40 depition cycles per LSL
unmunaou• tw camposmu deposited saums to aacdv one monolasy, then The LSLs eparated by layers of GaSh, and they diferin die amount they
d step edge ws re to u rnw origina locations. (e) Formation ofa dicker a titeed, which is caused by each LSL having a different sum of AISb and
LSL by repema die seps in () and (d). (1) Formmaion of a tiled LSL by GaSb depoioted each cycle. The sums for the lavers a:, from top to bottom,I ; poi g a smoifed-n a molar. of material each deposito cycle. 1.00, 1.01, 1.03, 1.05.
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lateraily across the: sample. the,, ciecum conficmaeneres and e amount of urnn b the 1D s

also vanes. The other is die intcerixing that occurs betweesn
compounds of the LSL Intermixing result in a reduction oft
energy barner heights between the ID structures. The resulting,
spread in electron energ•es in the strcture also reduces thM
usefiialess in many applicatiom, for example 'single wavelengrs
lasers with narrow wavelength distributions.

The most common technique for determining LSL uniformriy is
cross-sectonal TEM, which gives a side view of the LSL (Fig. 4).
view provides direct in•ormiaon on de widths of the terraces, tk
LSL tit orienation, and compound intermixing. To get an idea of the
uniformity in the growth plane, however, we need a top view of dhL
LSL This can be acquired by using planview TEM through a thinn4
sample. The image obtained is accurate only if the LSL is veracal5
oriented which. unixtuntacelv, is often not the case. An alternative
method tor viewing the LSL smacture from the top uses atomic t6r0
microscopy (AFM) to detect Ga-As ridges that are left behind on
surface LSL alter the AlAs regions have been chemically etched awa,
(28). AFM can produce a perspective view of these ridges (Fig. 7).
This method can be extended to image large surface areas of the LSLU
thereby determining their degree of nonuniformity.

Fig. 5. Top section: schematic diagram of a serpentine superlarice (SSL), Ideally, we would like to grow LSLs on sufaces with straight
where the dark regions arc AlAs barriers and the light regions are GaAs wells. uniformly spaced step edges. To prepare the stepped substrates, wafers
Bottom three sections: the calculated three lowest energy electron wavefiinc- are first cut from a crystal ingot so that they have the desired surfaci
tions for the SSL shown, with the ground state in top, followed by increasing orientation, and are then mechanically and chemnically polished rc
eanrgy states. Brightest regions indicate maximum electron densit, dark remove as much of the surface roughness as possible, be-lusc surface
regions dcnote zero electron density. The ground state has a density reove th sura on u ghness aspoib le, because surfac
maximumroughness results in a nonuniform distribution of step terrace widths
states are less well confined. This surface roughness can be investigated with reflection high-cnergl

electron diffraction (RHEED). R-HEED is an important MBE too•
which, among other things, can be used to monitor the evolution of

electrons will have lower confinement energies and be more concen- the terrace widths while growth is taking place. It consis= of analyzingm
tred there, resulting in a well-controlled ID structure. Calculations high-energy ectrons (-10 keV) that have been reflcted from them
of the three lowest energy electron wavefunctions in such a structure sample surface at a low incident angle, typically I to 2 degrees from the
indicate that the ground-state wavefincton has density peaks at the surfacie plane (29). In this geometry the electrons are sensitive to the
center of the structure, showing the ID nature of the electrons (Fig. arrangement of essentially the top layer or two of atoms. When theE
5). Successive wavefunctions, which have increasingly higher elec- beam is directed down the surface steps, the periodic steps result in a
tron enegics, are less well confined, series of diffracted electron beams, and from their spacing and shape

While TEM images give visual evidence of the successful forma- we can deduce the step periodicity and terrace width uniformity,
ton of LSLs, there am also a number of electrical and optical respectively (30, 31). When the electron beam is directed parallel to|
experiments that have supplied information on the nature of the the step edges, REE is also used to detemine the growth
lateral electron confinement the LSLs provide. For example, one conditions necessarv for step-flow, which is a valuable tool when
monolayer thick LSLs imbedded in AlGaAsiGaAs 2D structures growing LSLs (30, 32), because in this geometry the shape of the•
have resulted in devices that exhibit electron mobility anisotropies diffiraced beam measures the smoothness of the step terraces, rather
where the electrons arm more free to move in the direction parallel to than the step periodicity. MBE and especially MOCVD can quickly
dhe LSLs (25). AIGaAs/GaAs HEMT structures with LSLs at the
conducting interface (Fig. 6) (so-called washboard transistors) have
also been demonstrated (26). These transistors exhibit a new kind of gate drai
transistor action owing to a switchable interference between the
conduction electrons and the LSL (26). Photoluminescence from
LSL structures show polarization dependencies and encrgy-evel U
shifts that are due to the lateral redistribution of electrons by the
LSLs (27). These experiments were performed with simple LSL
structures; in the future, when perfected, the LSL technique will
allow for a wide range of possible structural geometries. mAlthough the above experiments suggest that LSLs are indeed - Aft
modifying the electron distribution lateral to the growth plane, they
have also shown that complete lateral confinement is nor occurring;
that is, electrons to a significant degree are able to move between
difderent columns of the LSLs, and the structure e therefore not m-s t subra
truly 1D. The causes of this have been attributed to two ways in -which the LSL structure deviate from ideal behavior, both of which Flu 8. Cross section of an AlGaAs#GaAs HEMT dediic with a LSL ira-

bmersed in the 2DEG at the condu=ng infzrfi= (so-called washboard transis-are related to their growth. One is the nonuniformity of the stepped tor). By tuning the electron density with the gate, switchig due to intertimence
surface, which causes the confinement regions to vary in width betweýn the conduction ewccrons and the LSL can be achieved (26).
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S smooth the individua terraces, but the unequal temace widths that segeain For drstic improvements in LSL segregaton it may be
eultr fiom the notfat surface heal more slowly, especially for neary to rtort to noconventonal growth techniques, such as

S long-range roughness variatom. Exementally, a 3000 A buffer uing a noathamal energy source (such as light or particle beams),
laye grown on top of an as-polished substrate can reduce the standard which would allow us to selectively excite migrang atoms, but not
deviation of the term width fluctuations (which we assune are atm aleady in their desired positio.
roughly Gaussian distributed) from on the order of several terrace Although fanther advances in epitaxial technAogy should allow
widths to about half a terrace width, as measured by cross-sectional for improved growth of LSL strvcturcs, perfect segregation of LSL
TEM and in situ RHEED (30). Unfortunatrly, this remains a components may not be necessary for many applications. In any
significant nonuniformity. event, growth of LSL structures is revealing a great deal aboutI A topic of current research and possibly the most senous obstacle atomic motion and growth on atomically stepped surfaces, and
in LSL development is the intermixing of the LSL's two constituent about the physics of low-dimensional structures.
compounds during growth. This intermixing raises the energy of
electrons in the wells, lowers the energy of the barriers, and

I effectivelv reduces the ID nature of the LSLs. The intermixing can
be caused by the thermal diffusion of the deposited atoms from their
desired positions. Unfortunately, the same hot substrate that is Advancement of the research on electron system has been predom-

* neccssar, for step-flow growth causes this thermal diffusion. Thus, inantly toward more confinemaent--from quantum well (2 degrees of
LSL growth involves a trade-off: at too low a substrate temperature freedom) to quantum wire (1 degree of freedom) to quantum box (0
the deposited atoms cannot all reach the step edges, while at higher degrees of feedomn). Surprisingly, no comparable effort has been
substrate temperatures there is increased intermixing. With present undertaken in the opposite direction, that is in the study of high-
growth techniques, there appears to be no position in the temper- quality three-dimensional (3D) systems (Fig. lc) in which the con-
ature window for GaAs/AlAs LSL growth that allows for completely duction electios have 3 degrees of fredom. Although there has been
segregated well and barrier regions. Current research of segregated eatnsivc research in the study of high electron density 3D systems
LSL growth is focused on lowering the temperature necessary for such as metals, our understanding of low-density 3D systems such as
atoms to reach the step edges. This can be attempted by optimizing semiconductor structures is rather poor. The are sevral i
conventional growth conditions such as the group IlI atom depo- but as yet unverified predictions for low-density 3D lectron systems.
sition rates and the ratio of the two compounds in the structure. It For instarce, in the limit of zero temperature and in sufficienty strongScan also be accomplished by a technique known as alternating-beam, magnetic fielks, a low-dcensity electron gas is predicted to undergo a
or migration-enhanced epitaxy (33). This method entails depositing
the group V atoms of a laver after the group III atoms; this results
in greater migration lengtis for the group III atoms as they haveS more tim to move around before combining with the group V Nw. + , a
atoms to form the final compound. This technique can be used for
one or both of the compounds of the LSL, and results in a reduction
of the minimum step-flow temperature (by about 20 to 30*C in
AlMs/GaAs LSLs) (34), and a better, though not perfect, LSL Wie+-

U C

Na

I+

Uwe*.oiron e

R .LSdam of different pomtial enegy wells for four different
___ __ __ __ _,_ and the electron diaribuions (shaded) within ac. The

bameavrdiag potential well are doped in order iospplyelecr muu
44o oA to die welL For a nrrow square well (a), die electroNs am concentrated at

the well con. For a wide square well (b), the e repel eac other and
Saccininuat at dte nto i Fa . To obtain an election gas with uniform

PIg.7.Aomicforce mi r Pimaof laalperlamce . GaAs density, tde well mm be graded parabolcally (C) to compste for this
rides are formed aftr the ALAs coltunns of an AIAs/GaAM surface LSL am e repun From Poisson's equation, elecrons introduced into a
clamicaily removed. This technique an be med to study LSL uniformity in paraboic well by doping the barrers (d) distribute dhenisehu uniformly at
the growth plane. a density given by the airvasre of the parabola.
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911111030 madimeicel 2omini of the dmndbtribunion in aI
parabolic well a T - 0 K show dw thi N~i~ is still wiafom

-I at- uvtr est sln sdr w moeeei ee
a a~o subheadc occupied (M5. In lict. di mreinsub anids dwa ame

' I ~~~subuicad is occuied dhe 3D deniry of the Peo diur-mmao

"" %x I ioncess with uwarmaing number of eictrons in the weas for a1 ,b 'd 2 DEG Asso n astheseodsubbaiisoccuDpinri3Di~~i am pinedmatthegududaly odensityI
-1010os -I= a I0NG electrons into die wedl only makes the elet=o layr thicker (Fig. 9),

W~ss (Alwhile retaining a constant 3D density. A few ripples ame observed in
PI& Ekmm istibuton h*)andeffxthve potmenil energ (righ) dhe disribution due to the finite nmnber, of subbands occupied.7b

verusditane s ot uibaof electrons in die paraofic we49 is inoued nsumber of elctroNs- in these wells can be contsrolled with a surface
Cuma emost tee whe onl one suLiuru mocaipied; curv gateas in a field-efcib-transistor-, the electron gas can therefore be

dwp dnsit damution. onthe eft a Noesere fro a nt di he ght tune to hav on, tw, three, or more subbands occupied. and ins

m~v C.1f ukmo h die rbuo a~neoa d properties can be studied in die tranimuomi regime ftrom 2D (one
ium n the numbe oflectrons Note also die fattening, on die right of occupied subbxand) towards 3D (more than one occupied subband).

dhe parabolic well over the region of occupation of de deletons. This This concept is general and can be used to realize carrir profilesU
blateened portion invceases firom curve a through am"v c with uacreasing of dift= dq by inmducing electrons int potential wellsU
thiclune at die elecm-on distribudon. whs second deriatvesarc proportional to dhe desiredcrie

dcensity distrbutions, according to Poisson's equanon. Classically, in
tansition to a spin-density wave state (35), where the electron- the limit of zero temperature the electron density tracks die curva-
electron interaction causes spin ordering in the ground (lowest mmr of the well exactly; quantum mechanically, die density follows
energ) state producing highly anisotropic electrical properties. the curvature fairly dosely once more than one subbundl is occupied.
In still stronger magnetic fields or at lower electron densities, the As stated in the introduction, die bandpgp of ALGaj1 ,As V2-
eletron gsm is predicted to form a 3D Wigner crystal. One would linearly with Al mole fraction x, over a certain range: of x. A
epct= a uniformly doped semiconductor (such as GaAs doped parabolic potential well in dhe conduction band for electrons can
with Si) tw be a sufficient candidate for this study. But the therefore be realized by synthsizing a graded ALJGaI..M lo
semiconductor electron gas floats in a sea of fixed discrete with a parabolic mole-fraction profile. Computcr-controlled MBE
background charges (of the donor ions). Electron scatteing from can be used to grow a graded alloy of AIGaj -As with preciselyU
the donor atomns inhibits observation of many e ffectexpected for controlled Al mole fracton variaton (39). This variaion can itself
an ideal three-dimensional electron gas (3DEG). be achieved in two ways: by puking die Ml bearn, or by varying die

Ones might e-pect to obtain thick electron layers of high mobility by AL flux by controlled variation of the Al ovm uqatuernre, in die
,uinnsodlation-doped wide square wells in which die dopuma atoms presence of constant Ga and As &=uxe impinging on a GaAs

lie cxclusiwdy outside the conducting well channel. However, the
chre deletrons- will repel each other and form two onarow elateron
laer ne die walls (die GaA;/AGa1 _.As inweflies) of the well 4MO. -,
(Fig. Sb). Compermaion for the elecnsxestac repulsion between the

dciNs Pu be made to mazes a spotially unifom 3DF.G density. _
In 1987, it was suggested that a parabolic grading of dhe I

conduction band edge along the growth direction of the Ga"s
AI.Gaj -As heterostruactue (Fig Sc) would provide a sanucture for
a thinko elerclao gaslayer (36). A pabolic potentialis equivalent 0j o*4
toa oa charge, according to Poisson's equation V20 _ _p/8'01a,

relating electrostatic potential 0 o charge p in a material with
dil6 ti constant e. Elections introduced into a parabolic potential Si doe pre-q"

-md w rtdithidnking that the potentia is produced by3
second derivative (curvature) of the parabola. In an attempt to j-4
neutralize this fictitiou charge and mimnimze the einegy of the UMO
systmri die electrons distribute themselves at the same density as this
background positive charge. Tis uniform electron densityv.in turn Iik_ T 00

produces a parabolic electrostatic potential that is equal and oppo- 0oh'
siteto heoriginal parabola. Tenet electrostatc poteintal that a -s
indiviWduleectron sees is the sum of the two and consists of the
original parabola with a wide flat b Pon-thode flattenied portin ftg 10. Realizaton of a parabolic potential well by synthesis of a graded

bein the region where the electrons are sitting (Fig. Sd). This is alloy of AIGa...,As wihpaaeiyvarying (with distance) Al mole
fractio x.Cmairanold letuiar beam epiauxy (MBE) is usued to -

what one5 c classically (37).ak either a digitl alloy (top) or an analog alloy (be, ) The digital U
Quainas mechanical cowrections are expected to be important at ally as a superbao aimamig in die abo t.~ of GaAs and

klow I ap-tnr where the separation between the queaintzd AI yaAs, with a 2o A period;- die pulse duration of te AiSJGIL,A is
eoers e or =*dban&dam l ta the~ thra vareM aaoiiys htdeaa Al mole frsction vens distance is

enrg parabolic (top). 16=he i Al owe as varied coainuomy in(0T). Owing wtohde 6Wrg well Width (typically 1000 A) these the presence ofanarts and As flues toobtain die -rde analog ally
sobbasds wre separated by roughly I meV, and are larger than the (I F , . The barriers are doped with Si to supyelectrons to dhe well.
thhmfal energy only forT < 10 IL Despite this energyqaizton The width L of die well is usually between IM0 and 6000 k.
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4p. 11. ihiawan oil a l op PWas Win magei fieldl) of the eletran dia, ste number of elcnsN inI ~ r ma ~die parabolic well is varied by editer technique, show chat die
am on ina paabolic Paraoli welflsa .ai osat3Ddniy tmzr hcns

density -6 x lossJ That the elections are distributed uniformly in dhe parabolic well
cm &) and for bolk h0s been m-an dreed ty wsing capacitancevoltag profilinog tech-
C GAs unulauuy drodnques, wherein die electron density versus depth profile is extracted

" MW sepataaration of the aIIonmt from a measurement of the capacitance between a surface metal game
doM - asmin the bar- and die electron gas (which forms dhe other plt of die parallel-

* trim from the demetons 10p ' Plate capacitor), at dtiferent gace-to-gas voltage biase. This simple
i n the well reduces scat- 1 10 100 measurement has been used to optimize MBE growth conditions to

ofteeeto TOmOArM PIQ obtain more uniform and symmetric 3DEGs in parabolic wells (45).

in & uibkwell wbe overtwo ordersof nmiltude higher than for These results suggest diat the electro gas in awide parabolic wellI xbulk GaAs at low temperatiure. The collison ofZlImo_ wait tie rough as a promising candidate for die study of -e& -cts predicted for a
walk confining the gas may be the scattering edunanmadt diarhm dhe 3DEG and of effects in dhe transitional regime from two to
ua-Oane mobility. the-dmnionality. Experimnents in this direction are under way

- ~by several research groups: for instance, there has been a study of die
substrate (Fig. 10). The former is called a digital alloy, dhe latte an evolution of the fractional quantum Hall effec as the electron layer
analog alloy. Parabolic wells have been grown by both techniques becomes thicke (42).
and show similar electrical and optical properties. The parabolic wells also show striking optical e ffects . One inter-IThe digital alloy is essentially a superiattice (a periodic extension esting disccovery occurred in the optical absorption of dhe electron
of a unit cell that consist of two or more different materials) with a plasma in the parabolic well (46). T7he plasma frequency of dhe
period of typically 20 A, each period consists of two lavers: GaAs 3DEG is calculated to be equal to the harmonic-oscillator spacing of
and AIGal -,s where y is the maximum Al mole fraction in the die empty parabola. This frequency is in die far-infrared (FIR),I structure, usually the value in the barriers. The pulse duration of the typically 50 cm-' (200-pam wavelength) for a density of 2 x 1016
A!4Gai..-,As is varied parabolically by computer control. The 20 A cm-3. It was discovered that, irrespective of the number of electrons
superlartice period is sufficiently small to permit tunneling of in the well, the electron gas always absorbs at this bar harmonic.Ielectrons between die livens so that die electroni sees an cdective
average Al mole fraction that varies parabolically with distance (Fig.
10). The parabolic composition profile can be calibrated by Al flux Piasa= fvsqumwc
measurement where an ion flux gauge i swed in plac of the 552p A wiepaatwIsubstrat (40). The Al mole friaction can be controlled to within 5%
of its nominalvau and the curvature to within 10% by computer -- So
control of the Al oven shatter (for the digital alloy) or the Al oven I -4.W - -
temperarture (for the analog alloy). 45

laym on etesieof theparaboli well with donors such assilicon.tV
As in the cawe of the 2DEG described earlier, the spactial seaain j40 {I of the elecrons from the ionized donors results in a moiiyfor

mo.o in the substate plane up to two orders of magnitude higher,35
attemperatur T < 100 K, than would be obtained in a uniformly-

doped semiconiductor with the same 3D density of elctop (Pig.I 11). Mobilities in excess Of 00,OO cm 2 V-'s3'(and as high asL ' ' ' ' ' '

MOW00 cn' V-' s-' for a 3DEG with density -1016 cm-3) have .0 0. -a -. 4 02 00

been obtained in avariety of 3DEGs with densities ranging from as 3 naVIlow as 4 x 1016 crui' Up to 1017 CM-3 (41, 42). Although this
mobility is much higher than for uniformly doped materials, it is still i
substantially lower than the best mobilities in 2DEGs.

Low-tnasitamre tansport umeancrn ts in a mgneic field show
oscillations in the rismc of the gas and the well-knwn quantum SW

Hail effec (43). A Fourier analyuis of die oscillations reveals mukiple I11
frequencies which are related to die occupation of eler-onsm in 0

individu'al quantized subbands. Thi analysi reveals die Fermi energyI ofdthe electron gas in the parabolic well to be fairly comn ra as the I I I I I I I I

nmnber of electrons is changed and is therefore a sintr of th -1.0 '--OJ '-0.6 -0.4 '-0.2 0.0
thiee-diniensionailiry of the gas (in the 3D limit the Fermi energy' a IVOIWP(V

for~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~Pg a1nfr2.dest) h naisy&tecnrisu f Rcionance energy of absorption of die dhire-dimensionaldeo
- ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~~~vru cosatfr niom3 est).Teaayi ied h ca vnfrmW (top) shows absorption at die alpty-well harmonic-

* wel as die number of electron in each subbaid, which agree with ioatlltor fiequency irepcieof dhe number of demoPns m n dhe wdi
- calculations to within 109k an g - i I - that is rather remarkable (changed by die gate wimp). Thisis a apropetty uizque to a ideal harmonic

Sima the fact that a wel depth is die only paramete assumed. This osciflaur and as a cneun of die arbicpowmal mrid dhe cranslational
VVC us sMe, indication of how accurately we can mahe a potenta ivrianeo di cicrne amkncacdon. flbe, botto -. M shows how

wd tody Thenumbe of dctron in aparablic wd in he V I P o elhanged nbdiediel sgdteedvoltha pe vok e insetstI wl sdey Th nuberof lecron ina prablicwel aa given depict how die itm n die numnber of demtons withi mos positve pat
sample can be increased or demrased by iilluinatmion of the saplio n is acomnuodated by=' an -incesn die hiciinn of die deongsat

bme ala amioepgte eletrode.Analysis of the reitneosiflations cannn 3D density.
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oscillar frequency, as shown in Fig. 12 (47). oftheel g psin the well and thereby m the megy speman J
Recall dhau a single electron in a parabolic well partially filled with the 1 m dais changing the wavelength of box at which thdse
r , is-a sees a parabola with a flat borow, the flattened region elcuni; have reomnt absorption

being proporional to the number of Pectronsa in dhe well. Conisc Performance limits for ini such electron devices as well as 4
qumdy, dt enacrg spectrum of dii individual electron is not the chances of obsea • - t in'racon ffetr a- e en-
equally spaced one of a harmonic oscillator, but diat of a flatened haaced to a la6 exent by the dectron -nobility. It appears that die
oscillawr that is actually very doe to a square-well spectrum. As the fE r that limits the eectron mobility ui dhe parabolic wed .trc•
number of electrons is increased, the width of this approximate urus may be a new type of scatt mechanism known as hc
square well increases propoctionately, with an attendant decrease in effect (53), related to a similar effect seen previously in din metal
the eegy spectrum spacing (for an infinitely deep square well, die films. Nonspecubar or diffus scattering of the electrons offthc rough*

nergy spectrum changes inversely with dhe square of the well confining walls of dhe thick electron gas may be the dominant3
width). One would expect this change to be reflected in the FIR scattering mechanism in these structures. Howevcr, this is a currenti
absorption of the 3DEG at different electron fillings. The observa- topic of rcseard.

oan that the gas always absorbs at one frequency suggests a more Background impurities and precise control of the mole-fraccion 3
fbmdamental eflrct. It has been shown theomecally (48) that this is profile of die graded AlGa I _,As are two important limitations to
indeed a property unique to the ideal harmonic oscillator or the growth of high-quality 3DEGs. Carbon atrms from residual
parabolic well. The translational invariance of the electron-electron gases in the vacuum system are the dominant ionized impurities in
interaction (the fact that this interaction depends only on the relative these MBE grown structures. Carbon is a shallow acceptor in GaAs, !
distance between the two elections) coupled with the quadratic and is negatively charged in n-type material where the Fermi energy
form of the potential, when inserted in the Schrodinger equation, lies in die conduction band; these negatively charged acceptor ions
give the following general result: the motion of the center of mass of act as strong scattering centers for electrons. Calculated fis to the
the 3DEG can be decoupled from the motion of the individual mobilities for the best 3DEGs suggest carbon to be present in the 3
electron; as long as the wavelength is much larger than the thickness alloy at the level of 2 x 10"s cm-n ,a reasonable number for a clean
of the gas, the incident light simply grabs the entire cloud of MBE machine. It is ultimately this density, too, that limits how
electrons and oscillates it in unison. The maximum absorption is of dilute an electron gas can be achieved with this technique: a uniform 3
course at the plasma or harmonic-oscillator frequency. The individ- negative background charge of 101* to 1013 cn-3 ionized carbon
ual electron sees an approximate square potential well, but the acceptors will produce a parabolic potential of dhe opposite curva-
ensemble of electrons sees the original parabola; applying a linear ture to the design curvature, thus altering the desired parabola. The
ter to the parabolic potential with a gate bias does not change its curvature can be controlled t within 10% in these MBE-grown
second derivative and hence its plasma fiequency. graded alloys. Further improvements can be made with more pecise

This result is relevant to the case of quantum wires and boxes, computer control (faster dock), better oven temperature controllers
where the optical absorption shows a similar independence of the (analog alloy), and using electric shutters instead of pneumaic ores
number of electrons in the wire or box, a result which had puzz=d in front of tde ovens (digital alloy). 3
researchers for a while. We now know this to be a consequence of These limi ar sufficiendv broad that one can aces a wide range
the parabolic shape of the confining poential. Deviations from the of electron densities and distributiom and a broad span of infrared
parabolic potential, whether deliberate or unintentional, manifest energies with potential wells of controlled widdt an p These
themselves in the optical absorption spectra as additional structure wells and gases constmite good candidates for the study of elctrom -
and give clues to the modes of absorption of the individual electrnu interaooes in 3DEGs (and in the transitional regime frorn
electrons. Deviations from this generalized theorem for an ideal 2D to 3D), nonlinear optical behavior and chaos in de FIR, and for
parabolic potential are beirg investigated in a systemiaic way in tde devopment of novel detctors and other FIR optical devices.
potential wells of difEdrent shapes, by several groups.

Thanks to computer-controled M•E technology, pretty much
any textbook potential well can be made. The square well and the Summary and Conclusions
parabolc well are die first examples. One could think of these
potential wells as atorms, the shape and size of whose electrostatic The rapid progress in two-dimensional elctron strumtues is now
potential can be controlled over a fairly large range in both distance beg extended to semiconductor systems in which conduction elec-
and energy. By making these wells wide, one can access energy trons are constrained (at least partially) to fiee motion in one 3
spectra in the FIL Although we have so far discussed only wide dimension, or ae allowed, at least partially, free motion in dte third
symmetric (in the growth diremton) wells, asymmetric wells also dimensior. The process of formation of these sianzars is intmmately
provide a rich field of study. For example, asymmetric wells have connected to epirauial thin film crystal growth tedhiogy that enables
nonlinear optical responses. One group has recently observed sec- the motion of atoms on surfaces to be governed by surface asperities I
ond- and third-harmonic generation while subjecting electrons in a as small as atomic thickness islands and terma steps. What emerges
wide half-parabolic well to intense FIR radiation (49). This nonlin- from these studies is increased knowed of the atomic processes of
ear response is predicted to develop into chaotic behavior in crystal growth and new information on the dynamics and the inter-
stronger driving electromagnetic fields (50). actions of electrons under partial confinement in the quantum size 3

Several groups are working on the properties of an electron gas in regime. The technological promise that emerges frm these studies is
which the density is periodically modulated in the growth direction. the discovery of new roum to enhanced quantum-based eectronic
Such a gas is realized by growing a modulation-doped wide (-2000 and eleciro-optic devices and the discovery of new media for device I
A) parabolic well with a superimposed superlattice of shorter period structures in the submillimeter and fa~r infrared regimes-
(-200 A) in the weil the slow parabolic potential ensims the uniform
eco d ity, th s rt then mod this density by up to uIrEFcE.s AND NO!!S
100% (51). One technological application is a turable FIR detector 1. For a rmxw, smV. Nanawuiz. Sckpw 235, 1023 (1M).(52): in a specially shaped well, in which the local curvatu vancs wit 2 ram V. v.Todav ar7,iesO r __84).
depth, a surfice gate can be used to control the position of the center 3. For a cw, sm . L l-erm. S,. A,-s. 24 .52 (Apnl 19•6); aud 7w Qu•oamn
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A direct method to produce and measure compositional grading
In Ail Gal. As alloys

M. Sundwam, A. Wbxforth, R. S. Go", A. C. GoSard. and J. H. Engfis
DqwmentofElkcwdl Enqmmnw and Matenmls DeparmunL UnswratyofCafifbsa.
Santo 5aarbmw Cafarnia 93106

(Received 3 December 199, accepted 31 January 1991)

We present a method to calibrate the profile of Al mole fraction versus depth, deposited in growth
of graded Al. Ga, - .As alloys in a molecular-beam epitaxy machine. A computer is used to ether
ramp the Al oven temperature (analog alloy), or pulse the Al beam (digital alloy), with a
fractional monolayer depth resolution that permits averaged alloy profiles corresponding to a
range of different design profiles to be obtained. The profiles are measured in calibration runs by
using a fast picoammeter to track the ion-collector current of the beam flux monitor ion pui
(facing the ovens), and integrating the ion current with time. Parabolic quantum wells are grown
by either technique and the corresponding measured profiles are compared to each other and to
the design profile. The ability of the digital-alloy technique to obtain almost arbitrarily varying
graded-alloy profiles is illustrated.

1. INTRODUCTION and Al mole fraction x for x <0.45.' Controlled variation of
x results in a corresponding controlled variation of the alloy

Tailoring of the energy band gap in semiconductor hetero- band gap. The variation of x with depth in a thin film can
structures is a useful technique of controlling the electronic itself be achieved in two ways. The Al flux can be changed
and optical properties of carriers in devices made from these during growth in a controlled manner by controlling the

I materials. Examples are the single (multi) quantum well temperature of the Al oven in an MBE machine, in the pres-
p-i-n laser in which the intrinsic region consists of a square ence of constant Ga and As fluxes.' We refer to the alloy
well(s) with parabolically graded barriers (e.g., the obtained in this way as an analog alloy. One could alternate-

I GRINSCH laser),' and heterojunction bipolar transistors ly grow a superlattice with a constant period (sufficiently
(HBTs) with graded-gap base regions.- The scope of this small to permit tunneling of electrons between the layers),
technique is so wide that it is referred to generally as band each period being composed of two layers: GaAs and
gap engineering.' Modern epitaxial growth techniques such AlyGa -,-As, where y is greater than or equal to the maxi-
as molecular-beam epitaxy (MBE) lend themselves readily mum A] mole fraction in the graded alloy. The duty cycle of
to the growth of abrupt or smoothly graded the AlGa, - As is varied in a controlled manner so that the
GaAs/Al, Ga, -. As heterointerfaces.' average Al mole fraction follows the desired profile.'" In

I Recently, a series of structures have been devised in which other words, the Al beam is pulsed in controlled fashion by
modulation doping and a graded band gap have been com- controlling the Al oven shutter in an MBE machine. We
bined to obtain a high-mobility electron gas with a con- refer to the alloy obtained by the latter technique as a digital

I trolled static density distribution." In the structures which alloy.
were studied, electrons were introduced into wide parabolic The actual profile of Al mole fraction versus depth ob-
wells by remotely doping the barrier layers surrounding the tained is not easily measured directly. Its general shape is
well. The parabolic potential wells were themselves created sometimes deduced from optical or electrical measurements
by appropriately grading the mole fraction x of an on the resulting structures. " followed by a fitting of the data
AI,Ga , As alloy layer. The electrons were found to distri- to calculations for the designed energy bandgap profile.
bute themselves across the parabolic well with the density These techniques are indirect at best. Techniques like sec-
being governed by the curvature of the design parabola. in ondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS) have limited depth
the limit of absolute zero of temperature. These high-mobil- resolution, and are destructive besides.
ity uniform electron gases or three-dimensional electron gas In the present work we present a method to calibrate de-
(3DEGs) are the best experimental approximation to the posited Al mole fraction versus depth before growth with a
theoretical construct of jellium, and have exhibited a num- simple, reproducible technique having reasonably high reso-
ber of interesting properties in transport measurements." 7  lution and accuracy. The measurement is done in the MBE
Grading of the band gap allows a wide range of densities to machine itself in a calibration run immediately prior to sam-
be achieved. Modulation doping results in high carrier mo- pie growth. If the variation from one measured run to an-
bifities of these gases without low temperature carrier freeze- other is negligibly small, the measured profile can be reason-
out. ably assumed to be the actual profile grown.

I These and other graded structures are often realized in the The Al flux can be measured by a beam flux monitor that
GaAs/AI,Ga, ,As system, where there exists a nearly lin- consists of an ion gauge (Bayard-Alpert gauge in a Varian
ear relationship between the AlGa, As energy band gap GEN 1 MBE system). The beam flux monitor gauge that is
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mad for this purpAms can be miad to dim*y fa= d ovens.
Thcollector cumnt (usually in the raagpafA) ofthe ion O-o CIO" T.7n"
pug. is fed to a flat picoammeter. The varution ofAJ flux I mom
F,1 (t with tim u is th, efore mi und dirnctly. Innmuch - T._70m A'
mniatal growth occurs in the presence of a constant Ga fluX. ~
a constant collector current conrsponding to the Ga flux a1 "
FO. is assumed in the calculations, FO. is adjusted to be in
the same ratio to a particular FAM, say F, (t =0), as the T

ratio of the corresponding GaAs and AlAs growth rates, Man ;--....sLn
which are in turn determined by reflection-electron-diffrac-
tbon (RED) oscillations" immediately prior to the ion- 0.0 0. 0.4 0.8 0 .I
gauge measurement. Integrating the total flux row (" w)
F,.. (F,.,aas -FA, + F.) from time t - O until time t - T

r F 1. LBeam flux momtor (BFM) ioa pup memsured dluproies 0`
z F,,.., (Odr, (1) A pube im an MBE mwe solid proile foranme havin a7msnme

time, dotted proile for 70 ms Ana ume. The "open- command is Lssued to

gives us a measure of the thickness z of the graded alloy the pneumatic shutter at time: 0. and the -.ckae-cm., ndo t
Opemna and cloing delays of -$O ms and ramp-upaand run-dn IS

grown until time T. Integrating FA (t) and F,,, (t) over a of -20 ms in measured. The aspumed ideal flux prolle (dashed)is,
time interval A T centered at T, gives the Al mole fraction shown. Inst shows the d unite speed at which the shu.ttr slides acro the
X(z) as crucible mouth a the orlin of these delays. The semiperiodic interfe- e

S/{f r 1ar spikes in the solid trace occur whenever the picoammeter is used to me1g
x(z) = FI (t)dt [FM(t) + Fr.]dt .the t(2)ime ttns.

The variation of Al mole fraction x with depth z can there- I
fore be measured and compared with the design profile, response time is seen to dominate the rise and fall times of

The method is applicable to measuring the alloy grades of dashed profile. The shorter response time setting of 7 ms is
both analog and digital alloys. The Al frction in the alloy needed to resolve the speed of rise and fall of the actual p4i
may in pWaces be designed to be very small. In the digital file, as seen by the solid line. A nearly periodic backgrous
alloy technique this requires very rapid pulsing of the pneu- interference signal is seen in the solid profile due to the fast
matic shutter of the Al oven and thence of the Al beam. This rise time setting of the picoammeter. Note the opening aof
causes corresponding rapid changes in the collector current closing delays, and the finite times to ramp up the flux and
of the ion gauge. Hence the need for a fast picoammeter to ramp it down. The inset shows the origin of these delays. The
track the current. pneumatic shutter travels for a finite distanc on either s"

of the crucible mouth, giving rise to the open (T,,,,) I
close (7•) delays. Besides motion time. electronic dela

IL EXPE.RIMENT" AND DN and shutter backlash also contribute to the open and close
Memurements were made in a Varin Gen I1 MBE ma- delays. The travel across the face of the Al crucible itse

chine used for the growth of GaAAl, OGa_ -,,As epilayers. gives rise to the ramp-up and ramp-down times. Inasmuch --
Oven temperatures and shutter opening times are controlled all other times involved in the measurement: ion collection
by a -P-9000 Series 300 instrument controller having a time time in the gauge's electric field. picoammeter and A-D cot
resolution of lOms. The equation of the desired alloy profile verter delays, are smaller than the 10 mcs cock resolution on
versus; depth is used by the computer program to generate a the computer, the measured solid profile of Fig. I is believd"'
ramp of Al oven temperature with time (analog alloy), or a to reflect the true delays of the pneumatic shutter. The op.i-
sequence ofshuttering timesofthe Al oven pneumatic shut. (T,7L) and close (7Tk,,, ) delays are thus of the order of Sl
ter (digital alloy), with a resolution fine enough to produce a ms and both the mramping times ( T,,, .,p and T,. ). oP
smooth alloy gradient. lThe ion uge of the bea flux moni- the order of 20 ms. The true profile is approximated by a
tot faces theovens, and is situated at thesame location where trapezoidal profile with all these time constants incorporati
the substrate would be durine, actual growth. The collector ed (also shown in Fig. 1). The actual time that the Al ove4
current of the beam flux monitor is measured with a Keith- shutter is to be opened for a given thickness of ALAs to be
ley 480 picoammeter. The analogoutput ofthe picoameter grown in, say, a superlattice, is automatically computed 1n.
is fed back to the controller via a fast analog-digiSa convert- the program taking these delays into consideration. _
er. AA computations are then performed by the controller at There are three possible scenarios for a shutter opening
the end of the run. and closing sequence. Case I. outlined in Fig. 1, is where the

Figure I shows measured proiles of Al Ma F, (t) with shutter moves all the way across the face of the oven and!
time for a single p 0.5 s long (the command to open comes to rest at the other end of travel before receiving al
being issued at time t = 0, and the command to close being command to close. Case 2 is where the shutter uncovers the
issued at time ta0.5 s). The profils correspond to mea- crucible completely. but is asked to return before it can reach
surements of the same pulse. with two different rise time theendofitstravel. Case3 is where thesshutteronly partiallyl
settinp (7 and 70 ms,. respectively), corresponding to two uncovers the oven. before starting on its return path.
different sensitivity scales of the picoammeter. The 70 ms Cases 2 and 3 are illustrated in Fig. 2. The measured flux I
J. Via, Si Te•d•. S VOL 9, 160. 3, UWIJ W11"
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(reod) Al puss In both cases. the puls is so short that the shutter dons • • ''''''"•'

o Conteo to feet at the Od of its travel after uncovering t lh e It
ruecwua command to reverse direction and close the OvM" WefoOe 1each11g
theendofitsopen path (regimteD). The t00mspubseissoshonthatit mly
Partially uwrnoer the crucible (regime 3). The flux profile cfa loieprOL5 s
(dma t) (regime t) pulse is ahoshown for reference. The luam I 1 ro 1

have the sme time constants as in Fig. l and can be modeled as truncated 0 20 40 Wo 80 100 120 140 160 180 200
trapeS of the model in Fig. 1. rime (milliseconds)

profiles can reasonably be approximated by truncated trape- FRt. 3. fitter in time constants observable in Aux proiles ofeight commau-
atIvme and independent Al pulses of 0.5 s (3a) and 0.1 s (Ob) dumrions. The

zia with the same time onstants as measured for cast 1, and Ijfitter is - ±I m0 snsfor the longer pulse (regime 1). and :t 2D msr or the
are used to deduce Al oven shutter open times for the correct sharp pulses of the shutter operating to ga Z and 3.
integrated flux for extremely rapid Al pulses.

The three cases occur when the following relationships are
satisfied between the four shutter time constants, the AlAs this error. The nonzero minimum Al mole fration is also

growth rate R,,, and the ALAs layer thickness L... desirable in an analog alloy in order to keep the Al oven
i pgrown: temperature at levels where the growth rate vs oven tem-

:LAI +T. petur follows the behavior deduced from R.D oscilla-
c am:T > T,2 aT "P UP" t I- 2T,.o.. (3a) for higher oven temperapres.

AMA. 2 The growths of two parabolic wells, one analog and the

2 LA. + T,.,, d3) other digital, both 2000 A wide and with the Al mole frac-n " RA,. "2 tion going from 0.01 (%) at the centerofthe well to0.3

L (30%) at the well edges, was then run. and the correspond-
casw 3: L±±.'zT,,. (3c) ing ion-puge profiles are compared to the ideal design pro.

W 7RA. < file in the top half of Fig. 4. The deviations %x•,, from the

The mechanical inertia and free play of the pneumatic ideal profile are plotted in the bottom half, and are seen to beI shutter, and the 60 Hz phase difference with respec-t to the <0.02 in the case of the digital alloy and <0.03 for the
Urier puls is expected to cause a certain amount of time analog alloy. The maximum Al oven temperature in either
jier in the edies of the flux proflle. This jitter is estimated to case was one that gave an AlAs growth rate of0.32 jm/h. A
be of the order of AT, - ±l0 ms for csem I in g. 3(a), 1% minimum AI mole fraction at the well .enter ensured
where the Al oven shutter is opened for T= 0.5 s in eight that the shutters were operating in the case I regime even at
sequential and independent runs. The uncertainty in the the well center for the digital alloy, and the Al oven tempera-
thickhas of AWAs grown is therefore of the order ture changed through no more than 200 C for the analog

* -ATRm, (where, RA~u - growth rate of ALAs). Even alloy. The superlattice period was 20 ,. for the digital alloy;
f for agrowth rateofAlAs as high as I jm/b, this is negligibly for the analog alloy, the temperature of the Al oven was
smal (-0.03 ;). The jitter is expected to be more pro- changed at a variable rate, each time interval corresponding
nounced for cases 2 and 3, as the forward motion of the to the time required to grow 20 A of alloy material at the
shutter is arrsed and its direction of travel reversed This is particular Al oven temperature. The Al flux is measured
imsead seen to be the case in Fig. 3(b) where in eight bide- every 10 ms and integrated so that the average Al mole frac-I mdpent run fra afast Al pulse (cae 3), theshutter does not tion is plotted with the same resolution as the period, in this
urn. thecmciblemouthscmeofthetime.Theuncerain- ca 20 k The picommeter noise when integrated, has a
ty in the Al flux dep ted as 0.06 A in this case, for AA nonzero value and consequently produces a constant offbet
=- Ij puhL This aror in the Al mole fivation can be reduced in the measured graded profile. This otfet is small (usually

Sn by smlty grung to lower GaAs and AlAs growth rates. Hay- < 1% Al) and measurable in a simple run in which the Al
ing a naero Al mole fradon minimum in the alloy so that oven is not opened at all. This is then subtrmcted from the
am is always operating in the cse I regime can also reduce measured profile to obtain the corrected profile.
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c .. FIG. 5. (Sin zI/:.rype alloy grade spread ovar 2M0 Ak and with minim
and maximum Al mf s of 1% and 30%. inamured for both analogI

-00 hr is no necessity to have a nonzero mainimium Al mole
a SMlowIsm20M racionin the alloy, especially in the digital-alloy techn iqu gz (A GeowO Olrction -. )For usual AIMs growth rates, the Al mole fraction when Il

shutter is pulsed in the regiume of cases 2 and 3 above, is so
FIG. 4. Measured Al mole fraction (mA vs dqxh proffiW, mooa A90 wide smaill ftht deviations in the same are scarcely observablea
parabolic wiell with Al mf going train I % at the center to 30% at the edges. This can be seen in the digital-alloy ion gauge measured p4
grimn with both the -use Al buan (digtal alloy), and the variable Al files of Fig. 6, where the design alloy is a parabolic well 200)
owan teinnpantwe (analog alloy) methods. The mp proCS a lo hw A wide with Al mnole fraction going from 0% at the center to
for catupenisot. A constant background Ga.s growth rate of 075 Mm/h is 30%Y at the edges. Five sequential and independent rum~
insumed. Boattom, halfshows deviadam ofboth meoured ailo Wnd" -Mom mw bwaogwthteielpoie

viations from the design parabola ame Ias than &x,, - 0.03.

The shift ofteaalgpol ft the i.delprfl , o The largest portion of the deviation comes in fact, from th~
served is a result of the limitsoof cooling and heating rates Of AI rW11 ihrthnt~z
the Al charge. The Al charge is cole siiyb thernial from any shutter-timing-relazat uncertainties. The variation
conduction and radiation sand hus therefore a certain maxi fvrom run to run is also observed to be sudiciently small to
mum cooling rate Suffcient controllabiity, of the negative permit one to predict the actual Al mole fraction versus3
gradient of Al mole fraction vei ti issilpssbeee depth grown. fromn an ion-gauge profile measured in a dum-
with a high constant background GaAs growth rate of(0.75 mty run immnediately prior to actual growth, to within
jwm/h, as mnifested by the measured analog-Ally parabob AX' ± 0.01.3

To accentuate the differences, between the abilty of the -Z (a)
two alloy techiniques to follow a desired profile a (Sin z)/z-03

with maximum and minimumn Al mole fractions of 30%an02-Dj P

Note the considerably greater ability of the digital-alloy 00- W 10 71
technique to obtain the desired alloy profile. While the ana- 0.05i
logwalloy profile does satisf the required functional behav- ~ ~
ior, it has smaller amplitude and as broadened. One could in 0
princple grow the analog alloy infinitesimally slowly so I
that the Al oven temperature could be changed in a more 00 ~ 50lG 2o
controlle manner, but this has the disadvantages of both z (A) m i Ortuls'-)
-m growth time an~d possibly grater incorpoaution of FL6 lo rfisfv as'ad s dWalyes

backgound Impurities in the Vrowing aloy. It would ab b bolie wells, 2000 A wide and with Al ofruM" frMM 0% at well cente to
; m dti to comspensate for the time of oven rupoanwe in the 30% as wel e.. measured by as-pup , 11ho Variations tram ran to

Mlog alloy growth by modifications in the temperature rian are small enough that a measremet made pro to actual iample
prgai a in RefZL. 9.rowth can be taken to represen the actual gradml-Ally grown.
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For elctron gases in wide parabolic potential wells the the growth sequence and is < ±,0.12 A/s. translating to
design parameter of interest is the well curvature inasmuch ax,u, 4 ± 0.03 at our growth conditions.
as the carrier density profile is controlled by it. Curvature From the jitter in the proiles measured when the Al oven
versus depth profiles calculated from the digitai and analog shutter is pulsed in the three regimes in the digital-alloy tech-
alloy profiles measured in Fig. 4. are shown in Fig. 7 and nique, one can estiate the percentage error in the Al mole
compared to the constant design curvature. A part of the fraction at various points in a symmetric parabolic well
observed variation in curvature ( - ± 11% ) for the digital which has 0% Al in the well center. Two critical dimensions
alloy arises from the ± 10 ma jitter in the opening and clos- measured from the well center zc, andzc3 can be defined.
ing times of the shutter operating in regime 1. Should the Al z¢c, is the ± 6% error point ie.. the distance from the well
mole fraction go to zero at the well center, the larger uncer- center where the Al mole fraction can vary by as much as
tainty in the time constants of the shutter operating in re- ± 6% of the design value, and this occurs when the shutter
gimes 2 and 3 will cause larger (up to ± 100%) variations operation moves from regime 1 to 2; likewise zc23 is the
in the curvature. In such measurements a flat spot is some- ± 100% error point, this occurring when the shutter oper-
times observed to occur at the well center with the curvature ation moves from regime 2 to 3. For the particular Al oven
going to zero. shutter characterized above zcz and zc: are given, respec-

If one desires to avoid the large percentage errors in the Al tively, by
mole fraction resulting from the larger jitter (± 20 ms) Ll. 7
when the shutter is operated in regimes 2 and 3 in the digital IzC, I = - -2
alloy technique, the minimum nonzero alloy percentage is 2
sim ply 

5 A L w( aRAL.s T12  -325 , '2 , (5a)
Xmi, 12 = I (4a) " I k m/hJpI

in order to always operate in regime 1, and not stray into Izc.. I =
regimes 2 or 3, and 2

IT :'---R 23  (4b) -110 A.Lp-.w) 0A (5b)P~~~~ (Sb) IýIZ(L

in order to pulse the shutter in regimes I and 2, but to avoid
regime 3 altogether. In the above equations, RAIA. is the where x.n 1,. andxm.,,. are as defined in Eqs. (4), xn,.A is the
ALAs growth rate, P the superlattice period, and T, and T•, Al mole fraction at the well edges, P is the period of the
are the shutter time constants defined in Eqs. (3). For superlattice grown, RAM.A. is the sum of the growth rates of
RAA, -- 0.32/am/h, and a period of 20 A, x,, and x,. GaAs and ALs, and L, the width of the parabolic well.

are, respectively, 0.8% and 0.09%. The percentage error in Similar critical dimensions for other alloy-profiles can also
Al mole fraction at these limits are 4- 6% and + 100% for be derived. The percentage error in Al mole fraction will
x,,, and x,,,.ý.•, respectively. These percentage error val- decrease approximately as z - for 'zt >zc.,, is fixed at

e are purely functions of the shutter time constants and -- -4 100% for 1z[ <zcIj and has values between - 6%
jitter. and are ideally zero in the limit of no jitter. and -ý 100% for values ofz between the two criticalz values.

Another source of deviation in Al flux from programmed As stated earlier though. the problem can be avoided alto-
values is flux transients caused by changes in the tempera- gether by having a small nonzero minimum Al mole fraction
ture of the surface of the charge in the MBE cell, upon shut- x,,1,I or x,,,2 in the alloy.
ter opening and closing. In our case. this can be gauged by The variation in the curvature of the parabolic well across
differences in maximum Al flux values observed throughout a 2 in. diam wafer that is not rotated (to avoid interference

between the frequency of rotation and the frequency of the
shuttering in the digital-alloy case or of the temperature

1 ., , , change in the analog-alloy case) is of interest. For the sub-
strate/shutter/oven geometry for our Varian GEN II MBE

0.8 -machine we calculate a curvature variation of from + 30%
0 ".6,(at the point on the wafer farthest from the neighboring Al

,----- and Ga ovens) to - 30% (at the point closest to the two% , ovens), 0% being at the wafer center, for both the digital and
0.4 - m analog alloys. A further lateral nonuniformity is introduced

-. sa0 - Parabola p in the digital-alloy case when the Al pulses become so sharp
i -Di " .... abola that the shutter only partially uncovers the oven thereby

0 5 I 20I exposing the more distant points on the wafer to the Al flux
0 Soo 1000 1500 2000 for a longer time. This causes the cutrvature for Izt < zc ,_, to

I z (A) vary from + 60% (at the most distant point) to - 100%
(at the nearest point, which may not be receiving any Al flux

FIG. 7. Curvature v% depth of the three parabolic profiles: design. analog. at all) across the wafer, for our machine geometry and shut-
and digital. %hown in Fig. -4. ter time constants.
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The ion puge measured profiles are representative of the ns depth with a high degree of precision. The beam flux
gprow profles only if both Ga and Al have unity sticking monitor me pug masured profile are obtained in a dum-
coufkient at the growth conditions. This is a function of my rim immediately prir to ac•al growth in an MDE ma-
substrate temperature. bem fluxes. etc•' At substrate tern- chine Botha variable Al temperature technique (a-
peratures above -- 670 "C and As stabilized growth condi- log alloy) and a puld Al bear technique (digtal alloy),
doans. Ga re-evaporation will came changes in both the layer have been applied to the came ola wide symmetric parabolic
thicknesses and the alloy comipoition, and therefore the al- well. A computer is used to ramp the furnace temperature or
loy profile shape. An additional complication is that Ga re- pulse the beam with sufficient fineness to produce a smooth
evaporation is a function of the Al flux. Under such condi- alloy grade, as evidenced by the corresponding ion-gauge
tions, the graded-alloy profile is perhaps best measured by measurements. The digital-,alloy technique is further seen to
monitoring the desorbed Ga signal from the substrate during be the preferable technique where changes in Al mole frac-
actual growth by a mass spectrometer mounted in one of the tion versus depth are too rapid for the Al oven temperature
furnace ports with the analyzer having a line ofsight view of to track precisely, and where reasonable growth rates are
the substrate. "-.5 desired. Variations frm run to run are small enough that I

For our sample growth conditions (substrate tempera- one can use these measured profiles as a good indication of
tures of - 580 C and As stabilized growth), the Ga and Al the actual graded Al mole fraction versus depth. grown.
do have unity sticking coefficients. The growth rate of The method is applicable to measu.ng the alloy grades of
AIGaAs was measured by RED oscillations for a range of other IlI-V ternary alloys, especially where critical compo-
Ga and Al oven temperatures and was in all cases found to sition control is required to avoid misfit dislocations in the
agree (within 1%) with the sum of the GaAs and AlAs growth of strained graded alloys.
growth rates, under the above growth conditions. The ion
gauge measured profiles are therefore expected to be the ac-
tual alloy profiles grown.
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Remotely doped graded parabolic potential well structures have been grown and studied.
Electrons distribute themselves uniformly in a parabolic well, the density being proportional to
the curvature or quasidoping in the well. Quasidoped semiconductors are synthesized by
molecular beam epitaxy in the GaAs/AIx Ga, _..As system through the digital alloy
technique. The analog grading produced by the digital alloy is verified by photoluminescence
excitation spectroscopy. Low temperature mobility measurements show higher mobility in
these quasidoped semiconductors than in similar real-doped semiconductors. Alloy-disorder

scattering is suggested to be the mobility-limiting mechanism in this digital alloy system.
Capacitance-voltage profiling analysis of quasidoped semiconductors has been developed, and
is used to measure carrier profiles in these structures.

•I . INTRODUCTION graded region. It is in a bid to minimize the system energy

The rand get a uniform Fermi energy level at thermal equilibrium
The recently introduced concept of remotely doped that the carriers distribute themselves in a way that mimics

graded heterostructures" 2 has led to the realization of a high the quasidoping profile. A computer simulation of the 0 K
mobility three-dimensional electron gas (MDEG). This electron distribution in one half ofa symmetric 2000 A-wide
3DEG orjellium exhibits a number of interesting properties parabolic well that has a curvature of - X 10"' cm •', is
in low temperature transport and optical measurements.'7 shown in Fig.? for a range ofbarrier dopings. At a particular

We had stated in our original introduction' that the con- value of the doping, n,, the electron distribution in the grad-
cept wan entirely general and could be used to realize di•er- ed well is exactly uniform at the value of the quasidoping. At
ent carrier profiles of controlled density and high mobility larger barrier dopings, excess electrons are inserted in accu-
We expand on tris principle here. We refer to the concept as mulation layers at the well edges, and at smaller ones they
quasidopin.$.' are extracted from the edges. Over most of the well though.

Both real doping and quasidoping are illustrated sche- the electron profile tends to mimic the quasidoping profile.,
matically in Fig. I. In real doping we start with a pure semi- for a wide range of barric-- dopings. This behavior is surpris-
conductor that has a flat band edge, which, on the addition ingly observed at all temperatures from 0 to 300 K but the
of say. a uniform distribution of charged dopant impurities, tendency towards ideality is more pronounced at lower tem-
results in a band edge that is parabolic (with the curvature peratures.' The quasidoping density NQ in a parabolic well
proportional to the charge density) as per Poisson's equa- of width L/ 1 w and height A is given simply by the curvature
tion. In quasidoping this equation is turned around. One as: NV = 8eA/eL ., where E is the dielectric permittivi-
starts with a graded band- edge semiconductor, say parabol- ty, and e the electronic charge. For an electron gas of sheet
ic. and can subsequently think of this as being equivalent to density .V in a parabolic well ofquasidoping .VQ, the classi-
an ungraded band-edge semiconductor that has a charged cal width of the gas is therefore simply: wt, /.VQ/

* impurity distribution proportional to the curvature of the As the electrons in a shallow parabolic well are designed
grading (constant in the case of parabolic grading). There is to be distributed uniformly over a thickness in excess of 1000

*"•_ exact mathematical equivalence and, if quantum size effects A and occupy several subbands. we refer henceforth to this
distribution as a three-dimensional electron gas or 3DEG.

system can be deduced entirely by treating semiconductors
with shallow band-edge profiles of known grading, as
though they were quasidoped.

The carrier profile obtained in either case, real or quasi- Radia

doping, is the same. In a real-doped semiconductor the local E Pt -e
carrier density is due to the local charged dopant density,+
whereas in a quasidoped semiconductor the local carrier _-
density is proportional to the curvature of the local band-
edge grade. But the carriers in a quasidoped semiconductor, QML-2RM
and here lies the fundamental difference between the tur dop-I ing techniues originate from a real doping of barriers that .

are physically remote from, and at higher potential than, the +

- utmauwt addriu Departmnent of Physics and Measuo ema.t Technolo- FIG. 1. Schematic ilh.itruigon of real doping and quwsdofing- Quidkoping
a. Linkiping University. S581 8 Liankping. Sweden. is the inveimc of real doping.
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I U
10" 1-0.10 by chopping betwuen the ~A.1n,3M&,A and GaAs in the

, 110 40, Manner

104- 1.~ ~Ua. .4mne explained above.-

- 0. \ A. Parabolic qun waft U a mana of graded profl
Z testig

101 To experimentally verify that the digital alloy technique
As does indeed work like an analog alloy, parabolic quantum

10 1, . . wells were grown using this technique, and optically tested
0 200 400 600 800 10001200 through photoluminescence excitation spectroscopy.' Har-

z (A) monic oscillator like exciton transitions expected to be seen I

FIG. 2. 0 K Eectrmn profies in one half'oasymmethrc uV00-wkk para- in such a spectrum are shown in Fig. 4(a). nh indicates a I
bolic well (inse) simulaedfora map ofarrier doping densitiesna., Well transition from the nth electron state in the conduction band
curvature X,, so I x 10''"m parabolic well to the nth heavy hole state in the valence band

parabolic well. al/is similarly the transition to the corre- 3
sponding nth light hole state. Off-diagonal transitions hav- I
ing 4n = 2 (e.g., 13h) are also predicted. An excitation

I. EXPERIMENTS AND DISCUSSION spectrum for a MQW sample consisting of 10 undoped 520 3
We have accomplished quasidoping in the GaAs/AlAs A-wide parabolic quantum wells (with X goinv from 0 at the i

system through the digital alloy technique in molecular center to 0.3 at the edges) is shown in Fit. A b). Detection

beam epitaxy. The digital alloy technique is schematically was 8057 A, the position of the heavy hole free exciton in the

illustrated in Fig. 3. A superlattice with a constant period of photoluminescence spectrum (shown in the inset). The Ia-

20 A, is grown. The duty cycle of the Al in each period is beled peaks in the excitation spectrum reflect the harmonic

varied in the desired fashion, say parabolic, by computer oscillator like transitions between electron and hole states.

control of the Al oven shutter in the MBE machine. The Experimentally deduced energy ladder spacings are 25.2 I
carrier "sees" an average Al mole fraction, in effect an ana- meV for electrons, and 10.5 meV for heavy holes, which are

log alloy. Using the fact that the band gap of AlyGa, _ As in reasonable agreement with values calculated for ideal bar-
has a nearly linear relationship with the Al mole fraction I
over a large range ofX values (0-0.45), the result is a grad- -
ed band gap directly proportional to the graded alloy compo- (a) CB-
sition. To synthesize a uniformly quasidoped semiconductor
with a carrier density of -2x 10'* cm-' would require a E
2000 A-wide parabolic well in which the A] mole fraction ,
went quadratically from zero at the center to 0.2 at the
edges.' An abrupt increase in the mole fraction from 0.2 to I, , A , n•.o2
0.3 at the edges further provides a square well like confine-
meat when the parabolic well is exactly filled or overfilled.

All samples in this study were grown in a Varian GenII -v-
MBE machine, on mechanical-grade LEC semi-insulating/
heavily N-doped (001.) GaAs substrates, at a nominal sub- I

strate temperature of 58(rC. The alloy composition was 3 2h
nominally 30% Al. All lower alloy compositions (X< 03), ' '
whether constant or continuously graded, were synthesized13 21 4h1 h

22 S

IU

0.LAW I.
sm 1.21

0 M10OTO ENEMY (OV)

Aera Atn I • •FIG. 4. (a) Harmonic-oscilwar (HOl4ike exciton tmnsition ",r~dlo
20A between d•.."t on ga•tes in tiaecoductiona band =Wl hoistaes in the valenc.e

p•. a band. Tnunitoare allowal for,.n = 0. 2. Mb Photoluminescece•excita-
tionV.•ectrm o"ften 520 A-wiL paaoi quantum w-et. rellec inj HO-

PIG. 3. Digital alloy used to realize parabolic potential well. Duty cyclke of" like nature of" the €o~luctionantd vaknmce band parabolic wells. Exciton, Ga,, Ain .aperlanices varies p t-,icaily from well center toedges. transuions labekl. Detectio at 807 A. the havy-hole excitan in the PL
reanding in pa-mbl- c variation ofaverage Al mole fraction X. and energy spectrum. ahown in inset. Al-s- hwae the nmured antd calculated HO

b. d ede ., is typiclly between 2000 and 5000 A. energy-ladder spmcings for the eLtromm.
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.W.. od llUtom in the anductmo and valence bands (27.6 temnperalurm whet the reduced ionized-impunty scattering
MV ir elecmrons, and 8.7 meV for bevy Whle). This elec- of the electrons in the modulmion-doped parabolic well re-
Ivoy conirms the viability of the digital alloy technique. suits in an improvement in mobility over the real-doped case

The shape of the graded alloy can also be measured by by two orders of magnitude.
monitoring the variation with time of thecolctorcurrent of It is theoretically expected. and experimentally con-
beam flux monitor in the growth position, in a calibration finned on identical samples." that the electrons are distribut-
Srun imnmeditely prior to a~tuagrowth. and then integrating ed uniformly (at the quasidoping density ,V ) about the cen-
this current with time.'0 Such measurements also confirm ter of the parabolic welL In the limit of 0 K., additional

Sthe fsagibility of making alloys with ontrolled grades. elctrons introduced into the well are added to the periphery
of this starting distribution at a uniform 3D density. By con-

&U Moblity meaur m nts trolled pulsing of a red LED on the sample and using the

The principal advantage of quasidoping as opposed to Persistent photoconductivity (PPC) effect to empty DX

1 real doping is the reduced ionized-impurity scattering and centers in the doped AA,. mGa,,., As barriers, the total number

- consequent mobility enhancement of the carriers in the for- of electrons N, per unit area introduced into the well can be

mer case. Data supporting this fact are presented below. increased and the variation of mobility # of the 3DEG with

Typical Van der Pauw (VdP) mobility (parallel to the su- the integrated electron sheet concentration per unit area N,I perlattice layers) and concentration vs temperature for the in the parabolic well, is obtained in Fig. 5 (b), for a 2000 A-

3DEG in a 4640 A&-wide parabolic well with a curvature wide parabolic well (NU -2.2 X 10" cm -') with 200 A-
• - 6.0 X 10'cm- 'is shown in Fig. 5(a). 400 •-wide spac- wide spacer layers on either side. A strong decrease ofp with

"er layers were inserted between the well and the doped layers N, is observed:
in the barriers, on either side. Low temperature VdP mobiliu-
ties as high as 2.5 X 10" cm 2/V s have been obtained in some
samples. The mobility vs temperature characteristic of a where y- 0 .7 6. Mobility decreases from -9.4x 10' cm 2/
sample of n-GaAs bulk doped to 6.2 x 10•' cM' 3 is also V s at the 2D density N, - 1.55 X 10" cml--2 (w,. - 35% of
shown for comparison. The superior mobility of the quasi the 2000 A-wide parabolic well full at the uniform density
3DEG as opposed to the real 3DEG is clear, especially at low N ,-2.2 x l0'• cm -:) to 5.96 x l0+ cm 2/V s at

N, -3.29 x 10" cm -- (w,.- 75% of the well filled at the
same 3D density). There appears to be a peak in the mobil-

10' I '. ity,9.6X104cm!/Vs, when thewell isabout 37% full, anda
4il ...... ..... steeper decrease to 4.58 x 10' cm2/V s when the filling per-

.. 3 centage is increased from - 75% to 82%. The well was satu-
- 2 •The strong decrease of mobility with concentration is a

103 . signature of the scattering mechanisms at work. Inasmucht~x•"•" • . •-as the reffcive spacer width is in excess of 200A,. when the
1021- " O .1 .P well is partially filled ( it is 200 'A when the well is exactly full

or overfull), ionized impurity scattering is not expected to be
) TemhtrpernSu (K) the mobility limiting scattering mechanism. Alloy-disorder

scattering and interface roughness scattering are expected to
107 . be the dominating scattering mechanisms for the 3DEG in a

• :digital alloy.

'13 "" ' • A rigorous quantitative treatment of the alloy-disorder
i'- -,scattering in a 3DEG is complicated by the fact that as the

0.,,,,-=.. well is filled, the electron wave functions penetrate into re-
#101 gions with greater Al mole fraction, consequently suffering

alm •afrom enhanced scattering. Added to this is the occupation of
more and more subbands as the well is filled (with an atten-

1 2 3 4 dant flattening of the parabolic well at constant Fermi ener-
0%) (4%) (611%) (2%) gy) and the corresponding onset of the intersubband scatter-

SDensity N, ing terms. It is calculated that the 35% filling fraction (as
PIG. 5. (a) Mobilityu and sheet electron concentration N, vs temperature cooled in the dark) corresponds to two subbands being occu-
r for4640 ;-wide paralbolic well (N. 6x 101' cm--) shown in inset.is pied, while the 75% fraction corresponds to the occupation
vsIr6.2X 10S cm-'bulk-dopedu4.aM alsoshown forcomparison of four subbands. The exactly full 2000 A-wide parabolic
(Rd. 11). Note higher mobility of 3DEG in parabolic welL. y at well has five occupied subbands. The strong decrease of mo-
lower tempetaturua. (b) u vsN, for 2000A-wide went (inot) at T- IOK.

is donm5 a• t,-,he. N• i i orizo Ax•s•m•i- bility when the filling fraction is increased from 75% to 82%
am flr of well ASed at uniform deity in clasical flit. Alloy-dieor- is probably due to the onset of the occupation of the fifth
duhmetmIlw mobility alculated in one subb•nd limit. awsming a subband and the onset ofnew intersubband scattering terms.
-i Am (domx ) P' - diaribtian. also shown. Two and five sub- The alloy-disorder-scattering-limited mobility/u vs N,

s pmde.,.aredcupsed(ieliai O0K) at tlemaimund of the 3DEG, calculated assuming one occupied subband
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mad a uniform electron distribution, is also shown in the diffusion or an unequal incorporation of deep compensat•mng
Gpire, impurities in the barnier layers below and above the parabol-

Ifwe use the expression`: ic well. unequal depletion from surface and substrate., and
incomplete activation and unequal compensation of donor 3

-. .l . l() (2) atoms on the two sides. Flashing a LED may cause the well
rw." IV to fill more from one side than the other. causing a further

for the alHoy-disorder scattering relaxation time in a random shift in the 3DEG distribution. The beauty of the quasidop-
alloy, where X is the average mole fraction composition of ing technique is that the 3DEG is uniform in all these cases
the ternary alloy, ( V) is the alloy disorder scattering param- since it only requires the presence of a parabolic potential.
eter, fl is the unit cell volume, m* the electron effective mass, The calculations above for the alloy-disorder-scattering-lim-
A the reduced Planck's constant, andf.,,• is given, for elec- ited mobility are valid for a 3DEG located symmetrically
trons occupying the lowest subband [with wave function about the alloy parabola center. A shift in the center will
06o(z) within the alloy], by cause a decrease in this mobility. Our conclusion about the

# vs N, behavior still stand though. U
1 d,, (z)I dz Interface roughness scattering is the other important
S-. scattering mechanism in digital alloys. Monolayer fluctu-

then using an average value for X in the parabolic well ations in component layer thicknesses and/or layer positions

( = X,,.1/3) we estimate the alloy-disorder scattering mo- in the superlattice cause fluctuations in the quantized ener-

bility limit for a 2000 A-wide parabolic well that is exactly gies which in turn results in a scattering potential propor-

"filled to -"4.4x lol cm, all of these occupying the lowest ional to the perturbation. The roughness-scattering limited

subband, to be - 1.5 X I W cm 2/V s. This estimate is ob- mobility u, can be written as'
tamined from the calculated mobility limit for the same elec- e(-,) 1 g(A)
tron sheet concentration in the InP/Ino,, sGaQ 4 As 2DEG M, = -J (4)
system'" after appropriate scaling of parameters between
InGaAs and AIGaAs (these being m* = 0.067, X = 0.2/3, where u is the mean square deviation of the roughness height
ni = 4 a6r where a,, = 5.66 A, (V) = I eV, for the AlGaAs in units of monoiayers, A the lateral spatial decay rate of the
alloy; and m =* 0.047,.X = 0.47, 1 = 4 a, where a, = 5.87 roughness, V, the quantized energy perturbation per mono-

A. (V) = 0.6eV, for the InGaAs alloy). The measured mo- layer caused by the roughness, andga function of A, electron
bility for the nearly filled well case is - 60% lower than this sheet concentration N,, and temperature T.
theoretical value. It is reasonable to attribute this lower mo- For the lowest subband in the parabolic well, the largest

bility to the fact that the carriers occupy four subbands in- fluctuation in quantized energy arises from roughness at the I
stead of one, with the attendant increase in both intersub- well center. Experimentally too this is perhaps the region of
band and intrasubband alloy-disorder scattering terms. It is maximum roughness because of monolayer fluctuations in
interesting to note that assuming strict electron confinement the very short Al pulses here. By first order perturbation

to 35% of the well as cooled in the dark, the alloy-disorder- theory, we get V, to be equal to (2/L, )Az YV for an exactly
scattering-limited mobility (again assuming lowest subband filled parabolic well (and therefore a square well as seen by
occupancy) increases to - 1.5 X 10" cm2/V s. While a part the individual electron). and (l/L,)v )Az V. fora nearly
of this increase (a factor of about 2) from the filled well empty parabolic well, where.Az is thesmall roughness. V, its
value, is due to the lower electron sheet concentration N,, potential height. L,,. the width of the well, and L w, the natu-
the main increase (a factor of 5) is due to the reduced aver- ral unit of length of the harmonic oscillator -140 A for a
-age alloy composition, X. that the electron sees. But the as- parabolic well with a curvature of - 2.2 X 10" cm -). For
sumption that the electrons are precisely confined to 35% of the above 2000 A-wide well. and for one monolayer
the width about the center of the well is not strictly valid. A0..3 Ga, I As fluctuations at the digital alloy center, the low-
The wave functions penetrate beyond this width into the est subband energy perturbations are respectively -0.7 meV
regions of higher Al mole fraction, resulting in lower mobil- for the filled well. and - 2.7 meV for the nearly empty well.
ity. This is especially so for the second subband which is also Taking u = 0.2 and A = 120 ,k (fitting parameters deduced
occupied at this filling fraction. Allowing a factor of 2 in- for I monolayer ALs roughness in Ref. 14) and scaling the
crease in the mobility, rather than 5. as a resultant of the results forp, vsN, calculated in Ref. 14, we arrive at rough-
reduced average X, and a 30% mobility reduction from the ness-scattering limited mobility values of -4.6X 10 cm2/
intersubband scattering when the second subband is just oc- V s for the nearly filled well, and 1.4x 10o cm2/V s for the
cupied,' - gives 4 X 1Y( cm 2/V s as a reasonable estimate for nearly empty well. Once again these estimates, especially for I
the maximum alloy-disorder-scattering-limited mobility the filled well case, should be further reduced by the occupa-
that the above 3DEG will have when cooled in the dark and tion of several subbands. Even with this reduction, a much
when its three-dimensionality condition is barely satisfied, larger roughness thatt one monolayer and/orone onolayer
Le., at least two subbands are occupied. roughness at several spots in the well would be required to

Care is in order in interpreting the results of the/i vs N, account for our substantially lower mesured mobility val-
experiment performed in the manner described above. The ues for these two cases. Both these hypotheses, the uncon-
center of the 3DEG may not coincide with the center of the trolled insertion of a thick layer ofAlGaAs at asingle spot or I"alloy parabola. to begin with. This could be due to donor several single monolayers at random spots, appear unrea-
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salba.. given the cunret ste of mBZ technology. At any 0.,

rate, the estimates for the alloy-disorder-scattering-limited
umobUies, for the two itstntcus are clwer to the measured o.a,- a

valus and attest to the dominance of alloy scattering as the 0,

mobility limiting scattering mechanism. 0 ,

c. Capaoetnce-votmge (CY) proMii ngo.

CV profiling is a simple. quick. and powerful method to
experimertally measure carrier distributions in semaconduc- 0o =

tors. It can, besides, be done at room temperature. We have -r.oo

successfully extended this technique to the study of quasi- sxKI, Ti doped semiconductors.It is well known that wvhat the CV profiling measures is
not the true carrier profile, but an apparent profile that is a -3o0K
smeared-out version of the true profile, the smearing occur- x,.
ing over the order of a few Debye lengths. Only in a uniform-
ly doped semiconductor are the two profiles identical. Sec-
ondly, the graded heterojunction itself being leaky it is 0 o.a o0. a.. 0. ,

S1 difficult to extract the true capacitance from the measured
* lvalue. It is therefore preferable to use the depletion region of

an adjacent Schottky barriert' to sweep through the carriers
.ilin the parabolic well, and measure capacitance vs voltage 1017 + [

between gate and heavily doped substrate. Thirdly, inns- "43 N,,: Aeauie
N0V- Cadojalad

much as it is impossible to deconvolve the true carrier profile 1 "--N CaaLjtad
l from the measured apparent profile, a computer simulation • ---. ] I•- -- - N5 : As&~

of the CV profiling process is necessary to reconstruct the E
apparent profile. Measured and simulated apparent profiles 5X101 -
are then compared and an optimum fit obtained by appropri-
ate changes to the design parameters. Fourthly, the changes (a
required to obtain a good fit can yield valuable information )
to optimize design and growth parameters. T=0S)

Computer simulated profiles of the true, N(z), and ap- 0 01 ___
parent, Nev (z) (the profile that would be obtained in a CV 0 0 0 0. . 1

measurement), electron distributions for the nominally 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8

2000 A-wide parabolic well with a curvature -2.2 X 10' Z (Atm)
cm at room temperature, as also the doping profile
No (z) (graphically illustrating the fact that only the bar- FIG. 6. (a) Al mole fraction X,, (z). (b) rasmed real doping profile

riers of the parabolic well are doped) and the Al mole frac- ,Y(z). (c) compmer-muiut ue electro dstributon Y(z) at 300 K.
and (d) computer-simulated apparent (CY electron promdle.Vc- (z) at 300

ion profile X•, (z). are shown in Figs. 6(a) through 6(d). r_ for modulationdotp 2000 k..wide paraoic well that is located
Inset in Fig. 6(e) shows the CV measurement schematic. betwe .andO.7#m below stface. Noteasymmetry predicted forelec-

Details of these calculation procedures will be presented tron CVptile. (e) Experimentally measured CVprodle for a similar Para-

Selsewhere. Two features are manifest: the true electron dis- bolic wed (i'mu shows nominal desig and mesurement schematic), and

tribution in the well is nearly uniform at the quasidoping rheastued L Alm e.or" shreeetr p ea

value as expected, and the apparent profile, though mostly - - 7x IO0cm- isdeduced. andatnbutedtodopingasymmetresin the

S.uniform, shows the asymmetry expected in profiling MBE growth of the strucure. Note uniformity of true electron profile de.

* through back to back GaAs/Al r Ga, - x As heterojunctions. spite " doping asymmetry.

Figure 6(e) shows the measured apparent profile of an
actual parabolic well nominally designed to be the same as
the one for which the simulations in Fig. 6 were done. and the origin of this interface charge. Improved growth tech-
grown on a heavily n -doped GaAs substrate. Also shown is niques incorporating superlattice spacer layers and lower
the optimum computer-reconstructed fit, and the conre- growth temperatures of the Si-doped AIGaAs layers should
sponding true electron distribution calculated for this fit. remove this discrepancy. Further details of this optimizing
Though a reasonably good fit, especially in the top half of the procedure will be presented elsewhere. Despite the doping
well, could be obtained to the apparent profile of a purely asymmetry, note that the true electron distribution that was

Sparabolic well (the curvature being the only design param- deduced from the measurement is uniform at the quasidop-
eter varied), introduction of a negative sheet charge of ing density N2 over most of the well, again illustrating the
- 7 X 101" cm - " at the lower interface (towards the sub- strong predominance of4VQ in determining the electron pro-

stmat side), gave the best fit. Silicon or oxygen segregation at file. and the relative tolerance of the technique to doping
Sthe lower interface", is the most reasonable explanation for variations in the barrier layers. The data demonstrate that
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system. A uniform three-dimensional electron gas (3DEG)
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